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1.0 Introduction 

To order this document, request SV40-0089-01. This document is also available in 
the following places: 

• OS2BBS -- the IBM bulletin board accessible through lIN. 

- MPCONFIG.zIP -- The Postscript version, the ASCII text version, the 
LIST3820 version, and the sample fIles. 

• MKTTOOLS -- the IBl'vI-internal bulletin board with packages available for 
distribution to customers .. Most marketing reps and SE's have access to this 
bulletin board. 

MPCONFIG PACKAGE -- contains the Postscript, ASCII text, and a 
LIST3820 version of the document, as well as the sample flies. 

This booklet explains how to configure APPC and APPN on the following plat
forms: 

• 0:etworking Services/DOS 

• OS/2 Extended Services 

• Communications ~lanager/2 l.l 

• RISC System/6000 S0.'A Services 

• RISC Systemi6000 SNA Serverj6000 

• VM 

• CICS 

• MVS 

• OS/400 

• 3174 

(See the individual chapters for details on product versions and prerequisites.) 

To configure APPC on different kinds of computers you need to know multiple 
configuration methods. Terminology varies from one type of computer to another. 
There is a set of values that needs to match between ~wo computers that want to 
communicate. 

This guide is designed to do three things: 

1. Describe the steps needed to configure APPC. 

2. Explicitly state which values in one computer's configuration need to match 
values in a partner computer's configuration. 

3. Clarify the terminology differences between computers by mapping to a set of 
standard terms, and confIning platform-speciflc terms to the section that 
describes that platform. 

This guide is not a tutorial on APPC or APPN concepts, although some APPC and 
APPN terms are introduced in this ftrst section. It is alsCTnot a network design 
tutorial. A good introduction to APPC and APPN concepts is provided in two 
publications: Networking with APPN: An Overview, G32S-0204-00 and Communi-

Introduction 



1.1 APING 
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eating with APPC and CPJ-C: A Technical Overview, G325-0202-00. Both are avail
able from IBM. 

To keep things simple, configuration for a token-ring Local Area Network is explic
itly presented in this booklet. The information here should help you configure other 
types of networks, but additional information from the platform's installation guide 
may be necessary in those cases. . 

This guide uses a widely available APPC program named APING in the configura
tion examples. APING is a small program that sends data across a network and 
receives data back. APING is used to test connectivity between two machines on a 
network, and to provide diagnostic information when APPC communications fail. 
API~G is shipped as a sample program with ~etworking Services/DOS and Com
munications Manager/2. It is also available on several bulletin boards:. 

• CompuServe 

There is an APPC Info Exchange forum on CompuServe (type GO APPCto 
access this forum). In the Sample Programs Library section, there are several 
packages related to APING: 

APING.ZIP - The OS/2 APING executables, C source code, and makefiles 
for many platforms. 

API:\'GS.ZIP - The C source portion of the API:\G.ZIP package. 

PNGFAM.ZIP - The executables from the API::'\G.ZIP package. 

APINGC.ZIP - the CICS COBOL source for the APINGD server. 

• J\.tKTTOOLS 

MKTTOOLS is an IBM-internal bulletin board containing packages that can 
be distributed to customers. IBM marketing reps and SE's have access to this 

. bulletin board and can request packages from it. The packages related to 
APING are: 

APING PACKAGE: The OS/2 APING executables, C source code, and 
makeflles for many platforms. 

APINGCIC PACKAGE: the CICS COBOL source for the APINGD 
server. 

• OS2BBS 

The OS2BBS is a bulletin board accessible through IBM Information Network. 
You can acquire and register for the service by calling 1-800-547-1283. The 
APING package is available on the OS2BBS . 

...,. APING.ZIP: The OS/2 APING executables, C source code, and makefiles 
for many platforms. 

The APING package consists of a client program, APING, and a server program 
APINGD. We recommend that you obtain APING and use it when you configure 
APPC in your network. 

When you finish configuring both partners, run APING on the client machine. 
When APING successfully exchanges information with a partner, the following 
information (with timing variations) is displayed. 



APING version 2.35 APPC echo test with timings. 
by Peter J. Schwaller (pjs@ralvm5.vnet.ibm.com) 

Allocate duration: 1711 ms 

Program startup and Confirm duration: 589 ms 

Duration Data Sent Data Rate Data Rate 
(msec) (bytes) (KB/s) (I·lb/s) 

---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
31 200 6.3 0.050 
29 200 6.7 0.054 

Totals: 50 400 6.5 0.052 

Duration statistics: Hin = 29 Ave = 30 1·lax = 31 

Figure 1. Results from APING 

1.2 Using this guide 
This guide contains a chapter for each platform. Each chapter describes that plat
form's configuration independent of the type of machine it will be connecting to. 
Within each chapter, when parameter values are needed from a partner computer, 
the instructions will say: "See the 'How to fmd .. : section of the partner computer's 
configuration chapter." The person using that partner computer's configuration 
chapter should be able to read the 'How to fmd .. : instructions and provide the 
proper value. 

Each chapter assumes some knowledge of the operation of that platform. No 
APPC or APPN knowledge is required, but someone configuring Networking 
Services/DOS needs to know how to edit a text me in DOS, and how to copy flies, 
for example. 

If there are different people configuring different platforms, for example, when trying 
to connect OS/2 to an AS/400, this is what you should do: 

1. Give the chapter on OS/2 to the person configuring OS/2. 

2. Give the OS/400 chapter to the person configuring OS/400. 

3. Each person fills in the values in the platform Configuration Worksheet at the 
beginning of their chapter. You need to obtain specific values from the person 
who is configuring the platform that you want to connect to. Instructions for 
fmding this information are in the "How to fmd ... " section of their chapter. 

4. Each person follows the configuration directions in their chapter, filling in the 
appropriate values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

5. If you need more details about a platform's configuration, you should refer to 
documents listed at the beginning of each chapter. 

In this manner, the OSi2 configurerr never needs to learn the AS/400 configuration 
terminology (unless the same person is the configurer of both machines). 

Each chapter in this booklet is not only independent of the partner computer's plat
form, but also independent of the network structure. This means that the con
nection between computers is described as a direct connection from one computer 
to the other. However, configuration can get complex when a computer starts con-
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What are Transaction Programs and Conversations? 

necting to several partner computers. This complexity is unnecessary when a special 
kind of node called a network node is added to the network. A network node is 
used to locate partners in a network. (Network nodes are discussed in more detail in 
1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6.) 

If you have an APPN network node in your network, you should defme just one 
link to it, and avoid defming the many individual links to the other computers in the 
network that can be located by the network node. The chapter for each platform 
describes how to substitute a link to a network node for many direct links to partner 
machines. The way to fmd out if you have a network node in your network is to 
ask someone who set up the network. That person should be able to provide you 
with the necessary information about the network node for you to include it in your 
configuration. If you don't have a network node, or don't know if you have one, 
you can continue to follow the directions that assume there is no network node. 
The only drawback is that this may add unnecessary complexity to your network. 

1.3 What Is APPC? 
Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) is software that enables 
high-speed communications between programs on different computers, from port
ables and workstations to midrange and host computers. APPC software is avail
able for many different IBM and non-IBM operating systems, either as part of the 
operating system or as a separate software package. 

APPC serves as a translator between application programs and the network. When 
an application on your computer passes information to the APPC software, APPC 
translates the information and passes it to a network interface, such as a LAN 
adapter card. The information travels across the network to another computer, 
\vhere the APPC software receives the information from the network interface. 
APPC translates the information back into its original format and passes it to the 
corresponding partner application. 

1.4 What are Transaction Programs and Conversations? 

.:1 \I,,1ti-Ph'fnrrn (""rio 

The part of an application that initiates or responds to APPC communications is 
called a transaction program or TP. A transaction program on your workstation is 
not an entire, stand-alone program. Instead, it is the part of the program that 
handles transactions (exchanges of data) with another program. 

When people talk with each other, we say that they are having a conversation. 
Likewise, the communication between two transaction programs is called a conver
sation. 

A conversation between two programs is similar to conversation between two 
people. When you have a conversation with another person, you follow unwritten 
rules that govern how you begin and end the conversation, take turns speaking, and 
exchange information. Similarly, APPC is called a protocol because it provides the 
rules that govern how conversations between transaction programs start and stop, 
which program "speaks" first, and how data is exchanged. 

A program in your computer may have several conversations active at one time, 
with the same transaction program or with different transaction programs . 
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What Is CPI-C? 

1.5 What are Logical Units and Sessions? 
When two people in different buildings want to talk to each other, they must use 
their telephones. Similarly, transaction programs in different computers can't talk 
directly to each other. Instead, they converse over sessions between two logical 
units. 

A logical unit or LV is APPC software that serves as an interface or translator 
between a transaction program and the network. A logical unit manages the 
exchange of data between transaction programs .. 

An LU is located on your computer. A partner LU is located on a partner com
puter. 

Before a transaction program can start a conversation with a partner transaction 
program, APPC must establish a session, the session that connects the local LC and 
the partner LV. 

There is a one-to-one relationship between a conversation and a session. A session 
can support only one conversation at a time. However, as soon as that com'ersa
tion ends, another conversation can use the session. So, compared to com"ersations, 
sessions are long-lived connections. 

1.6 What Is a Mode? 
A mode is a set of parameters that defmes the characteristics of a session between 
two LUs. Modes have names that must match exactly. There are 4 modes prede
fmed on most platforms that can be used by most applications. (Two more modes, 
SNASVCMG and CPSVCYfG, are also defmed, but they are not intended to be 
used directly by applications.) The SC suffix in the mode name means the defi
nitions include security. 

• #INTER - for interactive jobs 

• #BA TCH - for batch jobs 

• #INTERSC - for interactive jobs with security 

• #BA TCHSC - for batch jobs with security 

1.7 What Is CPI-C side information? 
CPI-C, Common Programming Interface Communications, provides a consistent 
application programming interface for network applications. 

CPI-C programming provides a mechanism, called side information, which associ
ates a set of parameters with a specified symbolic destination name. The CPI-C 
program then uses the symbolic destination name to initialize a conversation. This 
information includes: 

CPI-C Symbolic destination name 
The name used to refer to the CPI-C side information entry. 

TP name 
The name used to identify which program to start on the partner computer. 

Intrn,I"...,jnn ~ 



What Is APPN? 

LV name 
The name of the partner LU 

mode name 
The characteristics associated with the session between the LUs. 

1.8 What Is a Network? 
Transaction programs in different computers must use a network to communicate 
with each other. APPC provides the interface between the programs and net
working software and hardware. 

In simplest terms, a network consists of components that connect computers. 
These components are: 

Node 

Link 

A node is any computer in the network. For example, if your DOS work
station is connected to an OS/2 workstation, both computers are nodes. 

A link is a physical or logical connection between two adjacent nodes. 

Before data can be sent between two nodes, a link must be active between them. 

1.9 What Is APPN? 

(\ \IlIlti-Pbtform ronfio 

Advanced Peer-to-Peer ~etworking (APPN) provides networking functions for 
APPC applications. 

When configuring anode in a network, you must decide which type of node to con
figure. Types of nodes in an APPN network are: 

Low-entry networking node (LEN) 
Low-entry networking nodes are the simplest node type and have the least 
function. A low-entry networking node must be an end point in the network; 
it cannot function as an intermediate node. A LEN is capable of peer-to-peer 
communication, but unable to make direct use of APPN functions. Most 
end-user computers should be EN's. However, some platforms can only be 
LEN nodes, e.g., NSjDOS. 

End node (EN) 
An end node provides the functions of a low-entry networking node plus the 
ability to register information about itself with a network node. This ability 
helps reduce the amount 0 + network configuration required. 

Network node (:\~) 
NN's are used to locate partners in an APPN network. If there is a NN in 
the network, an end node can defme one link to the network node. The EN 
then requires no other link defmitions. Typically, there is at least one network 
node in a network but the addition of more requires informed network anal
ysis. 



How do I Configure a Network? 

1.9.1 What is a Control Point(CP) ? 
In APPN, a control point is responsible for managing the node and its resources 
and, in an APPN end node, for communicating with an adjacent network node 
server's control point to obtain APPN network services. A control point is an LU 
and it might be the only LU at that node. Whenever possible the CP should be the 
only LV at a node. Platforms that are LEN only do not use the control point. 

1.9.2 What is Subarea Networking? 
Subarea networks existed prior to APPN. As opposed to APPN, subarea networks 
are hierarchical in nature. The software that implements subarea networks runs in 
host computers and communication controllers attached to those hosts. The host 
software is called vr AM (Virtual Telecommunications Access Method), and the 
communication controller software is called NCP (Network Control Program). 

Nodes in APPN networks can have links to subarea networks and can establish ses
sions and conversations with LUs and TPs in those networks. From the perspective 
of the APPN node the entire subarea network is viewed as a LEN node. Resources 
in the subarea network can then be defmed in the APP1'\' node as though they all 
were contained in one LEN node. 

1.9.3 What is a Node Identifier? 
~otc: Some Si\'A products require partner systems to code a specific value for a 
parameter called the node identifier or node id for short. The two systems pass tIus 
node identifier during the link activation in a message unit called exchange identw
cation or "XID." 1'\'ode identifiers for each specific platform are described in the 
appendix. See Appendix A, "Using Node IDs in VT AM" on page 143. 

We discourage use of node identifiers, preferring the CP name because it is more 
generic and less confusing. 

1.10 How do I Configure a Network? 
This section provides an overview of the steps required to configure APPC. Config
uration is described by using a standard terminology. These standard terms are used 
throughout the guide to discuss configuration. Each platform may use platform
specific terms in its configuration instead of the standards terns. Therefore, each 
chapter contains a terminology mapping chart that cross-references the terms below 
with platform-specific terms. 

The steps to APPC configuration are: 

• Defme yourself to the network. 

To defme yourself to the network, you must defme these parameters: 

1'\'etwork Name 

A network is a set of interconnected nodes that are grouped by a common 
identifier called a network name. The network name is a I to 8 character 
field consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured format for 
the network name which includes the country code, enterprise code and 
network suffix code. This format insures uniqueness around the world. 
Call your local IB:'.f branch office for the format information and to register 
your network name. 

Introduction 7 



How do I Configure a Network? 

LU name 

1 to 8 character field consisting of alphanumeric characters which is the LV 
name of the node. Choose a name that is unique within the network name. 

The fully qualified name is represented as two concatenated names, the network 
name and the LV name, separated by a period (NETNAME.LVNAME). This 
unique name identifies the node . 

• Defme a link to your partner 

You can defme a direct link between the local node and the partner node if 
both nodes are in the same local network. 

If there is a network node (NN) in the local network, you can defme a link 
to the NN, and the NN can locate the partner node. 

If the partner node is located in a VT AM subarea, you can defme a link to 
the VT AM subarea, and the VT A \;1 subarea can locate the partner node for 
you. 

To define a link, you must defme these parameters: 

l\'etwork Name 

This is the :\etwork 0:ame of the partner machine. To determine this 
value, refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the partner machine's config
uration chapter. 

Partner LU 0.'ame 

This is the LV name of the partner machine. To fmd this value, refer to 
the "How to fmd ... " section of the partner machine's configuration chapter. 

Adjacent LA~ Address 

This is the address of the adjacent node or the network node you are con
necting to. In a token ring, this is the address of the token ring card at the 
adjacent node. To fmd this value, refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of 
the partner machine's configuration chapter. 

• Defme partner LU name 

If you ARE NOT using a network node in your network, you must defme a 
partner LV name. This will allow the partner to be located. 

Partner LV Name 

This is the Local LU name defmed on the partner machine. To fmd this 
value, refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the target machine's configura
tion chapter. 

If you ARE using a network node in your network, you do not need to defme 
an explicit partner LV name. However, you will need to know the partner LV 
name when running transaction programs. 

CPI-C Side Information may be used to associate a set of parameters, including 
the partner LV name, with a symbolic destination name. The symbolic destina
tion name can then be used when running transaction programs to specify the 
partner. Each platform has directions for configuring CPI-C side information. 

• Configure to run as a server 



How do I Configure a Network? 

If you are configuring your computer to run as a servcr, a transaction program 
must be configured on your computer. The transaction program will be the 
target of a conversation startcd by a client. 

TP name 

1 to 64 alpha-numeric characters. This is the name specified by the partner 
APPC application when it wants to start a conversation with a TP on your 
computer. 
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2.0 AIX SNA Services/GOOO Configuration 

This chapter explains how to configure AIX SNA Services/6000. AIX SNA 
Services/6000 is IBM's implementation of APPC for AIX. Version 1.2 supports 
only low entry networking nodes (see 1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6 for a dis
cussion of ~NA node types). The machine to be configured should have AIX 
version 3.2 and SNA Services version 1.2 with the latest updates applied. This is 
necessary to get the maximum benefit of APPC, including CPI-C support, and 
mode defmitions. To check the level of SNA Services you have installed, run the 
command 

lslpp -h sna.sna.obj 

The result should contain four numbers similar to this: 

01. 02.0000.0000 

If the last number is "0000", you do not have the latest updates. You should apply 
PTF's U411903 and U411904. If the last number is "0224" (indicating the July. 
1992 quality refresh) or "0244° (indicating the December, 1992 quality refresh), then 
your S~A Services are sufficiently updated. 

This document describes all of the proftles that need to be created to configure an 
AIX machine to run APIl':G to another machine. A few profiles may be left out if 
you don't plan to run this AIX machine as a server. These will be noted. 

2.1.1 Prerequisites 
• AIX V3.2 

• AIX SNA Services/6000 V1.2 with PTF's U411903 and U411904 

• Token-ring adapter 

For more detailed configuration information, refer to the following publications: 

• Using A/X SNA Services/6000, SC31-7002 

• A/X SNA Services/6000 Reference, SC31-7014 

2.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defmed in 1.10, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used-by SNA Services/6000, 

Standard Term A/X SNA Sen,'ices/6000 Term 

Link Name Attachment proftle name 

Network Name network name 

LU Name local LU name 

Partner LU Name remote LV name 

LAN Address Link Address 

Adjacent LA~ Address Remote link address 
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2.3 SNA Services/GOOO Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

Vse the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platfonn. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platfonn chapters, and values that are local to 
this platfonn which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

For example, if you are following the recommendations in the Worksheet, you will 
write #INTER in the right column on the ?l-.lODE? line. Then in Figure 13 on 
page 24 you will type #INTER in the "MODE name" field to replace '?MODE?' 
like this: 

CPI Communications Side Information 
PROFILE name = ?SVI.fDEST? 
PARTNER LU name = ?CALlCONNPRO? 
REt~OTE TRANSACTION PROGRAf.l name = 1TPNAI~E? 
SERVICE transaction program? 
NODE name 

= no 
= HINTER 

Figure 2. CPI Communications Side Information 

:\'otes: 

In the following chart and throughout this chapter, be aware that all of the 
values entered are case-sensitive. So if you enter a particular value in lower case 
in one place, remember to enter the same value in lower case when it appears 
again. 

How to determine the J'aluefor this symbol Fill in value 
here -

Values that must match with other places 

?LOCALLV? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. It is a I to 8 char-
acter field consisting of upper-case alphanumeric characters 
which represent the LV name of the node. Choose a name 
that is unique within the same network. Refer to l.lO, 
"How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for infonna-
tion about LV names. 

?LOCALCP? This is the sfmbol that refers to the Control Point name of 
your machine. It is same as your ?LOCALLV? Refer to 
1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6 for more infonnation 
about control points. 
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Symbol 

?LOCALNET? 

?PARTi\"ERLV? 

?PAR Ti\"ERNET? 

?LAi\"ADDRESS? 

?TPNA~lE? 

?TPPATH? 

?:\10DE? 

Local \'alues 

How to determine the value for this symbol 

This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defming to the network. While it can be 
any 1 to 8 character field consisting of upper-case alphanu
meric characters, there is a structured format that can be fol
lowed to insures uniqueness of the network name around the 
world. Call your local IBM branch office for the format 
information and to register your network name. Refer to 
1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about network names. 

This is the partner's LV name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for 
this value. For AIX SNA Services/6000, this value is to be 
entered in upper case. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a 
Network?" on page 7 for more information about the 
partner LU name. 

This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com
puter. Use the network name from the partner computer's 
"How to fmd ... " section. For AIX S:--;A Servicesj6000, this 
value is to be entered in upper case. Refer to 1.10, "How do 
I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 for more information 
about the partner network name. 

This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com
puter. (Or the LAN Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) For AIX SNA 
Servicesj6000, this letters in this value are to be entered in 
upper case. Refer to the "How to fmd ... H section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This 
is the name of the transaction program at the partner com
puter. It is 1-64 bytes long, and it is case sensitive. For 
API;-':G, the TP Name on the server is .AP~GD. 

This is the s)'mbol for the fully specified path and fllename 
of the executable code for a server transaction program 
located on your machine. For APINGD, this may be: 
/Iocal/sna/apingd. 

This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
;\10de?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation specifies what mode 
must be used by that product. APING can use any mode 
(this can be specified on the APING command line), but the 
default is #~TER. It is recommended that you use one of 
the architected modes discussed in the "What Is a ~lode?" 
section. For AIX S::-';A Services/6000, this value must be 
entered in upper case. 

Fill in value 
here 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?SYMDEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic 
destination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. 
It will be used locally on the AIX machine to refer to a 
CPI-C side information entry. See 1.7, "What Is CPI-C side 
information?" on page 5 for more information on CPI-C 
Side Information. 

Note: The December 1992 quality refresh of SNA 
Services/6000 fixes an error that would require you to specify 
a symbolic destination that is exactly eight characters long 
when running APIl'G. If you only have the July 1992 
quality refresh (see 2.0, "AIX SNA Servicesj6000 
Configuration" on page 11), you should specify an eight 
character symbolic destination name. 

The following are the names of the proftles that must be configured. The profile names must be 1 to 14 
characters long (unless otherwise indicated). The proftle names are referenced only on the machine you 
are configuring, and do not need to match any values on other machines. Some suggestions for proftle 
names are provided. 

If you are using Quick Configuration, you only need to fill in a value for the first symbol below 
(?QUICKPRO?). All the proftle names generated for the Quick Configuration will be the same (except 
the Transaction Program and Mode profile names which are slightly modified). 

?QUICKPRO? The symbol for name that Quick Configuration uses to gen-
erate profile names for all the proftles it creates. You don't 
need this value if you are not using Quick Configuration. 
This value is 1-12 characters long. Suggestion: use the same 
value as that used for the ?PARThERLU? symbol. 

?CPPRO? The symbol for the name of the Control Point proftle. Sug-
gested proftle name: CPPRO 

?LUPRO? The symbol for the name of the Local Logical Unit 6.2 
proflle. Suggested proflle name: LUPRO 

?CALLA TT ACHPRO? The symbol for the name of the Outgoing (CALL) Attach-
ment proflle. Suggested proflle name: CALLA IT 

Note: The attachment proflle names are only 1-8 characters 
long. 

?LIST A TT ACHPRO? The symbol for the name of the Incoming (LISTEN) 
Attachment proflle. Suggested profIle name: LIST A IT 

Note: The attachment proftle names are only 1-8 characters 
long. 

?CALLCONNPRO? The symbol for the name of the Outgoing (CALL) Con-
nection proflle. Suggested proftle name: CALLCO:\'X . 

?LISTCONNPRO? The symbol for the name of the Incoming (LISTEN) Con-
nection proflle. Suggested proftle name: LISTCO:\"N 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?MODEPRO? The symbol for the name of the :'.10de Proflle. To avoid 
defIning new modes, use one of the mode proflles already 
supplied by SNA Services/6000: 

· INTER 

· BATCH 

· INTERSC 

· BATCHSC 

Note that these are the mode proflie names. The actual 
modes defmed by them are: #I:NTER, #BA TCH, 
#INTERSC, and #BATCHSC. Which one to choose may 
depend on the requirements of your client/server application, 
as specifIed in its documentation. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of these modes. To use 
the default mode that APING uses, specify I:\TER. 

?:\lODELISTPRO? The symbol for the name of the .\-lode List proftle. Sug-
gested proftle name: :\IODELIST 

?RTPNA.\1EPRO? The symbol for the name of the Remote Transaction 
Prorram Name proftle. This value must not be the same as 
any local Transaction Program ?\ame profIles (Denoted by 
'TfP:\'AMEPRO? below.). Suggested proftle name: use the 
?TP;\'AME? value, followed by an "R". (For APING, this 
would be APNGDR.) If this machine is being configured 
as a server only, you do not need to create any Remote 
Transaction Program Name profIles. 

?R TPLISTPRO? The symbol for the name of the Remote Transaction 
Program List proftle. Suggested proftle name: RTPLIST If 
this machine is being configured just as a server (i.e. it will 
not try to start transaction programs on the partner 
machine), you do not need to create a Remote Transaction 
Program List proftle and can use the default proftle provided 
by SNA Services/6000 called RDEFAULT. 

?TPNAMEPRO? The symbol for the name of the local Transaction Program 
Name profile. Suggested profile name: If the value for 
?TPNAME? is less than 12 characters long, use the value for 
rfPNAME? followed by "PRO". for example: 
AP~GDPRO. Otherwise, make up a profIle name that is' 
1-14 characters long. If you will not be running this 
machine as a server, you do not need to configure any local 
Transaction Progr:am Names, and will therefore not need 
this value. 
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Symbol How to determine the value/or this symbol Fill in value 
here 

'!fPNLISTPRO? The symbol for the name of the Transaction Program List 
profIle. Suggested profIle name: TP~LIST. If you will not 
be running this machine as a server, you do not need to con-
figure transaction programs on it. In this case, use the 
default Transaction Program List profIle name, 
TDEFAULT. Again, if you will not be running this 
machine as a server, you do not need to configure a local 
Transaction Program List profIle, and will therefore not need 
this value. 

2.4 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE~ configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Derme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

S~A Services stores its configuration information within encoded profIles that are 
accessed using the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT). SMIT presents 
panels on which you enter your configuration values. All of the values used in AIX 
Si'\A Servicesj6000 are case-sensitive, so be sure to always enter profIle names and 
other configuration values in the same case throughout the SMIT panels. 

Within SMIT, SNA Services configuration panels can be accessed by selecting the 
following series of panels: 

--Communications Applications 
--SNA Services 

--Configure 
--Advanced Configuration 

For the rest of this discussion, other panels will be specified from this base level 
within S;\lIT. 

The user should have the base configuration of AIX SNA Services installed and 
have "system group" access to the system in order to run SMIT and start the S:\A 
subsystem. "System group" authority is required to make the changes suggested in 
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this document. See the document, Using A/X SNA Servicesj6000, SC31-7002, for 
more information on S NA Services installation. 

For this discussion, we will progress through a basic configuration that allows both 
an outgoing and incoming APING operation to be performed. This chapter 
describes how to configure a workstation that is attached to a Token Ring LAN and 
assumes the token ring OLC has been created by the system. Other OLC's will 
require Attachment Proflle defInitions that would replace the Token Ring Attach
ment Proftle described below. 

There are several proftles that need to be defmed: 

1. A Control Point Proftle 

2. A Local LV (6.2) Proftle 

3. 2 Token Ring Attachment Proflles 

4. Two Logical Connections Proflles 

5. A Mode List Proftle 

6. A Remote TP ;\'ame Proftle 

7. A Remote TP ;\'ame List ProfIle 

8. A CPI-C Side Information Entry 

9. A TP :-\ame Profile 

to. A TP :-\ame List Proftle 

2.4.1 Quick Configuration 
AIX SNA Services/6000, with the PTFs specified in 2.0, "AIX SNA Servicesj6000 
ConfIguration" on page 11, provides a "Quick Configuration" utility that creates all 
of the above proftles based on information entered on just one or two SMIT panels. 
This Quick ConfIguration is an excellent way to confIgure a simple connection to a 
partner machine using a single mode defmition and a single transaction program 
defmition. Quick Configuration is designed for just such a scenario. Quick Config
uration does not reuse proftles that have already been defined. So, if you repeatedly 
use Quick Configuration to defme connections to partners, then multiple LV pro
ftles, mode proftles, mode list proftles, etc. will be defmed. It is recommended that if 
you choose to use Quick Configuration that you use it to defme the first connection 
to a partner, but from then on to follow the explicit instructions for adding or 
updating the other proftles. 

2.4.2 Verifying configuration 
Once the proftles are created, they can be verifIed using either the command 
l"crifysna, or in S:\HT by following this hierarchy of panels: 

--Communications Applications and Services 
--SNA Services 

--Configure SNA Profiles 
--Advanced SNA Configuration 

--Verify SNA Configuration Profiles 
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2.4.3 Starting and stopping APPC 
APPC is part of the AIX SNA Services/6000 subsystem. You can use the following 
command to test the status of the SNA subsystem: 

lssrc -1 -s sna 

If the S NA subsystem is not started, it can be started with the command: 

startsrc -s sna 

If you want the partner computer to be able to initiate a conversation to this AIX 
machine, you need to start the listen attachment before your partner attempts to 
activate the link between the two. Do this with this command: 

startsrc -t attachment -0 ?LISTATTACHPRO? 

Note: The "?LISTATTACHPROT value must match the "PROFILE name" of 
the Token Ring Attachment proftle defined as the incoming, or 'listen" attachment. 

To stop the SNA subsystem, execute this command: 

stopsrc -s sna 

2.5 Configuration 

2.5.1 Starting from Scratch 
If you would like to set your SNA configuration to its default values, run this 
command: 

/usr!lpp!sna!bin!peu 

To run this command, you need "root" authority, and you should delete or move all 
the fues in /etc/opjrcpos/sna. 

2.5.2 Quick Configuration 
1. From within SMIT, follow these panels: 

-- Communications Applications and Services 
--SNA Services 

--Configure SNA Profiles 
--Quickly Configure an LU 6.2 Connection 

2. Enter a 1-12 character name (This is the value you filled in for the 
?QUlCKPRO? symbol in the Worksheet). All proftles created during this quick 
configuration will contain this name. 

3. Specify "no" when asked if you wish to configure to an existing network attach
ment. 

4. Select a default network A TT ACH:v1ENT type: tokcnJingJistcn if your 
partner will initiate the conversation, tokcnJing_call if you will be initiating the 
conversation. To allow both actions, you will need to add another attachment 
proftle after Quick Configuration, or follow the non-Quick Configuration 
instructions below. 

The following figure shows the Quick Configuration panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change 
any other values that are highlighted. 



Quick Configuration NAHE = ?QUICKPRO? 
Fully qualified LOCAL LU name = ?LOCALHET??LOCALLU? 
Local LU ADDRESS = 0 
I·IODE name = ?HODE? 
Local Transaction Program name = ?TPPATH? 
Fully qua I ifi ed REMOTE LU name = ?PARTHERIlET? ?PARTHERLU? 
Remote Transaction Program name = ?TPHAHE? 
ATTACHMENT = ?QUICKATTACH? 'see note a 
Link ADDRESS = ?LAHADDRESS? *see note b 

Figure 3. Quick Configuration panel. 

Notes: 

a. The value in this field is already fixed when this panel is displayed. 

b. This field only appears if this configuration is based on a Call attachment. 

S. You should now have a connection to a partner properly configured. Skip to 
2.6, "Running APIl'G" on page 26. The following descriptions for adding pro
ftles can be used to understand the proftles that were created by Quick Config
uration, and to expand the configuration (by adding transaction program 
proftles, mode proftles, and more connection proftles that reference the profiles 
already created by Quick Configuration). 

2.5.3 Define yourself to the network 

2.5.3.1 Create Control Point profile 
A control point must be defmed to run APPC on SNA Services. This definition is 
done by adding a Control Point proftle. 

From within SMIT, the Control Point profile can be accessed by following this 
series of panels: 

--Nodes 
--Control Point 

The following figure shows the Control Point proftle panel. Replace the symbols 
(the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding 
values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name = ?CPPRO? 
XID node.ID = 00000000 , see note 
tlETHORK name = ?LOCALtlET? 
CONTROL POINT name = ?LOCALCP? 

Figure 4. Control Point profile 

l'\ote: It is not recommended that you use an XID node 10 for configuration. See 
Appendix A, "Vsing ~ode IDs in VT A\1" on page 143 for a discussion of whether 
you should, and if so, what value to use here. 
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2.5.3.2 Create a local LU 6.2 Profile 
The local LU 6.2 profUe must also be added. Its definition follows. 

From within SMIT, this can be accessed via: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Local Logical Unit 

The following figure shows the Control Point proftle panel. Replace the symbols 
(the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding 
values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name = ?LUPRO? 
TPN LIST profil e name = ?TPIlLISTPRO? 
NETHORK name = ?lOCAlflET? 
Loea 1 LU NAflE = ?LOCALLU? 
INDEPENDENT LU? = yes 
Local LU ADDRESS = 1 
ssep ID = " 

Figure 5. Local L C6.2 profile 

2.5.4 Define a link to a partner or network node 
;\ext, the partner LU and link need to be defmed in order for a connection to the 
partner LU to be established. There are two types of links that can be defmed. 
One type of link allows this machine to initiate a connection to the partner com
puter. This link is called a "call" artachment. The other allows the partner com
puter to initiate a connection with the local computer. This link is called a "listen" 
attachment. Both attachments must be defmed if both partner and local computers 
wish to be able to initiate a connection. The listen attachment must be started 
before the partner attempts to activate the link. Instruction on starting the link is 
discussed in 2.4.3, "Starting and stopping APPC" on page 18. 

2.5.4.1 Create a Token Ring Attachment profile (LISTEN or incoming) 
From within SMIT, the Token Ring Attachment profile can be accessed by fol
lowing this series of panels: 

--Physical Units 
--Token Ring 

--Token Ring Attachment 

The following figure shows the Listen (incoming) Attachment profUe panel. 
Replace the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with 
the corresponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to 
change any other values that are highlighted. 



PROFILE name = ?LISTATTACHPRO? 
CONTROL POlIlT profil e name = ?CPPRO? 
LOGICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
PHYSICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
STOP ATTACHI·IENT on inactivity? = no 
inactivity TJI.IEOUT = 0 
LU address REGISTRATION = no 
REGISTRATlml PROFILE name = LDEFAULT 
CALL type = listen 
AUTO-LISTEN? = yes 
fllNHlUH SAP address = 04 
HAXHIUI·I SAP address = EC 
ACCESS ROUTING = I ink_name 
REHOTE LINK name 
Remote LINK address = 000000000000 
Remote SAP address = 04 

Figure 6. Token Ring Attachment Profile (LISTEN or incoming) 

2.5.4.2 Create a Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL or outgoing) 
The following figure shows the call (outgoing) Attachment profile panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) \vith the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL) 
PROFILE name = ?CALLATTACHPRO? 
COtHROL-POHH profile name = ?CPPRO? 
LOGICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
PHYSICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
STOP ATTACHI·IENT on inactivity? = no 
inactivity THIEOUT = 0 
LU address REGISTRATION = no 
REGISTRATION PROFILE name = LDEFAULT 
CALL type = call 
AUTO-LISTEN? = no 
IHtHl-IUI·1 SAP address = 04 
I·IAXHIUI·I SAP address = EC 
ACCESS ROUTING = I ink_address 
REflOTE LINK name 
Remote LINK address = ?LANADDRESS? 
Remote SAP address = 04 

Figure 7. Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL or outgoing) 

2.5.4.3 Define Logical Connections 
The connection proflle specifies the attachment proflle to be used to activate the 
partner, the partner LV name, and the Remote Transaction Program (RTP) name 
list. Again, in order to act as both client and server, separate connection proflles. 
must be defmed. 

From within S:\IIT, the Logical Connection proflles can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Logical Connection 
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Create Logical Connection profile (CALL): The following figure shows the CALL 
Logical Connection profile panel. Replace the symbols (the words beginning and 
ending with question marks) with the corresponding values from the Configuration 
Worksheet. You'll also need to change any other values that are highlighted. 

PROFILE name = ?CALLCOHHPRO? 
ATTACHHENT profile name • ?CALLATTACHPRO? 
LOCAL LU profile name = ?LUPRO? 
NETI~ORK name = ?PARTHERHET? 
STOP CONtlECTION on inactivity? = no 
TIMEOUT = a 
REBOTE LU name = ?PARTHERLU? 
SECURITY Accepted = conversation 
CONVERSATION SECURITY ACCESS LIST profi·le = CONVDEFAULT 
REBOTE TPN LIST profil e name = ?RTPLISTPRO? 
HODE LIST profile name = ?HODELISTPRO? 
HlTERFACE type = extended 
SESSlml cmlCURRENCY = parall el 
Node VERIFICATION? = no 

Figure 8. Logical Connection profile (CALL) 

2.5.4.4 Create Logical Connection profile (LISTEN) 
The following figure shows the LISTEN Logical Connection proftle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

PROF I LE name = ?LISTCOIIIIPRO? 
ATTACHHENT profile name = ?LISTATTACHPRO? 
LOCAL LU profil e name = ?LUPRO? 
NETl40RK name = ?PARTHERHET? 
STOP CONNECTION on i nact i vity? = no 
TIJ.IEOUT = a 
REI·IOTE LU name = ?PARTHERLU? 
SECURITY Accepted = conversation 
CONVERSATION SECURITY ACCESS LIST profile = CONVDEFAULT 
REI·IOTE TPN LIST profil e name = ?RTPLISTPRO? 
HODE LIST profile name = ?I~DDELISTPRO? 

INTERFACE type = extended 
SESSION CONCURRENCY = parallel 
Node VERIFICATION? = no 

Figure 9. Logical Connection profile (LISTEN) 

2.5.5 Configure to run as a client 
To run as a client, the following infonnation needs to be configured: 

• the modes to be used (unless using the predefined modes already provided with 
the product), and 

• the names of the Transaction Programs to run on the target machines, and 

• optionally, CPI-C Side Information. 



2.5.5.1 Define the Mode List 
The mode list contains the names of the mode profIles that can be used by a trans
action program. 

From within SMIT, the mode proftle list can be accessed by following this series of 
panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Mode List 

The following figure shows the Mode List proftle panel. Replace the symbols (the 
words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding values 
from the Configuration Worksheet. You can add more than one proflle to this list. 

Hode List 
PROF! LE name = ?NODELISTPRO? 
Name 1 = ?110DEPRO? 
Name 2 = ?HODEPR02? 
Name 3 = ?HODEPR03? 

Figure 10. Mode List 

2.5.5.2 Create the Remote TP Name profile 
The remote TP proftle specifies a Transaction Program that will be run on the 
partner machine. A Remote TP :"ame list is then created to collect a set of Remote 
TP Name proflles. 1'\cither the Remote TP Name profiles nor the Remote TP 
Name list need to be created if this machine will only be running as a server. 

From within SMIT, the Remote TP Name proflle can be accessed by following this 
series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LUfi.2 Remote Transaction Program Name 

The following figure shows the LISTEN Logical Connection proflle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

Remote TP Name profile 
PROFILE name = ?RTPI/ANEPRO? 
RTPN name is in HEXADECHlAL? = no 
RTPN name = ?TPIIAHE? 
PIP data? = no 
CONVERSATION type = mapped 
RECOVERY level = no reconnect 
SYNC level = co~firm 

Figure II. Remote Transaction Program Name 
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2.5.5.3 Create Remote TP Name List profile 
From within SMIT, the Remote TP Name List profile can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LUfi.2 

--LUfi.2 Remote Transaction Program Name List 

The following figure shows the Remote TP Name List proflle panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name: ?RTPLISTPRO? 
ffame 1 : ?RTPUAHEPRO? 

Figure 12. Remote Transaction Program ""arne List profile 

Note: More remote transaction programs can be configured by creating more 
Remote Transaction Name proftles and adding them to this list. 

2.5.5.4 Defining CPI-C Side Information 
Some applications, like APING, do not require CPI-C side information. These 
applications use programming calls available on a particular platform to dynamically 
create side information when running. S~A Services/6000 provides the program
ming calls that allow API~G (and other applications) to do this dynamic defmition, 
so you do not need to create this Side Information profile for APIl\:G. For those 
applications that require CPI-C Side Information, this is how to create a proftle: 

From within S;\lIT, CPI-C Side Information panel can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LUfi.2 

--LUfi.2 CPI Communications Side Information 

The following ftgure shows the CPIC-C Side Information panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

CPI Communications Side Information 
PROFILE name : ?SYHOEST? 
PARmER LU name : ?CALLCOfUIPRO? 
REf·fOTE TRANSACTION PROGRAf·f name: ?TPIIAHE? 
SERVICE transaction program? : no 
f·fODE name : ?HODE? 

Figure 13. CPI Communications Side Information 



2.5.6 Configure to run as a server 

2.5.6.1 Define local transaction programs 
To run AIX as a server, you must defme the transaction programs (TPs) on your 
machine with which a client can start a conversation. For each TP, you must 
defme a TP proflle, and then you need to create a TP Name List proflle that lists 
the TP proflles you have defmed. This TP Name List profUe will then be refer
enced in the definition of a connection. (If you will not be running this machine as 
a server, you do not need to create either the Transaction Program Name proflle or 
the Transaction Program Name List proflle.) 

2.5.6.2 Create Transaction Program Name 
From within SMIT, the Transaction Program Name profUe panel can be accessed 
by following this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Transaction Program Name 

The following figure shows the Transaction Program Name profile panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

PROFILE name = ?TPUANEPRO? 
Transaction program name is in HEXADECHIAL? = no 
TRAtlSACTION progl'am name = ?TPHAI~E? 
PIP data? = no 
SUBFIELOS = a 
CONVERSATION type = mapped 
RECOVERY level • no reconnect 
SYNC level = coii"firm 
Full PATH to TPN executable = ?TPPATH? 
I·IULTIPLE HlSTAtlCES supported? = yes 
User 10 = 100 
SERVER synonym name = TOEFAULT 
RESTART action = once 
COI-Il-iUtHCA TI ON type = signa 1 s 
IPC queue key = 0 
Standard INPUT fi 1 e/device = /dev/nul1 
Standard OUTPUT file/device = /dev/console 
Standard ERROR file/device = /dev/console 
SECURITY Required = none 
communication_ipc_queue_key = 0 
RESOURCE SECURITY ACCESS LIST profile = RSRCDEFAULT 

Figure 14. TP :'\ame profile 

2.5.6.3 Create Transaction Program Name List 
From within S~lIT, the TP Name List proftle panel can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Transaction Program Name List 

The following figure shows the LISTEN Logical Connection proflle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. 
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TP Harne List 
PROFILE name = ?TPHlISTPRO? 
Name 1 = ?TPHAHEPRO? 

Figure 15. Transaction Program Name List 

Note: You can defme more Transaction Programs to be run between two machines 
by adding more TP Name proftles and adding them to this TP Name List. 

2.6 Running APING 
Execute APING to contact the partner LV defmed by the outgoing connection, 
?CALLCOl'\NPRO?, by typing: 

aping -n ?CALLCONNPRO? 

with the APING executable being located in a directory in the system's PATH (ex. 
/local/appctps). If you ran Quick Configuration to generate your profiles, the value 
to use for ?CALLCONl'\PRO? is the same value used to name your quick config
uration, ?QUICKPRO? 

You can alternatively specify the CPI-C symbolic destination name: 

aping -n ?SYMDEST? 

Once an incoming session is established, the RSi6000 can communicate with this 
caller only on this session (and not on a new outgoing call). This problem will be 
fixed in a later release. Thus, if an incoming session is already established, you 
would not specify ?CALLCONNPRO? as the target. You would specify the listen 
connection, ?LISTCO NNPR O? 

2.7 How to find ... 
• LV name 

The LV name is specified in a Local LV6.2 profile as the "Local LV NAME" 
parameter. To fmd out which Local LV6.2 proftle to look at, see the listen 
Logical Connection proftle parameter "LOCAL LV proftle name". There may 
be many Logical Connection profiles. The one to use is the one that specifies 
as its n A IT ACHMENT proftle name" the same Token ring Attachment profile 
used in the startsrc command that starts the listen attachment. 

For example: In the configuration recommended above, the Token Ring 
Attachment proftle specified in the startsrc command is LISTEN. The Logical 
Connection proftle that specifies LISTEN as its "A TT ACH\lENT profile 
name" is called ?CALLCON~PRO? The "LOCAL LV proftle name" in the 
?CALLCONNPRO? Logical Connection proftle is ?LVPRO? Therefore, the 
LV name is the value specified as the "Local LV NA:VlE" parameter of the 
?LVPRO? Local LV6.2 proftle. 

• Network name 

See the discussion for how to find the local LV name. The Network name is 
also specified in the Local LV6.2 proftle, as the "NETWORK name" parameter. 

• Control Point (CP) name 



The CP name is specified in the Control Point proflle as the "CONTROL 
POINT name." The actual Control Point proflle being used is specified in the 
Attachment profIles as the "CONTROL POINT proflle name." 

• LAN address 

The LAN address is hard-coded on the Token-Ring adapter in the AIX 
machine or is over-ridden by a value called the '1ocally administered LAN 
address. It is a 12-digit hexadecimal value. You can fmd the LAN address by 
running the command Iscfg -v. The LAN address is specified by the Network 
Address parameter under the tokO resource. This parameter will specify the 
locally administered address if there is one. 





3.0 AIX SNA Server/GOOO Configuration 

This chapter explains how to configure AIX SNA Server/6000. AIX SNA 
Server/6000 is IBM's implementation of APPN for AIX. Version 2.1 supports 
APPN network nodes, end nodes, and low entry networking nodes (see 1.9, "What 
Is APPN?" on page 6 for a discussion of SNA node types). The machine to be 
configured must have AIX version 3.2 and SNA Server version 2.1 installed. To 
check the level of SNA Server you have installed, use the command 

lslpp -h sna.sna.obj 

The result should contain four numbers similar to this: 

01. 03.0000.0000 

The ftrst 0000 contains a number identifying the year in which this level was made 
available (0093 is equivalent to 1993). The last 0000 represents the week of the year 
(0 115 is equivalent to the lith week, 5th build of that week). 

This document describes all of the profiles that need to be created to configure an 
AIX machine to run APING to another machine. You may leave a few proftles 
out if you don't plan to run this AIX machine as a server. These will be noted. 

3.1.1 Prerequisites 
• AIX V3.2 

• AIX SNA Serveri6000 V2.1 

• Token-ring adapter 

For more detailed configuration information, refer to the following publications: 

• A/X SNA Server/6000: User's Guide, SC31-7002-01 

• A/X SNA Server/6000: Configuration Reference, SC31-7014-01 

3.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms deftned in 1.10, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by S:--rA Server/6000. 

Standard Term A/X SNA Server/6000 Term 

Link Name Link Station proftle name 

Network Name network name 

LU Name local LU name 

Partner LU Name partner LU name 

LAN Address Link Address 

Adjacent LAN Address Remote link address 



3.3 SNA Server/6000 Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

Vse the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction.or other platform chapters. and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?). the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

For example, if you are following the recommendations in the Worksheet, you will 
write #INTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 19 on 
page 36 you will type #I;\TER in the "~toDE nameR field to replace '?MODE?' 
like this: 

Profil e name 
Local LU or Control Point alias 

Partner LU alias 
Fully qualified partner LU name 

'·lode name 
Remote transaction program name (RTPN) 
RTPN in hexadecimal 
Comments 

Figure 16. CPI Communications Side Information 

Notes: 

"? SVI·ID EST? " 
1111 

nil 

"?PARTNERNET1. ?PARTNERlU1" 
"?I~ODE?· 

"1TPNAME1" 
= no 

In the following chart and throughout this chapter, all of the values entered are 
case-sensitive. So if you enter a particular. value in lower case in one place, 
remember to enter the same value in lower case when it appears again. 

How to determine the ~'alue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Values that must match with other places 

?LOCALLV? This is the symbol that refers to a LV name in the machine 
you are defining to the network. It is a 1 to 8 character field 
consisting of upper-case alphanumeric characters which rep-
resent an LV name in the node. Choose a name that is 
unique within the same network. Refer to 1.10, "How do I 
Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 for information about LV 
names. A local LV name is not necessary for communicating 
with other nodes in the network. The local CP name may 
function as the default LV name, in which case you do not 
need a local LV name defmed. 



Symbol 

?LOCALCP? 

?LOCALNET? 

?PART:\ERLU? 

?PAR T:"ER :\ET? 

?LANADDRESS? 

?TPNA:\lE? 

?TPPATH? 

?:\10DE? 

How to determine the value for this symbol 

This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point (CP) 
name of your machine. It must be unique in the network. 
The local CP name may be used as the local LV for estab
lishing sessions with remote stations. If sessions with local 
LVs besides the local CP is desired, then a local LV name 
must be defined. Refer to 1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6 
for more information about control points. 

This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. While it can be 
any 1 to 8 character field consisting of upper-case alphanu
meric characters, there is a structured format that can be fol
lowed to insures uniqueness of the network name around the 
world. Call your local IBM branch office for the format 
information and to register your network name. Refer to 
1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about network names. 

This is the symbol for the partner's LV name. Refer to the 
"How to fmd ... " section of the partner computer's configura
tion chapter for this value. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Con
figure a Nctwork?" on page 7 for more information about 
the partncr LV name. 

This is the symbol for the nctwork name of the partncr com
puter. Use the network name from the partner computer's 
"How to fmd ... " section. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Con
figure a Network?" on page 7 for more information about 
the partner network name. 

This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com
puter. (Or the LAN Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to 
fmd ... " section of the partner computer's configuration 
chapter for this value. 

This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This 
is the name of the transaction program at the partner com
puter. It is 1-64 b)1es long, and it is case sensitive. For 
APING, the TP Name on the server is APINGD. 

This is the symbol for the fully specified path and ftlename 
of the executable code for a server transaction program 
located on your machine. For APINGD, this may be: 
/Iocal/sna/apingd. 

This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
:\lode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
clientiserver product's documentation specifies what mode 
must be used by that product. APING can use any mode 
(this can be specified on the API:\G command line), but the 
default is #r.\TER. It is recommended that you use one of 
the architected modes discussed in the "What Is a Mode?" 
section. 

Fill in value 
here 



Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
'here 

Local values 

?SYMDEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic 
destination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. 
It will be used locally on the AIX machine to refer to a Side 
Information proftle. See 1.7, "What Is CPI-C side 
information?" on page 5 for more information on Side 
Information. 

?LUPRO? The symbol for the name of the Local Logical enit 6.2 
proflle. Suggested profIle name: LUPRO 

The following are the names of the profIles that must be confIgured. The profile names must be 1 to 14 
characters long (uruess otherwise indicated). The profile names are referenced only on the machine you 
are confIguring, and do not need to match any values on other machines. Some suggestions for profile 
names are provided. 

?CALLLSPRO? The symbol for the name of the Outgoing (CALL) Link 
Station profile. Suggested profile name: CALLLS 

;:o..;ote: The Link Station profile names are oruy 1-8 charac-
ters long. 

?TP0iAMEPRO? The symbol for the name of the local Transaction Program 
0.'ame proftle. Suggested proftle name: If the value for 
?TP:--:A:\1E? is less than 12 characters long, use the value for 
?TP~A\lE? followed by "PRO". For example: 
APIXGDPRO. Otherwise, make up a proftle name that is 
1-14 characters long. If you will not be running this 
machine as a server, you do not need to confIgure any local 
Transaction Program Names, and will therefore not need 
this value. 

3.4 Working with APPC configuration 

The following confIguration steps will be discussed: 

"l,,) \ ",It;.PI'l,fn,..rn rn..,r." 

1. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LEN confIguration 

b. Other link confIguration 

3. ConfIgure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client confIguration 

4. ConfIgure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server confIguration 



SNA Server stores its configuration infonnation within encoded profLles that are 
accessed using the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT). SMIT presents 
panels on which you enter your configuration values. All of the values used in AIX 
S~A Scrver/6000 are case-sensitive, so be sure to always enter profile names and 
other configuration values in the same case throughout the S:\UT panels. 

Within SMIT, SNA Server configuration panels can be accessed by selecting the 
following series of panels: 

--Communications Applications 
-~SNA Serverj6000 

-~Configure SNA Profiles 

All other panels referenced in this section are accessed from this base level within 
S:'vHT. 

You must have the base configuration of AIX SNA Server installed and have 
"system group" access to the system before you can start the S~A subsystem. You 
need "System group" authority to make the changes described in this document. 
See the document, A/X SNA Server/6000: User's Guide, SC31-7002-01, for more 
infonnation on SNA Server installation. 

This chapter describes a basic configuration that allows both an outgoing and 
incoming API~G operation to be perfonned and describes how to configure a 
workstation that is attached to a Token Ring LAN. A token ring OLC must 
already exist on the system. Other OLe's will require Link Station profile defi
nitions that would replace the Token Ring Link Station proftle described below. 

You need to define: 

1. A Control Point ProfLle 

2. A Token Ring Link Station Proflle 

3. A Token Ring Si'A OLC ProfLle 

4. A TP N'ame Proftle (if configured as the server) 

These proftles are optional: 

1. A Local LV (6.2) Proftle 

2. A Side Infonnation Proftle 

3.4.1 Verifying configuration 
Once the proftles are created, they must be verified using either the command 
l"crifysna, or in S:'vtIT by following this hierarchy of panels: 

~~Advanced SNA Configuration 
~-Verify Configuration Profiles 

Before proftles can be used by SNA and APPC, they must be verified with the 
update option (either normal or dynamic, depending whether SNA is running). 
Verification ensures that changes are correct and that no proftles are in conflict with 
each other. Proftle additions, changes, or deletions will not take effect until the 
proftle database is verified and updated. 
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3.4.2 Starting and stopping APPC 
APPC is part of the AIX SNA Serverj6000 subsystem. You can use the following 
command to test the status of the SNA subsystem: 

sna -display global 

or, for short, 

sna -d g 

If the SNA subsystem is not started, it can be started with the command: 

sna -start sna 

or, for short, 

sna -s 

SNA Serverj6000 can be configured to accept incoming link activation requests from 
remote stations automatically without the need for additional 'ustening" Link 
Station profiles. (These 'ustening" Link Station profIles were required in SNA 
Servicesj6000 V1.2). This function, known as dynamic link station support, is con
figured by default. 

To stop the SNA subsystem, execute this command: 

sna -stop sna 

3.5 Configuration 

3.5.1 Starting from Scratch 
If you would like to set your SNA configuration to its default values, run these 
commands: 

rm -fr /etc/objrepos/sna/* 
/usr/lpp/sna/bin/mksnadb 

To use these command, you need "root" authority. 

3.5.2 Define yourself to the network 

3.5.2.1 Initial Node Setup 
SNA Serverj6000 has one Control Point profIle, node_cp, which is used to identify 
the local node to the network. You must complete the control point proflle the 
control point profIle before you can start SNA and use APPC. Configuration of 
this proflle is handled through Initial Node Setup. The Initial ~ode Setup function 
also allows you to configure a single link station to provide a link to one remote 
station. This gives the user a single entry point to defme the minimum amount of 
informationfor SNA Serverj6000 to operate. 

From within SMIT, Initial Node Setup can be accessed on this panel: 

--Initial Node Setup 

The following figures show the panels that will display using Initial ;-':ode Setup. 
The first panel requires you to select the primary link type you will use for this con
figuration. You will select tokenJing for this example. Be sure to select the appro-



priate identifier if the link type you plan to use is not for a Token Ring network. 
The second panel requests the information necessary to configure the Control Point, 
Link Station, and SNA OLC proftles. Replace the symbols (the words beginning 
and ending with question marks) with the corresponding values from the Configura
tion Worksheet. 

Choose the OLe type you wish this configuration to taken_ring 
represent. 

Figure 17. Initial Node Setup: DLC type 

Control Point name 
Control Point type 
Local network name 
XIO node ID 

= ?LOCALCP? 
= appn_end_node 
= ?LOCALlIET? 
= • 

Optional link station information: 

Link station type = token_ring 
Link station name = ?CALLLSPRO? 
Calling link station? = yes 
Link address = ?LAIIAODRESS? 

Figure 18. Initial Node Setup: Information 

, see note 

, see note 

:\Cote: By default, your machine is configured as an APPN End Node. Change this 
value only if you are certain that you are to function as an APPN Network Node. 

Note: It is not recommended that you use an XIO node 10 for configuration. See 
Appendix A, "Using l'ode IDs in VTAM" on page 143 for a discussion of whether 
you should, and if so, what value to use here. 

3.5.3 Configure to run as a client 
To configure as a client, the following information needs to be configured: 

• the modes to be used (unless using predefmed modes already provided with the 
product), and, 

• optionally, Local LU or Side Information, or both. 

3.5.3.1 Defining Side Information 
Some applications, like APING, do not require side information. These applica
tions use programming calls available on a particular platform to dynamically create 
side information when running. SNA Server/6000 provides the programming calls 
that allow APING (and other applications) to do this dynamic defmition, so you do 
not need to create a Side Information proftIe for APING. for those applications 
that require Side Information, this is how to create a profUe: 

From within S:\lIT, the Side Information panel can be accessed by following this 
series of panels: 

--Advanced Configuration 
--Sessions 

--LU 6.2 
--LU 6.2 Side Information 
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The following figure shows the Side Information panel. Replace the symbols (the 
words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding values 
from the Configuration Worksheet. 

Profil e name = "?SYHDESn" 
local lU or Control Point alias ="" 

Partner LU a lias = "" 
Fully qualified partner lU name = "?PARTNERNET??PARTHERlU?" 

1·lode name = "?HODE?" 
Remote transaction program name (RTPN) = "?TPIIAHE?" 
RTPN in hexadecimal = no 
Comments 

Figure 19. Side Information 

3.5.3.2 Create a Local LU 6.2 Profile 
You can also add The Local LV 6.2 proftle if you plan to use a local LV name that 
is different from the local CP name. If you create a local LlJ name using a LC 6.2 
Local LV proftle, then the local LV alias field in that proftIe must be specified in 
the "Local LU or Control Point alias" field in the Side Information profile. If no 
local LV alias is specified in the Side Information proftIe, or side information is not 
used with aping, the local CP name ,,,ill be used as the local LU by default. 

The local LU name definition follows. 

From within SMIT, this can be accessed via: 

--Advanced Configuration 
--Sessions 

--LU 6.2 
--LU 6.2 Local LU 

The following figure shows the Local LV proftIe panel. Replace the symbols (the 
words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding values 
from the Configuration Worksheet. 

Profil e name 
Local LU name 
Loca I LU a lias 
Local LU is dependent? 

If yes, 
Local LU address 
SSCP ID 
link Station Profile name 

Conversation Security Access List Profile name 

Figure 20. local lV6.2 profile 
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= ?LUPRO? 
= ?LOCALLU? 
= ?LOCALLU? 
= no 

= 1 
= * 



3.5.4 Configure to run as a server 

3.5.4.1 Define local transaction programs 
To run AIX as a server, you must defme the transaction programs (TPs) on your 
machine with which a client can start a conversation. For each TP, you must 
defme a TP proftle. (If you will not be running this machine as a server, you do not 
need to create the Transaction Program Name proftle.) 

3.5.4.2 Create Transaction Program Name Profile 
From within S:vnT, the Transaction Program Name proftle panel can be accessed 
by following this series of panels: 

--Advanced Configuration 
--Ses·sions 

--LU 6.2 
--LU 6.2 Transaction Program Name 

The following figure shows the Transaction Program Name proftle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Confif,'Uration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

Profi 1 e name • ?TPIIAr~EPRO? 

TI'ansact i on program name • ?TPIIAr~E? 

Transaction program name is in hexadecimal? • no 
PIP da ta? • no 

If yes, subfields • 0 
Conversation type • mapped 
Sync level • confirm 
Resource security level • none 

If access, Resource Security Access List Prof. 
Full PATH to TPN executable • ?TPPATH? 
Multiple instances supported? • yes 
User ID • 100 
Server synonym name 
Restart action • once 
COlllllunication type • signals 

If IPC, COlllllunication IPC queue key· 0 
Standard input file/device • /dev/null 
Standard output file/device • /dev/console 
Standard error file/device • /dev/console 

Figure 21. TP Name profile 

3.6 Running APING 
You can specify the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name on the 
API~G command like this: 

aping -n 1SYMDEST? 

or, you can supply the fully qualified LV name of the partner like this: 

aping 1PARTNERNET??PARTNERLU? 
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3.7 How to find ... 

38 :\lulti·Platform Config 

• LV name 

The LV name is specified in a Local LV6.2 proflle as the "Local LV name" 
parameter. 

• Network name 

The network name is specified in the Control Point proflle, node_cp as the 
"Local network name" parameter. 

• Control Point (CP) name 

The CP name is specified in the Control Point profIle nodc_cp as the "Control 
Point name" parameter. 

• LAN address 

The LAN address is hard-coded on the Token-Ring adapter in the AIX 
machine or is over-ridden by a value called the 'locally administered LAN 
address. It is a 12-digit hexadecimal value. You can fInd the LAN address by 
running the command Iscfg -v. The LAN address is specifIed by the ~etwork 
Address parameter under the tokO resource. This parameter will specify the 
locally administered address if there is one. 



4.0 AS/400 Configuration 

This chapter describes configuration for APPC on the AS/400. The chapter uses a 
step-by-step methodology to describe how to configure APPC communications on 
the AS/400 with an IBM token-ring adapter connection to the network. 

4.1.1 Prerequisites 
• APPCjAPPN support is part of the OS/400 operating system of AS/400. 

• Token ring adapter 

For more information refer to the following publications: 

• AS/400 Programming Reference Summary, SC21-8076 

• AS/400 Programming: Control Language Reference, SC41-0030 

• AS/400 Communications APPC Programmer's Guide, SC41-8189 

• ASj400 Communications APPN Guide, SC41-8188 

• AS/400 System Operator's Quick Reference, SX41-9573 

4.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defined in 1.10, "I-low 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by the AS/400. 

Standllrd Term ASj400 Term 

Network Name Remote ?\etwork Identifier 

LU Name Local Location 

CP N'ame Local Control Point Name 

Partner LU Name Remote Location 

Local LAN Address Local Adapter Address 

Adjacent LAN Address LA:,\ Remote Adapter Address 

4.3 AS/400 APPC Configuration Worksheet 
Use the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values detcrmined by refcrring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters, and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are thrce columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 
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Symbol 

For example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
#INTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 27 on page 47 
you will type #INTER on the ASj400 screen that looks like this: 

~lodename ==> HINTER 

How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Values that mueh match with other places 

?LOCALLU? This is the symbol that refers to the LU name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LV name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
Refer to 1.l0, "How do I Configure a l'etwork?" on page 7 for 
more information about LU names. 

?LOCALCP? This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of your 
machine. It should be the same as your ?LOCALLU? Refer to 
1.9, "What Is APPl'?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

?LOCAL~ET? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defming to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IBM branch office 
for the format information and to register your network name. 
Refer to 1.l0, "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 for 
more information about network names. 

?PAR TNERLU? This is the partner's LU name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on 
page'7 for more information about the partner LU name. 

?PARTNERCP? This is the Control Point(CP) name of your partner. Refer to 
the "lIow to fmd .. " section of the partner computer's configura-
tion chapter for this value. 

?PARTNERNET? This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com-
puter. Use the network name from the partner computer's "How 
to fmd ... H section. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a 
Network?" on page 7 for more information about the partner 
network name. 

?LANADDRESS? This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partnt:r com-
puter. (Or the LA~ Address of a network node. if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ..... 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?TPNAME? This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For APING, the TP ?\ame on the server is AP~GD. 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?MODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation specifies what mode must 
be used by that product. APING can use any mode (this can be 
specified on the APING command line), but the default is 
# {;\jTER. It is recommended that you use one of the architected 
modes discussed in the "What Is a Mode?" section. 

?NODEID? This is the symbol for the node identifier. Refer to 1.9.3, " What 
is a Node Identifier?" on page 7 for infonnation on whether or 
not you need this value, and if so, how to defIne it. If you do 
use the node identification, the recommendedi?/required 
IDBLOCK value (the fIrst part of the node ID) on this platform 
is 056. 

Local values 

?CO~TR~A\1E? This is the symbol for the controller description name. I to 10 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
ASj400 machine to refer to the controller description. You can 
choose any name you like, but since you will use this name later 
to refer to this controller, choose a meaningful name (such as 
PART:\ERCP). 

?DEV~A\lE? This is the symbol for the device description name. I to 10 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
ASj400 machine to refer to the device description. You can 
choose any name you like, but choose a meaningful name (such 
as PARTNERLU). :-':ote: These device descriptions are auto-
matically created for APPN(*YES) controllers. 

?NODETYPE? This is the symbol for your ASj400's APPN node type. This 
can be *E:\DNODE to be configured as an end node, or 
+?\ET~ODE to be configured as a network node. 

?LINENAME? This is the symbol for the line description name. I to 10 letters 
or numbers which will be used as a local name on the ASj400 
machine to refer to the line description. You can choose any 
name you like, but since you will use this name later to refer to 
this controller, choose a meaningful name (such as TRLANXX, 
where XX is the LAN adapter number) 

?RESNA\lE? This is the symbol for the resource name. You can use the 
command "WRKHDWRSC" to fmd out the resource name of 
the adapter you are using. 

\'!RKHDl1RSC TYPE(*Cf·1N) 

?PLUALIAS? This is the symbol for the partner LU alias. I to 8 characters 
that designates a nickname for the Partner LU. Alias names are 
case sensitive. (Suggestion: PARTLUO) 

?SYY1DEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side infonnation symbolic des-
tination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will 
be used locally on the AS/400 machine to refer to a CPI-C side 
infonnation entry. (Suggestion: PLUALIAS) 
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4.4 Working with the AS/400 

4.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
Before you can start APPC, the Line Description which is being used for communi
cations must be activated. 

You can start and stop a Line Description by using the VRYCFG command. To 
activate or start a line between two systems type the following from the command 
entry (CL commands): 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ (?LINENAr~E?) CFGTYPE(*LI N) STATUS (*ON) 

To stop a 1 ink type the follOl·,ing from the command entry: 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ(?LINENAME?) CFGTYPE(*LIN) STATUS(*OFF) 

You can start and stop an APPC controller by several methods. 

• VR YCFG command 
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• Following menu panels 

• WRKCFGSTS command 

• VRYCFG 

The VR YCFG command can be used to activate and deactivate a controller, or 
linle To activate or start a link between two systems type the following from 
the command entry (CL commands): 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ(?CONTRNAME?) CFGTYPE(*CTL) STATUS(*ON) 

To stop a link type the follO\~ing from the command entry: 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ (?CONTRNA~IE?) CFGTYPE (*CTL) STATUS (*OFF) 

• Menu panels 

To activate or start a link between two systems using menu commands, follow 
this sequence: 

-- AS/400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 1. Configure devices and communication 

• WRKCFGSTS 

2. Configure communications and remote hardware 
-- 1. Hork \'iith communications controllers 

8. next to desired ?CONTRNAI.JE? entry. 
-- 1. or 2. for Vary on or Vary off 



The WRKCFGSTS command can be used to activate and deactivate a con
troller, or lime To activate or start a link between two systems type the fol
lowing from the command entry (CL commands): 

t'IRKCFGSTS (*CTL) 

Type 1 to vary on and type 2 to vary off 
the desired controller or device description. 

4.4.2 Other Commands 
• API~G.DOC - Refer to the API:\G documentation for how to compile the 

APING and other programs on the AS/400. 

4.5 Configuration 

4.5.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

l. Dcfme yourself to the netviork 

2. Dcfme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LEN configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

When using AS/400 APPC configuration commands, you can enter the commands 
in one of three ways: 

• Using the command prompt: Enter the command and press PF4(Prompt). 

• Using direct entry: Enter the command and its parameters following the syntax 
described in the CL Reference 

• Proceeding through a series of menu driven panels. 
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4.5.2 Define yourself to the network 

1. To communicate within an APPN network you must have an LV name. 
During the ASj400 installation process, at least one LV name was configured. 
Your local LV is displayed on the Display Network Attributes panel. You can 
view this display either by using the DSPNET A command, or by following this 
sequence of panels: 

ASj400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

-- 1. Display network attributes 

You will see a panel similar to the following: 

Display tletwork Attributes 

Current system name •• 
Pending system name . 

Local network 10 ..•. 
Local control point name 
Default local location. 
Defaul t mode ••.... 
APPII node type • • • • . • 
Ilaximum number of intermediate sessions 
Route addition resistance " •.•• 
Server netl"/ork !D/control point name •• 

System: 

> 

• > 
> ?LOCAUIET? 
> ?LOCALCP? 
> ?LOCALLU? 
> BLAHK 
> ?HODETYPE? 
> 200 
> 128 
> 

Figure 22. DISPLAY :\ETWORK ATTRIBUTES. This screen displays the configured 
network attributes. 

If you wish to change the network attributes, use the command CHG:,\ETA 
command or follow this panel sequence: 

ASj400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

-- 2. Change network attributes 

2. For APPC on the ASj400, an entry called a communications entry must be 
created in a subsystem to handle APPC program evoke (or allocate) requests. 
To check to see if the communications entry has already been defined: 
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a. Type WRKSBS 

b. Type 5 in the blank next to your communications subsystem (ex. QC\l~) 

c. Type 8 to view Communications Entries or Type 9 to view Remote 
Location Entry. 

If there is not a Communications Entry for device APPC, you must add one. 
To add a Communications Entry, the communications subsystem must be 
stopped. To stop the subsystem, use the following commands. 

• Type WRKSBS 



• Type 4 to end the subsystem 

For further information, see the AS/400 Operators Guide. To add a Communi
cations Entry for device APPC, type the CL command ADDC\ilNE: 

AODCHNE 
Subsystem Description ............... > QCHtl 

Library ......................... > "LIBL 
Device .............................. > APPC 
Remote Loca t i on ••••••••••••••••••••• > 
Job Description ••••••••••••••••••••• > QDFTJOBD 

Library ......................... > 
Default User Profile •••••••••••••••• > QUSER 
Ijode ................... ~ •••••••••••• > "AllY 
1·laximum active jobs ................. > "1lOHAX 

Figure 23. ADD CO:\1:vlU~ICATIO;-.;S E:--';TRY. This screen displays the Add Commu
nications entry parameters. 

The subsystem must be stopped and restarted for the communications entry to 
be added. 

4.5.3 Define a link to a partner or network node 
There are three 'descriptions' used for APPC communications on the AS/400. 
These are: 

• Line Description 

The line description describes the physical line connection to be used between 
the AS/400 and the network. 

• Controller Description 

The controller description is used to describe all the characteristics of a link to 
an adjacent computer. 

• Device Description 

The device description is used to describe all the characteristics of the logical 
connection between two locations in the network. 

The AS/400 has a feature called automatic configuration. APPN Controllers are 
auto-created if the line description is defined with Automatic configuration can be 
used to autocreate a device description and/or a controller description on the 
AS/400. The autocreate happens when a partner tries to start a conversation with 
the AS/400. 

The below configuration directions describe how to create or change line, controller, 
and device descriptions. If you wish to auto create a controller and/or device 
description, you can skip those respective steps.' 

1. Create or change line description: You must have a line description to be used 
with the controller description. If there is a line description already available, 
you should not create a new one and can skip this step. This example creates a 
token ring line description named TRLA~. To create or change line 
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descriptions for token-ring, use CRTLlNTRN or CHGLlNTRN (create or 
change T-R line). 

CRTLlNTRN 
Line Description................... > ?LINENAHE? 
Resource name .................... ,. > ?RESNAHE? 
Online at IPL ...................... > RYES 
Vary on wait....................... > *tlOIiAIT 
Haximum contollers ................. > 40 
Line speed......................... > 4H 
Haximum frame size................. > 1994 
Loca 1 adapter address .............. > *ADPT 

Figure 24. CREATE/CHANGE LINE DESCRIPTION. This screen displays the Line 
Description attributes. 

2. Create or change controller description (link defmition): You can access con
troller descriptions through the CRTCTLAPPC or CHGCTLAPPC commands 
(CreateiChange Controller Description; APPC). The following example shows 
only the fields of the controller description that need to be changed. You can 
allow the other fields to default. 

CRTCTLAPPC 
Controller Description .............. > ?COIHRIIAHE? 
Link type ........................... > "LAN 
Online at IPL ....................... > "YES 
APPII·capab 1 e ........................ > 'YES 
Switched line list .................. > ?LItlEIlAHE? 
Remote network i dent ifi er ........... > ?PARTHERIIET? 
Remote control point ••••••••••.••••• > ?PARTIlERLU? 
LAII remote adapter address ••••.••••• > ?LANADDRESS? 
APPII CP session support ••••••••••••• > 'YES 
APPtl node type ...................... > 'CALC 
APPII transmission group number ...... > CALC 

Figure 25. CREATE/CHANGE CONTROLLER DESCRIPTIOi'i. This screen displays 
the Controller Description attributes. 

3. OPTIO:"'AL STEP FOR APPN(*YES) devices: Create or change device 
description (LV defmition): You can access controller descriptions through the 
CRTDEVAPPC or CHGDEVAPPC commands (Create/Change Device 
Description, APPC). The following example shows only the fields of the device 
description that need to be changed. You can allow the other fields to default. 

CRTDEVAPPC 
Device Description .................. > ?DEVNAHE? 
Remote Location ...................... > ?PARTNERLU? 
Local Location ...................... > ?LOCALLU? 
Remote network identifier ••••••••••• > ?PARTNERNET? 
Attached Controller ................ > ?CONTRNAHE? 

Figure 26. CREATE/CHANGE DEVICE DESCRIPTIOi'i. This screen displays the 
Device Description attributes. 
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4.5.4 Configure to run as a client 

4.5.4.1 Define CPI-C side information 
To use a CPI-C symbolic destination name, a CPI-C side info entry or CSI should 
be defmed. 

The following are CL commands that allow you to create, display, print, change, 
delete and work with the side information. 

• CRTCSI - Create the *CSI 

• DSPCSI - Display or print the *CSI object 

• CHGCSI - Change the *CSI object 

• DLTCSI - Delete the *CSI object 

• WRKCSI - Provides a menu interface for the *CSI object 

CRTCSI 
Side Information ••••••••••••••••••.•• > ?SYHDEST? 

Library •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• > 
Remote Location •••••••••••••••••.•••• > ?PARTUERLU? 
Transaction Program name ............. > ?TPrIAl~E? 

Additional Parameters 
Local location ••••••••••••••••••••••• > ?LOCALLU? 
Hode ••.•••••.•••••..••••••••••••••••• > ?I~ODE? 

Remote network identifier •••••••••••• > ?PARTlIERUET? 

Figure 27. CREATE CPI-C SIDE INFORMATION. This screen displays the CPI-C Side 
Information parameters. Press PFIO for Additional parameters. 

4.5.5 Configure to run as a server 

4.5.5.1 Define transaction programs 
To run ASj400 as a server, you must, in addition to the configuration steps above, 
defme a transaction program (TP) on your machine which will be started when the 
client establishes a conversation. 

To defme the TP for AS/400, the User Library List needs to list the library that 
contains the transaction program. If the library that contains the TP is not in the 
list, it should be added. To access the User Library List do the following: 

• Type the WRKSYSVAL from a command line 

• Page down until you fmd the QUSRLIBL system value. 

• Select 2 for Change 

• Type your server program's library name (e.g. APING) in the space next to the 
desired sequence number. The library should contain the server program to be 
started (e.g. APIi\GD) 
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• Stop and restart your communications subsystem in order to update the 
subsytems and User Library List. To stop your communication subsystem, use 
the following commands: 

Type STRSBS 

Type your subsystem name and press Enter 

To start your communication subsystem, use the following commands: 

Type WRKSBS 

Type 4 to end the subsystem 

4.6 Running APING 
You should now be able to APING any of the computers you configured to using 
the steps above. 

To run API0iG, from the ASi400 command line, type the CL command CALL 
from the command entry line. 

Call Program (CALL) 
PI'ogl'am. • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • • .• > APING 
Library •••••••..•..•••......•••.••••• > APHIG 

Pal'ameter ••••••....•••.••...••••..••• > ?PARTIlERlU?or?SYHOEST? 
or?PlUAlIAS? 

figure 28. CALL program. This screen displays the Call program parameters. 

4.7 How to find .... 
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• LU name 

During the AS/400 installation process, at least one LU name was configured. 
Your LU name can be found on the Display Network Attributes panel. Use 
DSP~ETA command or follow this panel sequence. 

ASj400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

-- 1. Display network attributes 

On the Display network attributes panel, the LU name is the Default local 
location. 

• CP name 

On the Display network attributes panel, the CP name is the Local control 
point name. 

• i'.'etwork Name 

On the Display network attributes panel, the ~etwork Name is the Local 
network ID. 



• LAN address 

the LAN address is found by accessing the line description. 

Type "WRKLIND *TRLAN" (Work with line descriptions) 

Page down to the Token-Ring line description entry 

Type "sn in-front of the Token-Ring line description entry to Display 

Look in the panel entry for Local Adapter Address. This is the value that a 
partner will enter for its remote address when connecting. 
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5.0 CICS Co.nfiguration 

The Customer Information and Control System (CICS) provides an environment 
optimized for running very short programs called transactions on System/370 and 
System/390 processors. Transactions consist of a program (that may perhaps call 
other programs) with an associated transaction identifier or transaction ID. The 
transaction ID is 1-4 characters long but typically is always four characters. For 
example, the transaction CEDA starts the program that performs on-line resource 
defInition. 

This chapter describes how to confIgure CICS to use the APING and APINGD 
sample programs. 

5.1.1 Prerequisites 
The following software levels are required for the defmitions in this chapter: 

• CICSiESA Version 3 Release 3 

• ACF/VTAl\1 Version 3 Release 4.1 or Version 3 Release 3 

• MVS/ESA Version 4 Release 3 or Version 4 Release 2 

• NCP Version 5 Release 2 or later 

• Token ring adapter 

In most cases, you will fmd CICS has already been installed and an LV name has 
been assigned. In addition, you will almost certainly find VT A:v1 installed and the 
network name has already been defmed. Therefore, while we give instructions on 
how to set the LV name in CICS and VT AM, you probably will not need to make 
any changes. The information is very useful, however, because you will need it to 
confIgure other platforms that wish to communicate with CICS. 

In addition, you should have the APING and APINGD sample programs for CICS. 

These publications provide detailed information on the confIguration process for 
CICS Version 3 Release 3 and VTAy! Version 3 Release 4.1. 

• CICSjESA: Resource Definition (Online), SC33-0666 

• CICSjESA: System Definition Guide, SC33-0664 

• VTAM: Resource Definition Reference, SC31-6438 

• VTAJl: Network Implementation Guide, SC31-6434 

• NCP: Resource Definition Reference, SC30-3448 -

5.2 Terminology 
Below is a table of standard APPC terms and the equivalent CICS terms. Using 
standard terms makes confIguring two unlike platforms easier so standard terms are 
used whenever possible. Some terms have no CICS equivalent but instead are set in 
VTAM or NCP. 
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Standard Term CICS Term 

Link Name PU name (VTAM) 

Network Name Network, NETID (see note) 

LU Name APPLID, ACBNAME 

Partner LU Name Netname 

LAN Address LOCADD (NCP) 

Adjacent LAN Address DIALNO (VTAM) 

Note: CICS uses network name only when defming CPI-C side information. 
VTA:v1 keeps track of partner LUs and routing traffic to the partner LUs, in the 
same network or different networks. 

5.3 CICS Configuration Worksheet 

Variable 

Use the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters. and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. \Vhenever there is a 
reference in tillS chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

For example, if you arc following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
#INTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 36 on page 64 
you will type #INTER on the CICS screen that looks like this: 

t40dename ==> #INTER 

Likewise, in Figure 33 on page 61 the substitution would look like this: 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=0,ISTATUS=ACTIVE, x 
t,lODET AB=?MODETABLE? , DLOGNOD=#INTER 

How to determine the I'alue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Values that must match in other places 

?LOCALLU? This is the LU name of the CICS region you are configuring. It 
can be 1-8 characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a 
letter. In CICS this is called the APPLID; in VT A:\1 this is 
called the APPLID or A eBN AM E. Refer to 1.10, "How do I 
Configure a :"\etwork?" on page 7 for information on how to 
define this value. If CICS is installed and running, you will not 
be able to choose this, you will have to get this value from the 
CICS or VT A:v1 system programmer. 

?LOCAL:\ET? This is the network name, called the NETJD in VTAM. It can 
be 1-8 characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a 
letter. CICS uses the value defmed in VTAM. See 5.7, "How to 
fmd ... " on page 71 for information on how to fmd this value. 
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Variable How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?LOCALCP? This is the Control Point name of your machine. It can be 1-8 
characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a letter. It's 
value is set in VfAM, where it is called the SSCPNAME. See 
5.7, "How to find ... " on page 71 for more details. 

?PART!'ERCP? This is the Control Point name of the partner computer. 
Vf AM uses this name in the CP~AME parameter to identify 
partner computers. Refer to the "How to find ... " section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?PARTi\ERLU? This is the partner's LU name. CICS calls this the netname. 
This is NOT the same as the ?LOCALNET? name described 
earlier. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the partner com-
puter's configuration chapter for this value. In many cases this 
value will be the same as the preceding value (?PART:-';ERCP?). 

?PARTi\ER:\,ET? This is the network name of the partner computer. VT A:\:I does 
all processing of ne~work name Use the network name from the 
partner computer's "How to find ... " section. If this value is dif-
ferent than the value for ?LOCAL~ET?, special coding is 
required in VTAM (see Figure 34 on page 61 for an example). 

?LA:-';ADDRESS? This is the LAN address of the network processor that connects 
the host to the LAN. It is 12 hexadecimal digits (for example, 
x' 10005A25EEFO' or x' 400085950001'). This chapter assumes 
that the network processor is an IB\{ 3745 running i\CP V5R2 
or later. 

VfA:'vl's preferred method for connecting to APPN or LEN 
nodes requires the partner computer to initiate the connection. 
This relieves VT A\I (and VT AM system programmers) from 
having to know the LAN Address of the partner computer. 
VTAM uses the ?PARTNERCP? name to identify the partner. 

TrPNAME? This is the Transaction Program name. It is the name that is API~GD 

sent across the network to the server machine and can be 1-64 
characters, including a period (.). The server machine then maps 
this TP Name to an executable program. The TP Name is 
usually specified in a client/server product's documentation. For 
API~G, the default TP Name is AP~GD but this can be 
changed. 

?SERVER TRAN? A 4 character name for the CICS server transaction, that is, the Al>N 
transaction initiated by an APPC partner LU. This must match 
the first four characters of the Transaction Program name and 
must be in upper-case. 

?MODE? See 1.6, "What Is a Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of #~TER 

modes. Sometimes a client/server product's documentation spec-
mes what mode must be used by that product. APING can use 
any mode (this can be specified on the APING command line), 
but the default is #[\iER. 

Local "aJues 
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Variable How to determine the value/or this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?LINKNAME? 1 to 8 letters or numbers which will be used as a local name to 
refer to the link to a partner computer. You can choose any 
name you like, but since you will use this name later to refer to 
this link, choose a meaningful name. CICS relies on VT AM to 
handle this type of information. VT AM calls the link name the 
PU name and it must begin with an alphabetic character. See 
Figure 33 on page 61 for more information. 

?SYMDEST? This is the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. CICS does not require 
you to create side information. Example: JOE. 

Profile names, file names - these are names of CICS resources or members of MVS datasets. Unless 
otherwise noted, you can choose any name you want. 

?PROCLIB? The dataset that contains the CICS start-up procedure. This 
procedure library should already exist and will probably have a 
member for CICS. Examples: SYSI.PROCLIB or 
IPO I.PROCLIB. 

?CICSPROC? The procedure name (a member in ?PROCLIB?) that starts 
CICS. This job must run after the VT :\:\1 application node 
(APPL) is active. Example: CICS330. 

?SITPARMS? The dataset with just those CICS System Initialization Table 
(SIT) parameters that are set at start-up time. There are several 
dozen S IT parameters. If several CICS regions have the same 
settings for most of them, they can use the same pre-assembled 
table but change the ones that need to be unique (like the LU 
name) when starting CICS. One way to do this is with a dataset 
containing the parameters to be changed. Example: 
CICS330.SYS~(DFHSSIP I). 

?SWNETNODE? The VT AM switched major node containing the PU deftnition 
for the remote peripheral node (if the partner LU is in a DOS, 
OS/2, AIX. or OS/400 or other APP~ platform). VT AM 
V3R4. the basis for the examples in this book, has a feature that 
dynamically creates the PU defmition. This may already be 
defmed. Example: LAl'\SW. 

?APPLNODE? The VT AM application major node with the CICS APPL state-
ment. This must be varied active before starting CICS. This 
typically will already exist so contact your VT AM systems pro-
grammer for this. If you are looking on your own, it will usually 
have APPL in the name. Example: CICSAPPL. 

?GROUP? A 1-8 character name for the collection of CICS defmitions. 
CICS reserves for its own use names beginning with DFB. You 
can choose any name. Examples: OS2 or AIX. 

?CON? A 1-4 character connection name used as a nickname for the 
partner LU. The CICS connection defmes the partner LU. 
Several other parameters are tied to the connection name. It 
does not have to match anything outside CICS. Example: 
DWA1. 
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Variable How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?SESSION? A 1-8 character name for the sessions with a given mode name. 

?CLIENTTRAN? A 1-4 character name for the CICS client transaction, that is, a 
transaction started by a terminal user signed on to this CICS 
region. Example: AP:\'G. 

?CLIENTPGM? A 1-8 character name for the client program. This typically is 
the same as the real program name and this chapter will use that 
convention. Example: AP~G. 

?SERVERPGM? A 1-8 character name for the server program. This typically is 
the same as the real program name and this chapter will use that 
convention. Example: APIl'"GD. 

?PROFILE? A 1-8 character name for the partner characteristics in CICS' 
CPI-C side infonnation. See 5.5.5.1, "Defme CPI-C Side Infor-
mation (OPTIONAL)" on page 66. 

?API~GLIB? The load library containing the compiled and link-edited pro-
grams for API~G and APINGD. Example: 
CICSAPI>S.LOADLIB. 

?.\lODETABLE? The binary table containing mode names that VTA.\l searches, 
usually a member of SYS l.VT Ai\lLIB. This may already exist 
but may not have the preferred mode names (#I~TER, 
#BATCH, etc.) Check to make sure. Example: APPC\IODE. 

5.4 Working with CICS and VTAM 
This section describes commands that you (or an MVS system operator) must issue 
from an MVS operator console to make CICS and VT AM work. There are pro
grams like the JES Spool Display and Search Facility (SDSF) that allow authorized 
users to view the system log and enter MVS commands from any 3270 session. If 
you have such a program then you don't have to be at the Systemj390 console to 
issue these commands. 

VT AM defmitions are grouped into major nodes, each of which is a separate 
member of SYSI.VTA.\lLST. The VBUILD TYPE= statement determines the 
type of major node. The two types you will use are application major nodes and 
switched major nodes. Application major nodes defme host LUs using APPL state
ments, while switched major nodes defme peripheral nodes using PU statements· and 
LV statements. All of these will be described in more detail. 

5.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC is part of CICS; it starts automatically when CICS is started, and stops auto
matically when CICS is stopped. Starting CICS consists of two steps: 

1. Starting the VT A'\1 application major node that contains the CICS APPL defi
nition. To do this, issue the following eommand from the MVS operator 
console: 

v net,act,id=?APPLNODE? 
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2. Running an MVS job that starts CICS. This job (called a procedure or proc) is 
usually in a procedure library such as SYSI.PROCLIB. To start CICS, issue 
following command from the MVS console: 

s ?CICSPROC? 
. 

The procedure can be included in the MVS start-up list or a system operator can 
run it from the console. For more details on the start-up proc, see 5.5.2, "Defining 
yourself to the network" on page 57. 

5.4.2 Other commands 
Other MVS and CICS commands that are necessary or just useful include the fol
lowing: 

MVS console commands 

• If the partner LU is in a computer connected to an :'\CP (a common case for 
CICS), the VT A:\tf defInition for the partner computer must be active before the 
computer can even connect to ?'\CP. (There are some exceptions to this. See 
VT AM: Network Implementation Guide, Chapter 5, Section 2 for more details.) 
In VT A\I, a switched major node is a set of defmitions for partner computers 
on a LA~ (in this example). The following command activates the switched 
major node and all the partner computer defmitions in it: 

v net,act,id=?SWNETNODE? 

If the major node is active the following commands deactivate and activate the 
link to the partner computer: 

v net,inact,id=?LINKNAME?,f 
v net,act,id=?LINKNAME? 

• Displaying an active LU shows all the sessions and session partners of that LV. 
The following commands display the CICS LU and the partner LU. 

d net,id=?LOCALLU?,e 
d net,id=?PARTNERLU?,e 

CICS Commands 

• In CICS, the CEMT transaction allows you to display and modify the status of 
connections, netnames, and modenames (that is, all sessions with a particular 
mode name): 

cemt inq conn(?CON?) 
cemt inq netname(?PARTNERLU?) 
cemt inq netname(?MODE?) 

5.5 Configuration 
This guide provides instructions for using CICS Resource Defmition Online (RDO) 
to create and modify CICS defmitions. To start Resource Defmition Online, you 
must be logged on to CICS and your user-ID must be authorized to run the CEDA 
transaction. 
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5.5.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intennediate node 

a. Additional LEN configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side infonnation 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

Since CICS' primary role is as a server, the server discussion will come before the 
client discussion. 

5.5.2 Defining yourself to the network 
Typically, the LU name for CICS has already been dclined by the CICS systems 
progranuner. If you are logged on to CICS, for example, the CICS LU name 
appears in the lower right corner of the 3270 screen. If this is the case for you, skip 
directly to 5.5.3, "Defme a link to a partner or intennediate node" on page 60. 

If you must start from scratch, this section describes how to create the CICS LV 
name. The APPLID parameter in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) 
determines the LV name for CICS. This macro statements are assembled and link
edited into a binary table that CICS loads at start-up time. The APPLID must 
match the ACBNA\1E used in the VT AM APPL statement. 

The APPLID in the System Initialization Table can be over-ridden at start time by 
including some statements in the start-up procedure. In particular, the APPLID 
can be (and usually is) specified this way. Figure 29 on page 58 is a CICS start-up 
procedure. The dataset with the over-ride parameters must be in the SYSIN DD 
concatenation list. 

The highlighted sections are discussed in the notes below. This is not the complete 
listing, just the section from the beginning down to the DFHRPL DD statement. 
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IIDFHSTART PROC START='AUTO', 
II INDEXl='CICS336', 
IIINDEX2='CICS336', 
II REGNAMl=, 
II REGNAM2=, 
I I REG=' 32M' , 
I I DUI4PTR=' YES' , 
II RUNCICS='YES', 
IIOUTC='*', 
I I RDRC=' A ' , 
II SIP=l 

etc. 

11*********************************************************** 
11******************* EXECUTE CICS ************************ 
11*********************************************************** 
IICICS EXEC PGI·f=DFHSIP, REGION=&REG, TII'fE=1440, 
II COND=(l,NE,CICSCNTL), 
II PARr~='START=&START,SYSIN' 
1/* 
1/* THE CAVI·f DATASETS - XRF 
IIDFHXRI·fSG DD DISP=SHR, 
II DSN=&INDEXl .. CNTL. C ICS&REGNAf.fl .. DFHXRI4SG 
IIDFHXRCTL DD DISP=SHR, 
II DSN=&I NDEXI. . CNTL. CICS&REGNAIU .. DFHXRCTL 
1/* 
11* THE "FILEA" APPLICATIONS SNfPLE VSAt·l FILE 
1/* (THE FILEA DD STATEr-lENT BELot'i I'JILL 
11* OVERRIDE THE CSD DEFI NITION I N GROUP DFHr·1ROFD) 
IIFILEA DD DISP=SHR, 
II DSN=&INDEXl.. CICS&REGNAMI.. FILEA 
1/* 
IISYSIN DD DSN=?SITPAR~IS? ,DISP=SHR 
IIDFHCMACO DD OSN=CICS330.0FHCMACD,DISP=SHR 
11* THE CICS STEPLIB CONCATENATION 
IISTEPLIB DO DSN=EDC.V2RIM0.SEDCLINK,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=&INDEX2 .. SDFHAUTH,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYSl.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYSl.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR 
11* DD DSN=IMS.RESLIB,DISP=SHR 
11* THE CICS LIBRARY (DFHRPL) CONCATENATION 
IIDFHRPL DO DSN=EDC. V2RUf0.SEDCLINK,OISP::SHR 
II DD DSN=&HmEX2 .. SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=?APINGlIB?,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYSl.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYSl.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR 

etc. 

figure 29. Startup Procedure for CICS - ?PROCLIB?(?CICSPROC?) 

:\'otcs: 

# note 1 

# note 2 

# note 2 

1. The ?SITPAR~tS? dataset contains the overrides to the System Initialization 
Table. This rue must be in the SYSIN DD list. 

2. The DFHRPL DD concatenation list is where CICS looks for executable pro
grams and must contain the load library containing the APING and APINGD 
modules. In this example, the load library is ?API~GLIB? 
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Figure 30 on page 59 shows a data set with SIT over-ride parameters, in particular 
the APPLID. Once CICS has started, these parameters become part of the SIT for 
this CICS region. 

SIT=6$, 
XRF=NO, 
SEC=YES, 
XAPPC=YES, 
XCMD=NO, 
XDCT=NO, 
XJCT=NO, 
XPCT=NO, 
XPPT=NO, 
XTST=NO, 
XTRAN=YES, 
XFCT=NO, 
XPSB=NO, 
AUXTR=ON, 
AUXTRS~J=NEXT , 
APPLID=(?LOCALLU?), 
ISC=YES, 
GRPLIST=I·1NFLIST, 
.END 

# note 

Figure 30. CICS SIT Override Parameters - CICS330.SYSI:\(DFHSSIPl) 

;\otcs: 

l. The APPLID must match the VTA:\l ACB~;\i\lE parameter. 

To define the CICS LU name in VT AM, you will need to set up an application 
major node with a minor node for this CICS region. In VT A:\I, the name of a 
resource (LU, APPL, etc.) is the name that precedes the key word in the definition. 
Figure 31 shows an example of a VT AM application major node with one minor 
node. (that is, one APPL statement). 

?APPLNODE? VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
?LOCA LLU? APPL ACBNAt-1E =?LOCALLU? ,AUTH= (ACQ, PASS, V PACE) , 

r·l0DETAB=11·IODETABLE?, EAS=2f:)f:), PARSESS=YES, VPACI NG=f:), 
SONSCIP=YES 

Figure 31. VTAM Application Major Node - SYS1.VTAMLST(?APPLNODE?) 

Notes: 

# note 1 
X # notes 2,3,4 

X # notes 5,6 

1. By convention, the major node name (the label on the VBUILD statement) is 
also the name of the member in SYS1.VTAMLST. 

2. The ACBNA:\lE must match the APPLID parameter in the CICS System 
Initialization Table. If the ACB:--1AME is not specified, it defaults to the name 
directly preceding the APPL keyword (?LOCALLlJ? in this figure). 

3. The mode table ?;\toDET ABLE? must contain the mode names used by 
partner LUs that initiate connections to this CICS. VT A:\1 only checks the 
name (the parameters can be anything or nothing). VTAM does not check out
bound BINDs for mode names, only inbound BI~Ds. So you may run into a 
situation where you can acquire a session from CICS successfully but a C:'\OS 
from a remote system will fail. 
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4. The continuation character (X in this example) must be in column 72, and con
tinuation lines (here the MODETAB = ... ) must begin in column 16. 

5. PARSESS = YES indicates this CICS will use parallel sessions. 

6. Another parameter, APPC, is not coded here because the default, APPC = NO, 
is the desired value. CICS uses its own APPC implementation and does not 
use VTAM's APPC support. 

There are two mode names that must be in the mode table (?MODET ABLE?) 
named in Figure 31 on page 59. They are SNASVCMG and ?MODE? (the mode 
name from the worksheet in 5.3, "CICS Configuration Worksheet" on page 52). 
The assembler source code in Figure 32 provides working defmitions. Add this 
source code to the source code for the mode table, assemble it and re-link it to 
SYS l.VT AMLIB. 

TITLE 'SNASVCMG' 
********************************************************************** 

* 
* 

LOGf·lODE TABLE ENTRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING 
AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

* 
* 

********************************************************************** 

SNASVCMG HODEENT LOGMODE=SNASVCNG,FMPROF=X'13',TSPROF=X'B7', 
PRIPROT=X'BB',SECPROT=X'BB',COMPROT=X'DBB1', 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'BBBB',SSNDPAC=7, 
PSERVIC=X'B6B2BBBOOOOB0000000003BO', 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,TYPE=O 

TITLE '#INTER' 
*********************************************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

LOGMODE TABLE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSIONS ON RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

* 
* 
." 

* 
*********************************************************************** 

#INTER MODEENT LOGMODE=#INTER, 
ENCR=B'OBOO',SSNDPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7 

Figure 32. VTAyl :\1odc Definitions - SNASVCMG and ?:v10DE? 

5.5.3 Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

To defme a link to a partner or intermediate node, create a VT AM switched major 
node with a physical unit (PU) defmition. If the partner LV is in the same system 
(APPCiMVS or another CICS region, for example), skip this section and go to 
5.5.4, "Configure to run as a server" on page 62. 

N"ote: The examples here are for APP~ nodes and LEN' nodes. If the partner LV 
is in another S/390 host, subarea routing must be used and VT A:"vl on both hosts 
must have proper paths defmed to allow CICS to communicate with the partner 
LV. 

Since the next node in the path to the partner LV may be just an intermediate hop, 
the term adjacent link will be used to name the link chosen to route the traffic to 
the partner LV. 

For most APPC systems communicating with CICS, the link to the host S/390 is 
activated by the remote system, not by VT A:"v1. (CICS does not know about link 
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defmitions at all.} The examples shown here represent APPN nodes or LEN nodes 
that activate links to VT AM. 

Below is a sample VT AM switched major node. 

? SWNETNODE? VBU I LD TYPE=S~JNET, MAXGRP=6, 14AXNO=6 
?lINKNAME? PU ADDR=64, 

CPNAI·1E=?PARTNERCP? , 
PUTYPE=2, 
NAXDATA=2657, 
~1AXPATH=1 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=6,ISTATUS=ACTIVE, 
f,lODET AB=?MODETABLE? , DLOGf·10D=?I·l0DE? 

Figure 33. VTAM Switched Major Node - SYSl.VfAMLST(?SWNETNODE?) 

l'i'otcs: 

# note 1 
X # note 2 
X # note 3 
X 
X 

X # note 4 
# note 5 

1. The name of the switched node (?SWNETi\ODE?) is the label of the VBUILD 
statement. 

2. VT AM thinks of PUs as links; this name is strictly internal to VT A\1. 

3. The CPi\A:\IE in this defmition is obtained from the partner (or defmed by the 
VT AM system programmer and given to the person setting up the partner com
puter). It must match exactly. The network name is by default the same as 
VTAM's (see 5.7, "How to fmd ..... on page 71). 

4. On the platforms that will use this form of VT A;\1 dcfmition, it is quite likely 
that ?PART0:ERLU? and ?PARTi\ERCP? are one and the same. In fact, for 
i\etworking Services/DOS, this is a requirement. 

5. VT AM only requires that the mode name be in the mode table. Making it the 
default (DLOG\IOD) just makes things tidier. i\ote that the mode name 
SNASVCMG must also be in the mode table. 

If the partner computer has a different network name than VT AM's, then you must 
have VT A\1 Version 3 Release 4 or later to use the follO\ving defmition. The 
partner computer is said to be in a non-native network. 

?SWNETNODE? VBUILD TYPE=S\~NET ,~1AXGRP=6 ,~lAXNO=6 
?lINKNAME? PU ADDR=64, 

CPNAI·1E=?PARTNERCP? , 
PUTYPE=2, 
r·1AXDATA=2057, 
1·1AXPATH=1. 
XNET ALS=YES. 
NETID=?PARTNERNET? 

?PARTNERlU? LU LOCADDR=0,ISTATUS=ACTIVE, 
f·lODET AB=?MODETABlE? .DLOGHOD=?HODE? 

Figure 34. VTAIVI Switched Major :'\ode, Non-l':ative Network -
SYSl.VfA~ILST(?SWi\ETNODE?) 

x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X # note 1 

# note 2 
X 
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Notes: 

1. You must code XNET ALS = YES here and int the VT AM start options. It is 
only valid with VT AM V3R4 or later. 

2. The NETID is the partner network name from the worksheet in 5.3, "crcs 
Configuration Worksheet" on page 52. 

5.5.4 Configure to run as a server 
To configure crcs as a server you must defme the following: 

• a C00JNECTION object (with the partner LV name) 

• a SESSIONS object (with the mode name for the session) 

• a TRANSACTION object (with the TP Name to be started) 

• a PROGRAM object (used by the TRAj\;SACTIO~ object) 

In CICS, objects have properties such as authorization lists (what user-ids can use 
the object), resources required (memory, buffers), etc. CICS manages all these to 
provide low response time. 

:\otc: To distinguish CICS objects, such as a CO\"~ECTIO"\', from more generic 
usages, the CICS object names will be in upper case. For example, a PROGRA\l 
refers to the CICS definition for a program object, while a program can be any exe
cutable file or load module. 

To create and modify defmitions in CICS start the CEDA transaction. All defi
nitions in CICS are kept in groups. Most object identifiers must be globally unique, 
that is, cannot be used in any other group. SESSIO;\S objects are an exception to 
this rule. In the following sections all the defmitions are in the same group. 

5.5.4.1 Defining a CONNECTION 
To defme a connection in crcs. type the following at a clear screen: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) connection(?CON?) 

CICS folds all characters to upper-case, so you don't have to worry about typing 
lower-case characters. If the group does not exist, CICS will create it for you auto
matically. Figure 35 on page 63 shows the 3270 screen that results from this 
command. CICS fills in the group name and the CON~ECTION identifier from 
the values you typed. On this screen and all other CICS screens, if a value must be 
selected from a list, then the part of the list value that is upper-case serves as a 
short-name. For example, the ACcessmethod parameter has options of Vtam, IRc, 
INdirect, and Xm. To select Vtam, typing "V" is the same as typing "VT AM." 
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OVER TYPE TO t~OD I FY 
CEDA DEFine 
Connection : ?CO"1 
Group : ?GROUP? 
DEscription ==> PARTNER LU 

CONNECT! ON IDENT! FI ERS 
Netname ==> ?PARTHERLU? 
INDsys ==> 

REf toTE ATTRIBUTES 
REHDTESystem ==> 
REt-tOTEName ==> 

CONNECTION PROPERTIES 
ACcessmethod ==> Vtam 
Protocol ==> Appc 
Singlesess ==> No 
DAtastream ==> User 
RECordformat ==> U 

OPERATIONAL PROPERTIES 
+ AUtoconnect ==> No 

ItIService ==> Yes 
SECURITY 
SEcurityname ==> 
ATtachsec ==> Local 

BItIDPassword ==> 
BitlOSecurity ==> -No 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

Vtam I IRc I INdi rect I Xm 
Appc I Lu61 
No I Yes 
User I 3270 I SCs I STrfield I Lms 
U I Vb 

No I Yes I All 
Yes I No 

Local I Identify I Verify I Persistent 
I t-lixidpe 
PASSHORO tlOT SPECIFIED 
No I Yes 

APPLIO=TOCICS3 

Figure 35. CEDA DEFli\:E GROlJP(?GROlJP'?) CO:\:\[CfION 

Required parameters: 

1. Connection is a 1-4 character nickname for this partner LU. 

# note 1 

/I note 2 

/I note 3 
/I note 4 

/I note 5 

/I note 6 

2. Nelname is the partner LU name. The netname must match a VT A'\l defi
nition, either from a dynamically-defmed cross-domain resource (CDRSC) or 
from a static definition in a VT AMLST member. (See Figure 33 on page 61.) 
CICS uses nctname to refer to ?PARTNERLU? and doesn't allow you to set 
the partner network name. Remember, the fully-qualified partner name is 
?LOCALNET??PARTNERLU'? (for example, USNETl.PART~ER). 

3. Protocol must be entered and must be APPC. 

4. Slngiesess must be set to 1\'0. The example dcfmitions in this guide all require 
parallel sessions. 

5. The" + " sign indicates the bottom of the first screen displayed by CEDA. The 
function key settings are displayed at the bottom of the screen (but not shown 
here). 

6. If ttachsec specifies the type of security that can be used. Persistent means that 
this partner sends a user-ID and password the first time it tries to start a trans
action; subsequent transactions are sent with just the uscr-ID and some bits that 
say "persistent verification - already signed on." CICS V3R3 will keep a table of 
logged-on users. The partner system can still try to start a program with no 
security and if the transaction does not require security, it will run. However, 
transactions that require RACF user-ID authorization would fail in such cases. 

Here the default, "Local," means that any transaction that can be run by the 
default user-ID, CICSCSER, can be run by this partner LU. 
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5.5.4.2 Defining SESSIONS 
To defme the mode name and session characteristics for the partner LV a SES· 
SIONS defmition must be created. The following command builds a 3270 screen 
that allows you to do so. 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) sessions(?SESSION?) 

Figure 36 shows the 3270 screen that you should as a result. 

+ 

OVERTYPE TO 1100IFY 
CEDA OEFine 
Sessions : ?SESSION? 
Group : ?GROUP? 
OEscription ==> ?1100E? SESSIONS FOR PARTNER LU 

SESSION IOENTIFIERS 
Connection ==> ?CON? 
SESSName ==> 
tlETnameq ==> 
llOdename ==> ?HOOE? 

SESSION PROPERTIES 
Protoco 1 ==> Appc 
11Aximum ==> 008 • 004 
RECEIVEPfx ==> 

RECEIVECount ==> 
SEHDPfx ==> 

SENDCount ==> 

SEllDSize ==> 04096 
RECEIVESize ==> 04096 

Appc I Lu61 
0-999 

1-999 

1-999 
1-30720 
1-30720 

eICS RELEASE = 0330 

APPLID=TOCICS3 

Figure 36. CEDA DEFINE GROlJP(?GROlJP?) SESSIO:\S 

Required parameters: 

1/ note 1 

/I note 2 

1/ note 3 

1/ note 4 

I. Sessions is the CICS name for this session set. The name must be unique 
within this group. 

2. Connection identifies the CICS connection in this group (in other words, the 
partner LV) associated with this mode name. 

3. AI odename specifies the mode for this group of sessions. 

4. AI aximum specifies the number of sessions for this mode name. The values 
shown here match the default values for the mode names #INTER and 
#BATCH as defmed in APPN end nodes and network nodes. 

5.5.4.3 Define transaction program - server 
To defme a transaction program in CICS requires two things, a TRANSACTION 
and a PROGRAM. The TRA:\'SACTION deflnition assigns the unique four
character transaction identifier for this CICS region, while the PROGRAM estab
lishes characteristics of the executable code. The examples here show the server side 
of API:'\G, namely API~GD. 

To defme the APINGD program, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) program 

You should see the screen shown in Figure 37 on page 65. 
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OVERTYPE TO flODIFY CICS RELEASE = 0330 
CEDA DEFine 

PROGram : ?SERVERPGH? # note 1 
Group : ?GROUP? 
DEscription ==> TEST PROGRAH TO ALLOCATE AND DEALLOCATE 
Language ==> C CObo I I Assembler I Le370 I C I Pli # note 2 

I Rpg 
RELoad ==> No No I Yes 
RESident ==> No No I Yes 
USAge ==> Normal Normal I Transient 
USEI pacopy ==> No No I Yes 
Status ==> Enabled Enabled I Disabled 
RSI : 00 0-24 I Public 
Cedf ==> Yes Yes I No 
DAtalocation ==> Below Below I Any 
EXECKey ==> User User I Cics 

REHOTE ATTRIBUTES 
REHOTESystem ==> 

+ REI·IOTHlame ==> 

APPLID=TOC ICS3 

Figure 37. CEDA DEFINE GROUP(?GROUP?) PROGRA:\-I 

Required parameters: 

1. Program is the name ofthe member of ?APINGLIB? that contains the 
APINGD executable code. (See Figure 29 on page 58 for the JCL to include 
this load library in CICS' search list.) 

2. Language specifies the source language of the program. The API:\'GD sample 
program is written in C, so the default, Cobol, must be changed. There is a 
Cobol version of APINGD that will run on CICS systems that do not have 
CPI-C support (such as CICS Version 2 Release 1.2) or that do not have the C 
run-time libraries. The Cobol source code is available on CompuServe, the 
IB:'v1 BBS, and MKTTOOLS. 

To defme the transaction, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) transaction 

The resulting screen should resemble that shown in Figure 38. 

OVERTYPE TO HODlFY 
CEDA DEFine 

TRansaction 
Group 
DEscription 
PROGram 
THasize 
PROFile 

: ?SERVERTRAH? 
: ?GROUP? 

==> AP ItlG SERVER TRANSACTION 
==> ?SERVERPGH? 
==> 00000 0-32767 
==> DFHCICST 

PArtitionset ==> 

ALIASES 
Alias 
TASKReq 
XTRanid 

+ TPName : APIlIGD 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

APPllD=TOCICS3 

Figure 38. CEDA DEFI:,\E GROCP(?GROUP?) TRA~SAcrIO~ 

# note 1 

# note 2 

# note 3 
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Required parameters: 

1. Transaction is the one-to-four character transaction id. The APING client spec
ifies a remote TP name of APIN'GD (as a default). When CICS receives a 
request to start a transaction, it only looks at the fIrst four characters of the TP 
name. Therefore APING must be the transaction id used by this program. 

2. Program is a pointer to the PROGRAM deflnition. In this case the 
PROqRAM defInition has the same name as the program. 

3. The TPName parameter is not supported in CICSjMVS Version 2, 

The other values shown in this example are local system defaults. 

5.5.4.4 INSTALling the Definitions 
Before any defInitions can be used they must be added to the running CICS System 
DefInition (CSD) using the INSTALL command. This is accomplished by typing 

CEDA INSTALL GROUP(?GROUP?) 

This command will install all the objects in the group - CONNECTIONs, SES
S!O:\S, PROGRA\lS, etc. Some objects can be installed individually, too. Here 
is an example of installing a change to the program API~G: 

CEDA INSTALL GRoUP(?GROUP?) PROGRAM (APING) 

If a resource is in use, or In Service in CICS terms, the installation will fail. If you 
. get the INSTALLATIO:--: FAILED message, you can display the messages by 

pressing the PF9 key. This shouldn't happen the fIrst time, though. 

If you need to take a CONNECTION out of service, or disable a TRANSACTIO:'-J 
or PROGRAM, use the CEMT transaction (see 5.4, "Working with CICS and 
VTA:\l" on page 55). 

5.5.5 Configure to run as a client 
Only the client has to deal with CPI-C side information and CICS provides a 
default entry that allows programs to use CPI-C with no predefIned side informa
tion. APING will accept a fully-qualified partner LU name 
(?LOCALNET??PARTNERLU?) as the partner LU parameter. Therefore, the fol
lowing two deflnitions are not necessary if the cOIUlection and sessions deflnitions 
follow the guidelines stated above. 

The PARTNER defmition contains most of the details, but the default profile uses 
a blank mode name. The PROFILE defmition uses the #INTER mode name. 

5.5.5.1 Define CPI-C Side Information (OPTIONAL) 
To defme CPI-C side information in CICS you must create a PARTNER defmition 
and a PROFILE defmition. Both are optional. You can invoke APIi\G with 
either the CICS netname (?PARTNERLU?) or a fully-qualified partner LU name 
(?LOCALNET??PART~ERLU?) and APIi\G will work properly. 

To create a PART;\ER defmition, type the following command in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) partner 

The 3270 screen shown in Figure 39 on page 67 should appear. Type in the values 
for Partner, Netname, Network, and TP name from the worksheet in 5.3, "CICS 
ConfIguration Worksheet" on page 52. 
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OVERTYPE TO HODIFY 
CEDA DEFine 

PARTNer : ?SYMDEST? 
Group : ?GROUP? 
Description ==> CPI-C SIDE INFO 

REMOTE LU NAME 
NETName ==> ?PARTlIERLU? 
NETWork ==> ?PARTNERNET? 

SESSION PROPERTIES 
Profile ==> DFHCICSA 

REl-IOTE TP NA~IE 

Tpname ==> ?TPNAME? 
==> 

Xtpname ==> 
==> 
==> 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

APPLlD=TOCICS3 

* note 1 

N note 2 
# note 2 

1/ note 3 

# note 4 

Figure 39. CEDA DEFINE GROUP(?GROUP?) PARTKER. The CPI-C side informa
tion. 

Required parameters: 

1. Partner is the name for this resource in CICS. 

2. Nelname is the partner's LV name. Network is the partner's network name. 

3. Profile is the set of characteristics this partner has. The most important of these 
is the modename. The default profile, DFIICICA, works if the program sets 
the mode name explicitly. API:"\G does set the mode name to#INTER as the 
default. 

4. Tpname is the initial setting for the remote TP name. This can be overridden in 
the program using Set_TP _l'\ame (CMSTPl'). The TP name must match a 
corresponding TP definition at the remote system. 

To defme a PROFILE to explicitly set the mode name for the CPI-C side informa
tion, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) profile 

The screen shown in Figure 40 on page 68 should appear. Type in the values for 
?PROFlLE? and ?MODE? from the worksheet in 5.3, "CICS Configuration 
Worksheet" on page 52. 
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OVER TYPE TO MODIFY 
CEOA DEFine 

PROFile : ?PROFILE? 
: ?GROUP? Group 

DEscription 
Scrnsize 
Uctran 
t10dename 
PRIntercomp 

==> CPI-C PROFILE TO CHANGE HODE NAt·IE 
==> Default Oefault I Alternate 
==> No No I Yes 
==> ?HODE? 
==> No No Yes 

JOURNAlLING 
Journa 1 ==> No No 1-99 

ClCS RELEASE = 0330 

flSGJrnl ==> No No INPut I Output I INOut 
PROTECTION 
HSGInteg ==> No No Yes 
Onewte ==> No No Yes 
PROtect ==> No No Yes 
Chaincontrol ==> No No Yes 

PROTOCOLS 
+ OVsuprt ==> All All I Nonvtam I Vtam 

APPLID=TOCICS3 

N note 1 

If note 2 

figure 40. CEDA DEFli'iE GROUP(?GROUP?) PROfiLE 

Required parameters: 

1. Profile is the name for this resource. This name must match the Profile param
eter in the PART:\'ER definition. 

2. ,\lode name identifies the mode for this side info entry. There must be a SES
SIO;\S defmition with the same modename. (Remember, this profile entry is 
optional if the application uses a default mode name, as API~G does.) We 
recommend that ?:YI0DE? be #I~TER or one of the other mode names that 
ship with APP~ products - #BA TCH, #I0.'TERSC, or #BA TClISe. 

5_5.5.2 Define transaction program - client 
Defming the client TRANSACTION and PROGRA:\1 is just like defming the 
server as described in 5.5.4.3, "Defme transaction program - server" on page 64. To 
defme the PROGRAM, type the following in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP7) program 

You should get the screen shown in Figure 41 on page 69. 
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OVER TYPE TO t-1001FY 

: ?ClIEHTPGH? 
: ?GROUP? 

==> APING CLIENT PROGRAM 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 
CEDA DEFine 

PROGram 
Group 
DEscription 
Language ==> C CObo 1 I Assemb 1 er I Le370 I C I Pl i 

RELoad ==> No 
RESident ==> No 
USAge ==> Nonna 1 
USElpacopy ==> No 
Status ==> Enabled 
RSl : 00 
Cedf ==> Yes 
DAta location ==> Below 
EXECKey ==> User 

REI·IOTE ATTRIBUTES 
REI·IOTESystem ==> 
REl-iOTEName = => 
Transid ==> 
EXECUtionset ==> Fullapi 

I Rpg 
No I Yes 
No I Yes 
Nonna 1 I Trans i ent 
No I Yes 
Enabled I Disabled 
0-24 I Publ ic 
Yes I No 
Below I Any 
User I Cics 

Fullapi I Dp 1 subset 

APPLlD=TOCICS3 

N note 1 

/I note 2 

Figure 41. CEDA DEFI:,\E GROCP(?GROCP?) PROGRA:\1. Here you tell CICS about 
the executable program. 

Required parameters: 

1. Program is a member of the :\lVS load library ?API;\GLIB? included in the 
OFIIRPL DO concat~"I1ation list in the CICS start-up procedure. (Sec 
Figure 29 on page 58.) 

2. Language must be set to C. 

To define the TRA:S-SACTION, type the following in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) transaction 

You should get the screen shown in Figure 42. :Ylodify the Transaction and 
Program fields as described in the notes. 

OVERTYPE TO HODIFY 
CEDA DEFine 

: ?CLIEIlTTRAH? 
: ?GROUP? 

TRansaction 
Group 
DEscription 
PROGram 
H/asize 
PROFil e 

==> APING CLIENT TRANSACHON 
==> ?ClIEHTPROG? 
==> 00000 
==> OFHCICST 

PArtitionset ==> 
STatus ==> Enabled 
PR I/·Ieds i ze : 00000 
TASKDATALoc ==> Below 
TASKDATAKey ==> User 

RElmTE ATTRIBUTES 
DYnami c ==> No 
REl-iOTESystem ==> 
REI·IOTHlame ==> 
TRProf ==> 

+ Localq ==> 

0-32767 

Enabled I Oisabled 
0-65520 
BeTow I Any 
User I Ci cs 

No I Yes 

No I Yes 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

II note 1 

II note 2 

APPLlO=TOCICS3 

Figure 42. CEDA DEfI:\E GROUP(?GROUP?) TRA7\SACfION 
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Required parameters: 

l. Transaction is the four-character transaction id. This must be unique in this 
CICS region. As this transaction is started by a local terminal user, it does not 
need to match anything specified at the remote system. 

2. Program is a pointer to the PROGRAM object defmed in Figure 41 

Remember to CEDA INSTALL your new defmitions! (See 5.5.4.4, "INSTALLing 
the Defmitions" on page 66.) 

5.6 Running APING 
To run APING, type any of the following commands at a clear CICS screen (don't 
forget the period if you use the fIrst fonnat): 

?ClIENTTRAN? -n ?PARTNERNET??PARTNERlU? 
?CLIENTTRAN? -n ?PARTNERLU7 
?CLIENTTRAN? -n ?SYMDEST? 

You should see the APING logo and output. The "-n" switch tries to start the 
APINGD transaction on the remote computer without any security infonnation 
(user-ID and password). 

~otc: If you are running with RACF, your transaction must be authorized and 
your user-10 must be authorized to use it. If you get an error message like 
"DFHAC2033 ... Your are not authorized to use transaction XXXX." you will need 
to contact your RACF administrator. 

You may need to manually start a session between CICS and the partner LU, since 
CICS does not do this automatically. To start a session with the partner session, at 
a CICS screen type this command: 

cemt inq con(?CON?) 

You will get the screen shown in Figure 43. By the connection and netname for 
the partner LU you should see "Ins Acq." This is CICS short-hand for "In
service, acquired." If the status is "Ins Rei," overtype the "Rei" with "Acq" and 
press the enter key. The resulting screen should now have "Ins Acq" as the status. 
If not, contact your VT AM systems programmer and make sure that the partner 
LU is active. You can also use the commands described in 5.4.2, "Other 
commands" on page 56 to display or activate the partner LU or switched major 
node. . 

INQ CON(?CON?) 
STATUS: RESULTS - OVERTYPE TO HODIFY 
(on(?(O"?) Net(PARTHERLU?) Ins ReI tIORf.lAL 

Figure 43. CICS Status for Connection ?CO~? 
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5.7 How to find ... 
• LU Name 

If you can logon to the CICS region to begin defIning partners, the CICS LU 
name appears on the bottom right of the screen as APPLID = ?LOCALLU? 
Here that's TOCICS3. 

• Control Point (CP) Name 

In MVS systems, the CP name is equivalent to the name of the VT AM System 
Services Control Point (SSCP). It takes its value from the SSCPNAME param
eter in ATCSTRxx (see Figure 44). 

• Network Name 

The network name can be found in the VT AM start list member of 
SYS l.VT A~lLST. Look for a member named ATCSTRlLX, where lLX is 00 or 
TS or something. It should look like this: 

HOSTSA=l, 
SSCPID=81, 
SSCPNANE=?LOCALCP? , 
DYNASSCP=NO, 
NETID=?LOCALNET?, 
t.JAXS UBA=6 3, 
CONFIG=88, 
NOPRDr'IPT, 

etc. 

figure 44. The VfA:\·l Slarl Parameler Lisl· SYSI.VfA:\·ILST(ATCSTROO) 

• LAN Address 

x 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

The LAN address for a CICS host connected to a token ring through a 3745, 
3720, or 3725 is in the NCP gen in SYSl.VTAMLST. Look for a GROUP 
macro statement with ECLTYPE = PHYSICAL and irrunediatcly after that 
should be a LINE macro with a LOCADD parameter. That is the LAN 
address. Here is an example: 

* BUILDING RING DEFINITIONS (PHYSICAL) 
T038T2PG GROUP ECLTYPE=(PHYSICAL,ANY), 

TYPE=NCP, 

etc. 

T038T2PL LINE ADDRESS=(18a9,FULL),LOCADD=?LANADDRESS?,PORTADD=2, 
RCVBUFC=489S, t·1AXTSL =692, ADAPTER= T I C2, TRSPEED=4, 
UACB=(XSP2AX,XSP2AR) 

Figure 45. Portion of i':CP Gen with LA;'; Address 

* 
* 

* 
* 
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6.0 Networking Services/DOS Configuration 

Networking Services/DOS is a software product that supports the CPI-C interface 
APPC in the DOS and Microsoft Windows 3.0 and 3.1 environments. Networking 
Services/DOS allows a DOS machine to participate as a low entry networking node 
(see 1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6 for a discussion of node types). TIlls chapter 
describes how to configure Networking Services/DOS running on DOS 3.3 or later 
on a workstation with a token-ring adapter connecting it to a token ring local area 
network. 

6.1.1 Prerequisites 
• Networking Services/DOS, Version 1.0, Part number 20G0437 

• DOS, Version 3.3 or greater 

• Local Area Network Support Program, Version 1.3 (Supplied with Networking 
Services/ DOS) 

• Token ring adapter 

For additional configuration information, refer to the Networking ServicesjDOS 
User's Guide and Reference, S20G-0438-00 

6.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defmed in 1.10, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by Networking 
ServicesjDOS. 

Standard Term Networking Services! DOS Term 

Link Name link name 

~etwork Name network 10 or I\ETID 

LU l"ame local L U name 

Partner LU Name partner LU name 

Local LAN Address adapter address 

Adjacent LAN Address remote computer LAN address 

6.3 Networking Services/DOS Configuration Worksheet 
Use the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters, and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 
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Symbol 

For example, if you are following the recommendations in the Worksheet, you will 
write #INTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 48 on 
page 78 you will type #INTER on the line to replace "?MODET like this: 

7SYMDEST7 ?PARTNERNET7.7PARTNERLU7 HINTER 7TPNAME7 

Likewise, the other symbols on the line above will be replaced with the appropriate 
values from the right column of the Configuration Worksheet. 

How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Values that must match with other places 

?LOCALLU? This is the LU name of the machine you are defming to the 
network. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a :\etwork?" on 
page 7 for infonnation on how to defme this value. 

?LOCALNET? This is the network name of the machine you are defming to the 
network. Refer 10 I. 10, "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on 
page 7 forinfonnation on how to defme tlus value. 

?PART~ERLV? This is the partner's LV name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?PARTl\ER~ET! This is the network name of the partner computer. ese the 
network name from the partner computer's "How to fmd ... " 
section. 

?LANADDRESS? This is the LA~ Address of the partner computer. (Or the LA0I 
Address of a network node, if the link is being made to a 
network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?TPNAME? This is the name of the transaction program at the partner com-
puter. It is a name that is sent across the network to the server 
machine. The server machine then maps this TP Name to an 
executable program. The TP :-':ame is usually specified in a 
client/server product's documentation. For APING, the TP 
Name on the server is API~GD. 

?MODE? See 1.6, "What Is a ~tode?" on page 5 for a discussion of 
modes. Often, a client/server product's documentation specifies 
what mode must be used by that product. API~G can use any 
mode (this can be specified on the API~G command line), but 
the default is #~TER. It is recommended that you use one of 
the architected modes discussed in the "What Is a '\lodeT 
section. 

Local values 

?LI~KNAl\lE? I to 8 letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on 
the Nctworking ServicesiDOS machine to refer to thc link to a 
partner computer. Suggestion: LI~KOOOI 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?SYMDEST? This is the CPI-C side infonnation symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will be used locally 
on the Networking Services/DOS machine to refer to a CPI-C 
side infonnation entry. Suggestion: use the same value as 
?LOCALLU? 

?TPPATH? This is the fully-specified path and fllename of the executable 
code for a server transaction program located on your machine. 
For example, if Networking Services/DOS is installed on the C:\ 
drive, this value could be: 
C:\NSD\SAMPLES\AP.NG\AP.NGD.EXE 

6.4 Working with Networking Services/DOS 

6.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
Once your Networking Services/DOS configuration mes are set up, you start ~et
working ServicesjDOS by issuing this command: 

NSD START CONFIG.NSD 

You can stop Networking Services/DOS and unload it from memory by issuing the 
command 

NSD STOP jU 

6.4.2 Displaying active sessions 
You can display active APPC sessions by issuing the command: 

NSD LIST jSESSrON 

This command may be useful in determining where an error may be occurring if 
API~G does not run successfully. 

6.4.3 Other commands 
The other NS/DOS commands are documented in the Networking Services/DOS 
User's Guide and Reference. 

6.5 Configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

I. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intennediate node 

a. Additional LE~ configuration 

b. Other link configuration 
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3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side infonnation 

h. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as ·a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

h. Other server configuration 

6.5.1 Working with APPC configuration 
Networking Services/DOS configuration is done through configuration ftles that are 
loaded and mterpreted when an NSD START command is issued. These files are: 

• CONFIG.NSD 

• SIDEINFO.NSD 

• DEFINETP.NSD 

• :\IODE.r\SD 

All these fIles need to be in the same directory. When ~etworking Services/DOS is 
started, it searches for these ftles in the current directory. To get ~etworking 
Services/DOS up and running from the .NSD files supplied \vith 7\S/DOS (in the 
\;";SD\EXAMPLES subdirectory), you only need to alter the CO~FIG.7\SD and 
DEFINETP.NSD flies. 

6.5.2 Define yourself to the network 
Before an Networking Services/DOS machine can communicate on a network, it 
must defme itself to the network. This is done with an l'SDN statement in the 
Networking Services/DOS's CONFIG.NSD fIle. The NSDN statement specifies the 
fully-qualified LV name of the DOS machine. 

Networking Services/DOS provides many sample configuration fIles in the 
\NSD\EXAMPLES directory. To use the token-ring example as your base config
uration me, copy TKRING.NSD from the \r\SD\EXAMPLES directory to 
\NSD\CONFIG.NSD. Then, throughout this chapter, make changes to this 
C07\FIG.NSD as indicated in the examples. 

NSDN ?lOCAlNET??lOCAllU? 

Figure 46. Deline yourself to the network· (in CONFIG.;\SD) 

6.5.3 Additional common configuration 
There are several more statements that can be added to your C07\rIG.NSD to 
improve pcJfonnance or to specify more detailed information about how Net
working Services/DOS runs in your machine. See the Networking ServicesiDOS 
User's Guide and Reference to learn more about them. Here we will discuss just 
two of these statements that you may have to configure to get ~etworking 
Services/DOS to run. These statements control access to resources within your 
machine that may already be used by something else. 

The ;-';SDI statement controls which DOS interrupt ~etworking Services/DOS will 
claim. You only need to use this statement if there are problems running the NSD 
START command. The default interrupt is Ox68. If you receive an error message 
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when running the NSD START command that indicates that an intenupt is already 
in use, change (or add) the following line in your CONFIG.NSD, specifying a dif
ferent intenupt number: 

NSDI 68 /* valid values are 60 through 68 */ 

Another problem you may encounter, due to possible conflicts with other software 
running on your machine, is a conflict in which SAP (service access point) Net
working Services/DOS uses when it opens the LAN adapter. The default value is 
04. If you receive an error message when running the NSD START command that 
indicates there is a SAP conflict, add the following line to your CONFIG.~SD, 
specifying a different SAP: 

TRSS 84 /* valid values are X'04' through X'FC' and must be */ 
/* divisible by 4. X'08' is recommended as a */ 
/* second choice. Then try '0C', '10', '14', '18' .•• */ 

~otc: The SAP you use must also be within the partner computer's valid range, so 
try to use as small a value as possible, such as 08 or OC. 

6.5.4 Define a link to a partner or network node 
In order to start a conversation with another node, you must defrne a link to that 
node, or a link to a network node. 

If you choose to defrne multiple links, you may also need to execute a command 
that tells Networking Services/DOS which link to use to frnd a particular partner 
LU. 

6.5.4.1 Defining a link 
A link is defrned with the TRLD statement: 

TRLD ?lINKNAME?, ?LANADDRESS? 

Figure 47. Define a link - (in CONFIG.(";SD). 

6.5.4.2 Other link configuration 
You can defrne more than one link by including more than one TRLD statement in 
your CO;\'FIG.;\'SD ftle. When an APPC program attempts to establish a com'er
sation with another node, Networking Services/DOS has to detennine which link to 
route APPC traffic on. Networking Services/DOS will first search to see if a link 
has been assigned to the partner LU by a previous session activation. If so, that 
link is used; if not, Networking Services/DOS will send the request to frnd the 
partner LV to the first link specified in your CO~FIG.NSD. If the partner LU is 
to be located through a different link, you must, in addition to defming the link with 
a TRLD statement, specify through which link the LU should be found. To do 
this, you must run the i\SD ACTIVATE command after starting Networking 
Services/DOS with :\'SD START. The :\'SD ACTIVATE command looks like 
this: 

NSD ACTIVATE LU=?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERlU? LINK=?LINKNAME? 
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6.5.5 Configure to run as a client 

6.5.5.1 Define CPI-C side information 
Some applications, like APING, do not require CPI-C side information to run. 
These applications use programming calls available on a particular platform to 
dynamically create side information when running. Networking Services/DOS pro
vides the programming calls that allow APING (and other applications) to do this, 
so for APING, you do not need to create this Side Information profIle. For those 
applications that require CPI-C Side Information, this is how to create a profIle: 

CPI-C side information is defmed in the SIDEINFO.NSD fIle. To add a CPI-C 
side information entry, edit this flle and add a line specifying the Symbolic Destina
tion Name, Partner LV Name, Mode Name, and Transaction Program Name as 
follows: 

?SYMDEST? ?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERLU? ?MODE? ?TPNAr~E? 

Figure 48. Define CPI-C side information - (in SIDEINFOJ";SD) 

6.5.6 Configuring to run as a server 

6.5.6.1 Define transaction programs 
To run Networking Services/DOS as a server, you must, in addition to the common 
configuration steps above, defme a transaction program (TP) on your machine that 
will be started when the client establishes the conversation. The TP is defmed in 
the DEFI~ETPJ\SD configuration fIle. Here is the syntax of this statement in 
DEFINETP .NSD: 

?TPNAME? ?TPPATH? * * OPERATOR STARTED 

Figure 49. Define a transaction program - (in DEFINETP.NSD). The asterisks indicate 
that you want to accept the default timeout values when starting the transaction 
program. 

The last value on the line specifies the "TP program operation". This parameter 
indicates how the TP is started. It can be one of the following: 

A'I_STARTED 
the Program Launcher starts the program. The Program Launcher 
operates only in the Microsoft(TM) Windows environment. 

OPERATOR_STARTED 

6.5.7 Running APINGD 

the Networking ServicesiDOS user starts the program. If you are not 
running in the Microsoft Windows environment, this is your only 
option. (Actually, if you're not running in the Microsoft Windows envi
ronment, the TP program operation parameter is ignored because 
OPERATOR_STARTED is the only valid operation). 

Mter running I\SD START with the updated information in DEFINETP.NSD, 
you should be able to APING the Networking Services/DOS machine from another 
machine. If you are using the Program Launcher in the :vticrosoft Windows 
einvironment, you must start the Program Launcher before starting APING on the 
partner machine. To start the Program Launcher, double-click an icon created from 
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the \NSD\NSDPLW.EXE fUe, or place this icon in the startup folder to have the 
program launcher started whenever Windows is started. 

If you are not using the Program Launcher, you will have to manually start 
APINGD.EXE on the Networking Services/DOS machine. This can be done before 
or after you start APING on the partner machine. 

6.6 Running APING 
You should now be able to APING any of the computers you configured to using 
the steps above. 

To run APING, issue this command: 

APING -n ?SYMDEST? 

or you can specify the fully-qualified LU name of your partner: 

APING -n ?PARTNERNET??PARTNERLU? 

If Networking Services/DOS should try to locate the partner machine on a link 
other than the first one specilied in your CONFIG.NSD, you need to run the ":\"SD 
ACTIVATE" command after starting Networking Services/DOS, and before 
APINGing that partner machine. For example: 

NSD ACTIVATE LU=?PARTNERLU? ?PARTNERNET? LINK=?LINKNMIE? 

6.7 How to find ... 
• LU name 

The LU name is specified in the CONFIG.NSD fUe on the l'\SD~ line. The 
LU name consists of the entire string following the period. 

• ;\'etwork Name 

The network name is specified in C01\FIG.NSD on the 1\SDN line. The 
network name is the 1-8 characters preceding the period. See 6.5.2, "DefUle 
yourself to the network" on page 76 for details on the syntax of the ;\'SDN 
statement. 

• Control Point (CP) name 

The CP name is the same as the LU name. 

• LAN address 

The LAN address is a 12-digit hexadecimal value that identiftes your token-ring 
adapter to the network. There is a LAN address hard-coded on the Token
Ring adapter in the ;\'etworking Services/DOS machine. This hard-coded value 
is sometimes be over-ridden with something called a '10cally administered 
address." You can fUld the LAN address on your Token-Ring card by running 
the program LAl'\ADDR, which is supplied with Networking Services/DOS. 
When you run LA:\"ADDR, the LAN address of your machine will be dis
played as the "Adapter 0 in-use address". Use the 12 hexadecimal digits dis
played. (If you have a secondary adapter installed and are accessing it with the 
Networking Services/DOS optional keyword TRA~, you \vould use the 
"Adapter I in-use address".) The Hin-use address" displays the 10cally adminis
tered address" if there is one being used. 
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7.0 APPC/MVS Configuration 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC/MVS. The configuration is spread 
among the APPC/MVS subsystem, VTAM, and NCP. Examples of configuration 
of each are shown. The fIlenames shown are sample fIles created for VT AM, NCP, 
and APPC/MVS. 

7.1.1 Prerequisites 
Software and hardware prerequisites for APPC/MVS include: 

• MVSjESA V 4.2 or later 

• VT AM V3.3 or later 

• NCP V5.2 or later 

• 3745 with Token-ring attachment 

• Using the transaction program(TP) APING as a sample TP 

• Single S:,\A domain. 

While the 3745 is not a strict prerequisite (a 3172, for example, can be used instead) 
this document only describes configuration with a 3745 as gateway. 

7.1.2 Prerequisites 
for more detailed information on APPC/~lVS configuration and operation refer to: 

• MVSiESA Planning: APPC Management, GC28-1110 

• VTAM Resource Definition Reference, SC31-6438 

• NCP Resource Definition Reference, SC30-3448 

• APPC/MVS Handbookfor OS/2 System Administrator, GC28-1133 

• APPC Sys Deft in MVSIESA and OS/2, GG66-3224 

7.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defined in 1.10, "I-low. 
do I Configure a :-':etwork?" on page 7 to the terms used by APPCjMVS. 

Standa,.d Term APPC/IHVS Term 

i'etwork :'\ame NETID 

LU Name name supplied for APPL definition in 
APPL major node 

Partner U; l\"ame name supplied for LV definition in 
major nodes other than APPL 

Local LAi' Address LOCADD (in ~CP gen) 

Adjacent LA?\" Address DIALi'O (on PATH definition in 
switched major node) 
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7.3 APPC/MVS Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

Use the following worksheet to detennine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform~ The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters, and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

How to determine this value Fia in value 
here 

Values that much match with other places 

?LOCALLU? 

?LOCALCP? 

?LOCALNET? 

?PARTNERLU? 
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This is the symbol that refers to the LU name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. 1 to 8 character field con
sisting of alphanumeric characters which is the LU name of the 
node. Choose a name that is unique within the same network 
name. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on 
page 7 for more information about LU names. 

The value specilied for the ACBNAME on the LUADD state
ment in the PARMLIB member APPCPMxx defmes an 
APPCjMVS LU. Look in this PAR~lLIB member to see if 
one has already been created. 

This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of 
your machine. Refer to 1.9, "What Is APPN?" on page 6 for 
more information about control points. 

VT AM, being a LEN node, does not have a CP (Control 
Point) name for APPN use. It does, however, have an 
SSCPNAME (System Services Control Point Name). Use the 
SSCPNAME in lieu of a CP name. It is the value specilied for 
SSCPNAME in the VT A~t start options member 
(A TCSTRxx is the start options member of the VT AMLST 
dataset). 

This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defming to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IBM branch 
office for the format information and to register your network 
name. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a ?\etwork'?" on 
page 7 for more information about network names. 

For systems with VT AM already configured, this value is 
found in the VT AMLST start options (A TCSTRxx) member. 
The option name is NETID. 

This is the partner's LU name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 



Symbol How to determine this value Fill in value 
here 

?LANADDRESS? This is the LAN Address of the partner computer. (Or the 
LAN Address of a network node, if the link is being made to a 
network node.) Refer to the DHow to fmd ... " section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. Refer 
to 1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about the partner network name. 

'!fPNAME? This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For APING, the TP Name on the server is APINGD. 

?MODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation specifies what mode 
must be used by that product. APING can use any mode (this 
can be specified on the APING command line), but the default 
is #f.\"TER. It is recommended that you use one of the archi-
tected modes discussed in the "What Is a ;\lode?" section. 

Local yalues 

?NCPLANADDR? This is the local LA:-.I address coded in NCP on a LII"E 
macro using the LOCADD parameter. 

?:\1ODETAB? ;\'ame of a logon mode table in VT A:\1. It is assembled and 
link-edited into a VTA\1 LOADLlB dataset. The systems pro-
grammer should know the names of the logon mode tables 
deftned on the system. This should be the name of the table 
where the APPC modes are included. 

?SYMDEST? This is symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic desti-
nation name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It is 
included when creating a side information entry. Its value 
matches that provided on the DESTNAME parameter of the 
side information entry.' parameter. 

?VOL? This is the symbol for the name of a volume on which VSAM 
datasets for APPC/:\IVS will be created. It is a maximum of 
six characters. 

?JES? The actual JES subsystem type (JES2 or JES3) should be sub-
stituted for this. 

?CLIST.DATASET? The CLIST dataset in which you put the transaction 
program(API?\GD) CLIST . 

?APPC.LOADLIB? The load library dataset in which you put the transaction 
program(API~G). 

?SIFILE? This is the symbol for the VSA:\l dataset where CPI-C Side 
Information profiles will be permanently located. This value is 
normally SYS I.APPCSI 

?TPFILE? This is the symbol for the VSA:Vl dataset where TP profIles 
will be permanently located. This value is normally 
SYSl.APPCTP 
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Symbol How to determine this value Fill in value 
here 

TfPLEVEL? This is the symbol for specification of where to begin searching 
for TP profUes. USER provides the search order: USER pro-
vides the search order. You may also specify GROUP (USER 
profUes ignored) or SSYTEM (USER and GROUP proflles 
ignored) 

7.4 Working with APPC/MVS 

7.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
The commands to start APPC/MVS are: 

START APPC, SUB=~lSTR,APPC=xx 
START ASCH, SUB=14STR ,ASCH=xx 

The xx is the identifier of the parmlib member. The default is 00. 

APPC/:Y1VS is ended by issuing: 

C APPC 
C ASCH 

7.4.2 Other commands 
Once APPC/MVS is activated, there are several commands that can be used to 
monitor APPC/MVS operation. A subset of these commands is shown below: 

DISPLAY APPC, TP,ALL 
DISPLAY APPC,LU,ALL 
DISPLAY ASCH,ALL 

These commands provide infonnation on APPC/MVS TPs, LUs, and scheduler 
operations, respectively. 
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7.5 Configuration 

7.5.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. DefIDe yourself to the network 

2. DefIDe a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE:--r configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. DefIne CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. DefIDe transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

For APPC/MVS, configuration is done in the following places: 

• SYSl.PARMLIB - Two parmlib members are added with parameters for the 
APPC and ASCH subsystems, respectively. 

• VSAM - Datasets are needed for TP defmitions and CPI-C side information. 

• VT AM - Defmitions are required in an application major node for the 
APPCr:VIVS LU or LVs, as well as partner defmitions in a switched major node 
for LAN attached nodes, such as workstations. Additions are also need in logon 
mode tables for APPC modes. 

• ~CP - The token-ring adapter must be configured, and a parameter added to 
the NCP defmition to support reserve storage for APPC LUs. 

7.5.2 Define yourself to the network 
I. Create Parmlib members 

The samples below show placement of two members (ASCHPMOO and 
APPCPl\100) in SYSl.PARMLIB. These two members have startup parameters 
for the two applications that make up APPCjMVS; APPC, the base APPC" 
support, and ASCII, the job scheduler that handles starting applications when 
incoming requests are received. 

ASCHP\lXX members define classes of APPCjMVS transaction scheduler ini
tiators and provides default scheduling information when it is missing from a TP 
proftle. 
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CLASSADD CLASSNAME(FAST) j* Specify the name of the class to be 

r~AX(10) 

MIN (2) 

RESPGOAL( . 02) 

~lSGLIMIT (500) 

j* added 
j* Specify that the maximum number 
j* of transaction initiators allowed 
j* for this class is 10 
j* Specify that the minimum number 
j* of transaction initiators to be 
/* brought up for this class is 2 
/* Specify that the response time 
j* goal for transaction programs 
j* executing within this class is 0.02 
j* seconds 
j* Specify that the maximum size of 
/* the job logs for TPs is 500 
/* messages 

OPTIONS DEFAULT(FAST) /* Specify the default class - Note #1 
SUBSYS(?JES?) j* name of subsystem under which */ 

*j 
*/ 
*j 
*/ 
*j 
*j 
*j 
*j 
*j 
*j 
*j 
*/ 
*j 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

j* all newly created APPC/MVS */ 

TPDEFAULT REGION(4M) 
OUTCLASS(A) 

/* transaction initiators are stored*/ 
j* Note #2 */ 
j* Note #3 */ 

Figure 50. SYSl.PAR:\tLIB(ASCHPi\100) - ASCHPMOO.LIB 
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~otes: 

a. The DEFAL'LT(classname) is an optional parameter that specifies the 
default class of transaction initiators in which to run a TP v\,'hen a class 
name is not specified in a TP proflle. If the TP profile does not specify a 
class name, and there is no default defmed by this parameter, then the 
request to run the TP is denied. If the DEFAULT parameter names a class 
that does not exist, an error message is displayed on the console. 

b. Region size - The region size assigned to TPs that do not specify a region 
size in their TP proflle is 2M. 

c. Output class - A is the class used as a default ;\1SGCLASS for TPs whose 
proflles do not specify the MSGCLASS keyword in their JOB statements. 
When the SYSOUT keyword does not include a specific output class, the 
value of MSGCLASS can be used as a default. 

APPCPMXX members control the communication functions. The sample 
below defmes a local LU for the APPC/MVS configuration. 



1* APPCPM00 * / 
LUADD ACBNAME(?LOCAllU?) /* Add LU MVSLU01 to the */ 

/* APPCjMVS configuration */ 
SCHED(ASCH) /* Specify that the APPCjMVS */ 

/* transaction scheduler is associated */ 
/* with this LU name */ 

BASE /* Designate this LU as the base LU */ 
TPDATA(?TPFIlE?)/* Specify the VSAM data set for */ 

/* (Suggestion SYSl.APPCTP) */ 
/* the permanent repository for */ 
/* TP profiles for this LU */ 

TPLEVEL (USER) /* Specify the search order for TP */ 
/* profiles as */ 
/* 1. TP profiles associated with */ 
/* a specific user - USER */ 
/* 2. TP profiles associated with */ 
/* a group of users - GROUP */ 
/* 3. TP profiles associated with */ 
/* all users of the LU name - SYSTEM*/ 

SIDEINFO DATASET(?SIFIlE?) /* Specify the VSAM data set */ 
/* (Suggestion SYSl.APPCSI) 
/* for the permanent 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/* repository for the side 
/* information 

Figure 51. SYS1.PARMLlB(APPCPMOO)· APPCP:VIOO.LlB 

2. Create VTA:vt Application Major Node 

Place the following sample in a VT AMLST library (usually SYS l.VT AMLST): 

APPCAPP VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
? LOCALLU? APPL ACBNAI·1E=?lOCALLU? ,APPC=YES ,AUTOSES=l, DDRAI NL=NALLo\~, 

D~l I NlVNL=l, D~l I N\oJNR=l,DRESPL=NALLDl-/, DSESLIN=2, EAS=509, 
~10DETAB=?MODETAB? SECACPT=CONV, VPACING=0, VERIFY=NONE, 
SRBEX I T =YES, DLOGI·l0D=?MODE? 

Figure 52. VTAM definition of APPC LU - APPLMVS.VfM 

* 
* 
* 

This defmition will define the APPC/MVS local LV to VT AM. Multiple 
APPC/MVS LUs may be defmed. For simplicity of administration, the recom
mendation would be to defme the smallest number of LUs needed. 

3. Add APPC Modes to the Logmode Table 

APPC modes are shown in Figure 53 on page 88. Add them to your logmode 
table, compile, and then link-edit the member into a VT AM library. Also 
include them in the default fogmode table (ISTINCLM) so that dynamically 
created LUs can use them. 
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" 
" 

LOGHOOE TABLE ENTRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING 
AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 

ft •• ***.* •• * •••••• *.** ••• *.** •• **** •••• ***.** •• *.* •• *.**.* •• **.** •••• ** 
SNASVCHG HODEENT LOGHODE=SNASVCHG,FHPROF=X'13',TSPROF=X'07', 

PRIPROT=X'BO',SECPROT=X'BO',COHPROT=X'DOBl', 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNDPAC=7, 
PSERVIC=X'06020eOOOOoo000000000300', 
SRCVPAC=7, PSNDPAC=7, TYPE=O 

TITLE "BATCH' 
******.*.*** •• ******.****.***************.**.***************.*.**.***** 

" 
LOGI·IODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS ON RESOURCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" *.*.** •• *.********.*** •• *****.*****.******* •• **********.*.* •• *******.*. 

'BATCH HODEENT LOGI·IODE=NBATCH, 
ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3, PSNDPAC=3,RUSIZES=X' F7F7' 

TITLE '1ItITER' 
*.* •• ****.* ••• *******.*************.***.****.*******.****.****** •• ***** 

" 
" 
" 
" 

LOGHODE TABLE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSIONS ON RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 

*********.******* •• *************.*****.************.*.***************** 

/lItITER HODEENT LOGI·IODE=#INTER, 
EllCR=B' 0000' , SSNDPAC= 7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TI TL E 'HBATCHSC' 
********************* •• ***************************************.******** 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

LOGI·l0DE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS REQUIRItIG SECURE 
TRANSPORT ON RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 
OEVICES 

" 
" 
" 

**************************************************************~******** 

/lBATCHSC HDDwn LOGt·IODE=HBATCHSC, 
ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3, PStlDPAC=3, RUS I ZES=X' F7F7' 

lITLE ., NI NTERSC ' 
*********************************************************************** 

" 
" 
" 
" 

LOGHODE TABLE FOR ltlTERACTlVE SESS IONS REQUIRING 
SECURE TRANSPORT ON RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS 
LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
*********************************************************************** 

NItITERSC HODEENT LOGHODE=NlNTERSC, 
ENCR=B '0000', SSNOPAC=7, 

" 
" 

" 

SRCVPAC=7, PSNDPAC=7,RUSIZES=X' F7F7' 
TITLE 'CPSVCflG' 

LOGflODE TABLE FOR CP-CP SESSIONS ON RESOURCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 

*********************************************************************** 

CPSVCtlG HOD WIT LOGt-IODE=CPSCVHG, 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'OOOO', 
SStIDPAC=7, SRCVPAC=7, PStiDPAC=7 

Figure 53. APPC Logon Mode Entries· APPCMODE.AS:VI 

7.5.3 Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
1. Defme the Token-ring adapter in NCP 

" 

The following is a sample token-ring connection from NCP: 
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) 

T030T2PG GROUP EClTYPE=(PHYSICAl,ANY) 
T030T2Pl LINE ADDRESS=(10S9,FULL),LOCADD=?NCPLANADDR?,PORTADD=2, X 

RCVBUFC=409S,MAXTSL=2044,ADAPTER=TIC2,TRSPEED=4 
* 
T030TRLO GROUP ECLTYPE=LOGICAL,AUTOGEN=10,PHYPORT=2,CALl=INOUT 

Figure 54. LAN definitions on NCP 

2. Provide for use of independent LUs on the token-ring connection 

Once the token-ring is defined in the NCP, the only additional parameter that is 
required is NVMILU on the LVDRPOOL macro. An example is: 

POOLl LUDRPOOL Num LU=100, NUMTYPl=20, NUMTYP2=20 

In this example the NCP will be able to support up to 100 independent LUs 
that are using dial connections (token-ring or switched lines). 

7.5.3.1 Additional LEN configuration 
Place the following in a VT AM switched major node definition. It assumes that the 
partner is not another VT AM. If the partner LV is on another VT AM system, then 
the link definitions for the token-ring shown above need to be for a subarea link, or 
the cross-domain links need to be defmed so that normal LV routing within the 
subarea network will resolve the locations of the session partners. 

i-iSN VBUILD TYPE=S\oJNET ,NAXGRP=2,r4AXNO=2 
PARTPU PU ADDR=04, X 

CPNAME=?PARTNERLU?, X 
PUTYPE=2, X 
NAXDATA=2012, X 
r·1AXPATH= 1, X 

? PARTNERlU? LU LOCADDR=0 ,~lODET AB=?MODETAB? ,DLOGr40D=?r~ODE? 

Figure 55. SYSl.VfA:\1LST(\VS:'-J) - WS:'-J.VfM 

7.5.4 Configure to run as a client 

7.5_4.1 Define CPI-C side information 
1. Create VSAM Dataset for CPI-C Side Information 

The following example job creates the VSAM dataset for Common Program
ming Interface-Communications(CPI-C) Side Information. It is needed for 
APPC/MVS to be able to initiate TPs that use side information. While it is 
used exclusively when APPCiMVS is acting as a client, it is included here so 
that the side information entry in SYSI.PARMLIB(APPCPMOO) will reference 
an existing dataset. Later, new side information entries may be added to the 
dataset. 
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//APPC002 JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(l,l) 
/*JOBPARM LINES=9999,TIME=1440 
/ /SISAf4PLE EXEC PGM=IDCAMS 
//TSSC01 DO DISP=OLD,UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=?VOL? 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
//SYSABEND DO SYSOUT=* 
//AMSDUMP DO SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DO * 

DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME(?SIFILE?) - /* si de info data set name = SYS1.APPCSI * J 
VOLUME(1VOl?) - /* the volume where the VSAM datasets are defined */ 
INDEXED REUSE -
SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) -
RECORDSIZE(248 248) -
KEYS(112 0) -
RECORDS(50 25)) -

DATA -
(NAME(?SIFILE?DATA)) - /* side info data set name = SYSl.APPCSI */ 

INDEX -
(NAME(?SIFILE?INDEX)) /* side info data set name = SYSl.APPCSI */ 

Figure 56. Sample JCL for Side Information VSAl\1 datasel - ATBSIVS:\1.JCL 

CPI-C side infonnation is saved in the VSA\l dataset created by the sample 
JCL file A TBSIVSM.JCL. 

/ /SIADD0 JOB CLASS=A,f·1SGCLASS=A ,~lSGLEVEL=(I, 1) 
//************************************************************* 

/ /STEP EXEC PGf·l=ATBSDF~1U 

//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
/ /SYSSDLIB DO DSN=SYS1.APPCSI,DISP=SHR 
//SYSSDOUT DO SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DO * 

/* 

SIADD 
DESTNAME(?SYMDEST?) 
T PNAf,lE (?TPNAME?) 
MODENAME(?MODE?) /* see Note #1 */ 
PARTNER_LU(?PARTNERlU?) /* see Note #2 */ 

Figure 57. Sample JCL CPI-C Side Information Job - SIADD.JCL 

2. Add new CPI-C side infonnation entries 

The above example SIADD.JCL shows the JCL to add new CPI-C Side Infor
mation entries to the CPI-C Side Infonnation dataset. 

:\'otcs: 

1. If no mode name is specified, a default mode name might be available 

2. If no partner LV name is specified, APPCjMVS assumes the TP resides in the 
local LV. 
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7.5.4.2 Other client configuration 
It will not usually be necessary to connect from VT AM out to other nodes. 
However, if it becomes necessary to do so, a line must be added to the switched 
major node defmed above (WSN.VTM). The following line can be added just 
before the LV defmition: 

PATHI PATH GRPNM=T030TRLO,DIALNO=?LANADDRESS?,PID=1 

The GRPNM parameter references a group of logical LAN lines defmed in the 
NCP. See Figure 54 on page 89 for an example of defIDing logical LAN lines in 
the NCP. 

7.5.5 Configure to run as a server 

7.5.5.1 Define transaction programs (TPs) 
A VSAM Dataset must first be created in order for APPC/MVS to be able to asso· 
ciate TP names with particular job streams when an incoming request to start a TP 
is received. Once the dataset is created, new TP's may be added by following step 2 
and step 3 below. 

When adding new transaction programs, you may have a server transaction program 
CLIST or REXX EXEC, or a compiled program. Regardless of how your TP is 
written, it needs to be defmed to APPC/MVS by creating a TP proflie for the 
program, and by adding the TP proftle to the TP VSAM dataset. 

I. Create VSA:\1 Dataset for Transaction Program (TP) Proftles 

The following job creates the VSAM dataset for TP proftles. 

j jAPPC001 JOB CLASS=A ,1·1SGCLASS=A,~lSGLEVEL= (1,1) 
j*JOBPARt4 LINES=999g, TII·1E=1440 
j jTPSAI·1PLE EXEC PG~1=IDCAI4S 

jjVOLl DD DISP=OLD,UrUT=3380,VOL=SER=?VOL? j* The volume for the VSAf.1 dataso 7 S * 
jjSYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
jjSYSABEND DD SYSOUT=* 
j jA~lSDUf.1P DD SYSOUT=* 
jjSYSIN DD * 

1* 

DEFINE CLUSTER (NAf.1E(?TPFILE?) - j* TP profile data set name=SYSl.APPCTP*j 
VOLUI·1ES (?VOL ?) - /* The volume where the VSAM datasets are defi ned * j 
INDEXED REUSE -
SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) -
RECORDSIZE(3824 7024) -
KEYS(112 0) -
RECORDS(30e 150)) -

DATA -
(NAf.1E (?TPFILE? • DATA) ) - 1* TP profi 1 e data set name = SYSl. APPCTP * j 

INDEX -
(NAf.1E(?TPFILE?INDEX)) 1* TP profile data set name = SYSl.APPCTP *j 

Figure 58. JCL for TP profile VSAM dataset -ATBTPVSM.VTM 

2. id = clist.Add transaction program to library 

• REXX EXEC - If you have the transaction program(API~GD) REXX 
CLIST, add it to a public CLIST dataset(?CLIST.DATASET?). The TP 
proflie for the REXX example below assumes it has been added to dataset 
APPC.CLIST. 
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• Compiled program - If you have the transaction program(APINGD) com
piled program, add the program to the ?APPC.LOADLIB? 

3. Create TP profile for transaction program(APINGD) 

• REXX EXEC - The following job runs the APPCjMVS administrative 
utility to add a TP profile for the transaction program(APINGD). It starts 
the TSO Tenninal Monitor Program IKJEFTOI, which in turn calls the 
REXX CLIST located in the APPC.CLlST dataset. 

I/TPADD0 JOB CLASS=A,14SGCLASS=A,~lSGLEVEL=(1, 1) 
I/STEP EXEC PGM=ATBSDFMU 
I/SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
I/SYSSDLIB DO OSN=?TPFIlE?,DISP=SHR 
I/SYSSDOUT DD SYSOUT=* 
I/SYSIN DD DATA,DLM=XX 

TPADD 
TPNAI·1E (?TPNAME?) 
ACTIVE(YES) 
TPSCHED _ DELI~1ITER (##) 

TAILOR_SYSOUT(NO) 
TAl LOR_ACCOUNT (NO) 
CLASS(FAST) 
TPSCHED_TYPE(STANDARD) 
JCL_DELIMITER(END_OF_JCL) 

I/APPC04 JOB 14SGLEVEL=(1, 1) ,1,1SGCLASS=A 
I/IKJACCNT EXEC PGt,1=IKJEFT01, 
1/ PARt·l='EXEC I I ?CLIST.DATASET?(APINGD) I II 

I/SYSUADS DO DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSl.UADS 
I/SYSLBC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.BRODCAST 
I/STEPLIB DO DSN=ISP. V3R2t,10. ISPLOAD, DISP=SHR 
I/SYSTSPRT DO SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
//SYSTSIN DO DUMMY 
I/SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
END OF JCL 

KEEP_MESSAGE_LOG(NEVER) /* Note # *1 
## 
XX 
1* 
Figure 59. JCL to add a TP profile to the VSAM dataset· TPADD.JCL 
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;'I\otcs: 

a. To log messages, specify KEEP _MESSAGE_LOG(ALWAYS) or 
KEEP _:VIESSAGE_LOG(ERROR) along with 
;\lESSAGE _ DA T A_ SET(name). 

• Compiled program - The following job runs the APPC/:\lVS administrative 
utility to add a TP profile for the transaction program(APIi\GO). It starts 
the TSO Tenninal Monitor Program IKJEFTOl, which in turn calls the 
REXX CLIST located in the APPC.CLlST dataset. 



IITPADD0 JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(l,l) 
IISTEP EXEC PGt4=ATBSDFMU 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
IISYSSDLIB DD DSN=SYSl.APPCTP,DISP=SHR 
IISYSSDOUT DD SYSOUT=* 
IISYSIN DO DATA,DLM=XX 

TPADD 
TPNAME(1TPNAME1) 
ACTIVE(YES) 
TPSCHED_DELIMITER(##) 

TAl LOR_SYSOUT (NO) 
TAILOR_ACCOUNT (NO) 
CLASS (FAST) 
TPSCHED_TYPE(STANDARD) 
JCL_DELIMITER(END_OF_JCL) 

IIAPPC04 JOB MSGLEVEL=(l,l),MSGCLASS=A 
IIIKJACCNT EXEC PGt·1=?TPNAME?, 
IISYSUADS DO DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSl.UADS 
IISYSLBC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSl.BRODCAST 
IISTEPLIB DO DSN=?APPC.LOADLIB?,DISP=SHR 
IISYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
IISYSTSIN DD Dur·l~lY 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
END OF JCL 

KEEPJ1ESSAGE_LOG(NEVER) 1* Note # *1 
## 
XX 
1* 
Figure 60. JCL to add a TP profile to the VSAM dataset - TPADD.JCL 

l'Iotcs: 

a. To log messages, specify KEEP _MESSAGE_LOG(AL \V A YS) or 
KEEP _MESSAGE_LOG(ERROR) along with 
MESSAGE_DATA_SET(name). 

7.6 Running APING 
To run APING from TSO enter: 

CALL '?APPC. LOADLIB1 (API NG)' '?SVI·1DEST1' 

It can also be run from a batch program. Below is a sample job: 

IIAPING0 JOB CLASS=A,NSGCLASS=A,t·1SGLEVEL=(l, 1) , NOTIFY=NEALS 
11**************************************************** ********* 

IISTEP EXEC PGI·l=APING,PARM='?Sn1DEST1' 
IISTEPLIB DD DSN=?APPC.LOADLIB?,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=PLI. V2R31·10. S IBI,lLl NK,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=EDC.V2RU40.SEDCLlNK,DISP=SHR 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
1* 
Figure 61. JCL to run APING - API:'\G.JCL 

~ote: It may be necessary to change the PLI.V2R3MO.SIB:YlLI:\K and the 
EDC.V2RI~IO.SEDCLI~K DD statements to match levels of C and PLII on your 
system. 
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7.7 How to find 
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• LV name 

For APPCjMVS, this is configured in SYSI.PARMLlB(APPCPMxx). The 
LVADD parameter includes an ACBNAME. The ACBNAME defmes an 
APPCjMVS LV Name. This name is also included on an APPL defmition 
statement in an APPL major node of VT AM. 

• Control Point (CP) name 

VT AM, being a LEN node, does not have a CP (Control Point) name for 
APPN use. It does, however, have an SSCPNAME (System Services Control 
Point Name). If in configuring a partner platform a CP name is needed, use the 
SSCPNAME instead. It is also set in the A TCSTRxx member of the 
VT AMLST dataset. 

• Network Name 

It is defmed in a member named ATCSTRxx of a dataset with the DDNAME 
of VT AM LST in the VT AM start procedure. The nxxn is two digits, and the 
default is 00. A TCSTRx.."{ is the VT AM start options. The NETID parameter 
deflnes the network name. 

• LAN address 

The LA~ address is coded in NCP on a LINE macro using the LOCADD 
parameter. 



8.0 05/2 Extended Services and Networking Services/2 
Configuration 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC on an OS/2 workstation that is con
nected to a token ring local area network. It is directed at the following software 
configuration: 

8.1.1 Prerequisites 
• OS/2 EE 1.3 with Networking Services/2 or OS/2 2.0 Extended Services 

• Token-ring adapter 

This chapter describes how to configure OS/2 on a workstation connected to a 
LAN. For more information: 

• SAA Networking Services/2 Administrators Guide, SC52-1110-00 

• ES OS/2 APPC Programming Referece, S04G-1025-00 

• ES OS/2 APPN/LU6.2 Connection and Alanagement, SG22-1052-00 

8.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defined in 1.10, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by OS/2. 

Standard Term OS/2 Panel Conjig OS/2 NDF Term 
Term 

~etwork Name Network Name Network Name 

LU Name Local Node Name Local LU Name 

CP Name CP Name 

Partner LU Name Partner Node Name Partner LU Name 

Local LAN Address Local MAC Address N/A 

Adjacent LAN Address LAN Destination Destination Address 
Address 

'Cse the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters, and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

For example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
#INTER in the right column on the ?lvlODE? line. Then in Figure 69 on 
page 104 you will type #I~TER on the OS/2 screen that looks like this: 
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MOdename ==> HINTER 

Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol FilJin value 
here 

Values that much match with other places 

?LVNAME? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the machine 
you are defIning to the network. I to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LV name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
An LV name is defmed by defming a CP~AME in OS/2. Refer 
to 1.1 0, "How do I ConfIgure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about LV names. 

?CP~AME? This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of your 
machine. It should be the same as your ?LU~AME? Refer to 
1.9, "What Is APP~?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

?~ETWORK? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defming to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IDyl branch office 
for the format information and to register your netwJrk name. 
Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 for 
more information about network names. 

?PARTl'\ERLV? This is the symbol for the partner's LV name. Refer to the 
"How to fmd ... " section of the partner computer's confIguration 
chapter for this value. Refer to 1.10, "How do I ConfIgure a 
Network?" on page 7 for more information about the partner 
LV name. 

?PART~ERCP? This is the symbol for the Control Point(CP) name of your 
partner. Refer to the "How to fmd .. " section of the partner 
computer's confIguration chapter for this value. 

?PARTl'\ERl'-:ET? This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com-
puter. Use the network name from the partner computer's "How 
to fmd ... " section. 

?LA~AD DRESS? This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LAN Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fInd ... " 
section of the partner computer's confIguration chapter for this 
value. 

?TP~A\1E? This is the Transaction Program name. It is a name that is sent 
across the network to the server machine. The server machine 
then maps this TP ~ame to an executable program. The TP 
!'\ame is usually specilied in a client/server product's documenta-
tion. For APIl'-:G, the TP Name on the server is API~GD. 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

ITPPATH? This is the fully-specified path and ftlename of the transaction 
program's executable code. For example, if OS/2 is installed on 
the C:\ drive, this value could be: 
C:\OS2\SAMPLES\APING\APINGD.EXE 

?MODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation' specifies what mode must 
be used by that product. APING can use any mode (this can be 
specified on the APING command line), but the default is 
#~TER. It is recommended that you use one of the architected 
modes discussed in the "What Is a Mode?" section. 

LocaJ values 

?NODETYPE? This is the symbol for the APPN node type. This should be E~ 
to be configured as an end node, or :\"N to be configured as a 
network node. In most cases, you will configure as a EN. 

?PLUALIAS? This is the symbol for the Partner LU Alias. I to 8 characters 
that designates a nickname for the Partner LV. Alias names are 
case sensitive. 

?LINK~AME? This it the symbol for the link name of a logical link. I to 8 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
OS/2 machine to refer to the link to a partner computer. You 
can choose any name you like, but since you will use this name 
later to refer to this link, choose a meaningful name. 
(suggestion:LI:\"KOO I) 

?SY:\1DEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic des-
tination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will 
be used locally on the OS/2 machine to refer to a CPI-C side 
information entry. 

8.3 Working with OS/2 Configuration 

8.3.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC is started and ended by starting and stopping Communications Manager. 

• Starting: Type "STARTC~Y from the OSi2 command prompt or mouse click 
on "Communications Manager". 

• Stopping: In Communications :\lanager, choose 'Exit' from the Action Bar. 
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8.3.2 Other commands 
• Displaying link information: To display link information, choose "Manage 

SNA Logical Links" from the Communications Manager Folder or type 
"'APPNLINK'" from an OS/2 command prompt. You can also use 
APPNLINK to activate and deactivate links. This command is only available 
in ES OS/2 2.0. 

• Displaying active SNA Config Info: To display active configuration informa
tion, choose "'Display active SNA Configuration' from the Communications 
Manager Folder or type "PMDSPLA Y" from an OS/2 command prompt to 
display active configuration information. 

• APPNV.CTL: This me serves two purposes. It gives a description of the node 
definitions flle and the format of the commands that can be placed in this me. 
This flle also defmes the command, parameter, and value names that are 
allowed in the node defmitions flle. 

8.4. Configuration 

8.4.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Dcfme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LEN configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Dcfme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

OS/2 configuration for APPC/APPN can be accomplished via several methods: 

• Panel Configuration for OS/22.0 

• Text editing a ~ode Defmitions File (NDF) for OS/2 1.3 or OS/2 2.0 

• Panel Configuration for OS/2 1.3 + NS/2. 

The Panel Configuration facility accomplishes the same function as text editing the 
l"DF file and adding the configuration statements. This chapter will discuss both 
Panel Configuration for OS{2 2.0 and NDF flle editing for OS/2 1.3 + NS;2 and 
OS/2 2.0. It will not discuss Panel Configuration for ~S!2. 
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Your NDF flle is located in the \CMLIB\APPN directory. It has the same fIlename 
as your Communication Manager configuration fIle whose fIle extension is ".CFG". 
However, the NDF fIle has the fIle extension N.NDF". 

There are example NDF and CFG fIles provided with this guide called BASE.NDF 
and BASE.CFG. If you wish to configure a machine from with no current config
uration, copy the BASE.NDF fIle into the \CMLIB\APPN directory and the 
BASE.CFG ftle into the \CMLIB directory. If you do not want to lose a current 
configuration, do not copy the BASE fIles. You can, however, cut and paste the 
commands needed from the BASEJ..;'DF fIle to your own NDF fIle. The NDF File 
Configuration instructions show what commands and parameters should be in the 
NDF fIle. 

If you wish to use the Panel Configuration for OS/2 2.0, follow the Panel Config
uration instructions in this chapter. This method also will place the correct com
mands in your NDF flle. 

8.4.2 Define yourself to the network 
Before an OS/2 machine can communicate on a network, it must defme itself to the 
network. This configuration is usually done when OS/2 is installed. 

8.4.2.1 Panel configuration: 

1. Defme LU name 

You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV name in the Local 
Node Characteristics panel. 

Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Select Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, (type Config file name and press ENTER) 
-- SNA feature profiles 

SNA Network Definitions 
-- Create/Change 

-- Local Node Characteristics 
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Required Features: 

Network lD: ?HETWORK? 

Local node name: ?LUHAHE? 

Node type: 

o End Node to Network Node Server 
o End Node - No Network Ilode Server 
o Network Node 

Your network node server address: ?LAIlAODRESS? 

Optional Features 

Local Node 10 050 
Local Node Alias Name 
Corrment Configuration is Fun! ____ _ 

_ Activate Attach Manager at start up 

Figure 62. Local :-.lode Characteristics. This screen displays the Local :-.lode characteristics 
The L U name is the Local node name on this screen. 

i\"otcs: 

a. r:::heck the "Activate Attach :Ytanager at start up" box so that programs can 
be Attach :Ylanager started. 

2. Defme your node type 

OS/2 can be either an end node or network node. If you choose the End Node 
to Network Node Server and fill in the network node address, a connection will 
automatically be configured to your network node and you can skip the "Define 
a link to a partner or intermediate node" configuration step. 

8.4.2.2 NDF file Configuration: 
1. Defme LV name 

You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV name in the 
DEFINE_LOCAL_CP command in the following Node Defmitions File 
(~DF) excerpt: 

defme Jocal_ cp 
f~cp_name(?~EnVORK??LUNA:\IE) 

cp_alias(mylu) 
node Jd( x'OOOOO') 
node _ type(?I\" ODETYPE?); 

Figure 63. :-.lDF file excerpt from BASE.NDF for DEFINE_LOCAL_CP. 

2. Defme Node Type 

OSi2 can be either an end node or a network node. 
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• end node - ?NODETYPE?= EN 

• network node -?NODETYPE?= NN 

8.4.3 Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
A link is configured by defIning a connection on the panels or a logical link in the 
I\DF flle. 

8.4.3.1 Panel configuration: 

1. To defme a link, follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration. type configuration file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

2. A list of nodes will be display. Select the type of node you are connecting to: 

• ;-..retwork I\ode - choose Network :\fade 

• Partner Node - choose Peer Node 

• Host ;-..rode - choose Primary Host 

3. Select the type of connection you desire (e.g. IBMTRNET for token-ring) 

4. The screen, "Creating a Connection to a Peer Node" will be shO\vn. Fill in the 
appropriate values from the Required Values Table 

Creating a Connection to a Peer Node - ESBASE 

Li nk flame: 
Partner network 10: 
Partner node name: 
LAN destination address: 

?LIIJKHAHE? 
?PARTHERNET? 
?PARTHERLU? 
?LANADDRESS? 

Corrment: ________ _ 

Figure 64. Creating a Connection. This screen displays Lhe parameters for defining a €on
nection to a peer node. 

8.4.3.2 NDF file Configuration 
Define a link to the network node: To defme a link to your network node, your 
:\'ode DefInitions File should contain a "defmeJogical_link" command, 
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defmeJogicalJink 
link_ name(?L~KNA)1E?) 
adjacent_no de_type (learn) 
preferred _ nn _ server(yes) 
die _ name(ibmtmet) 
adapter _ number(O) 
·destmation_address(x,?LANADDRESS?j 
cp _ cp _session _ support(yes) 
aetivate_at_startup(yes); 

Figure 65. NDF file excerpt from BASE.NDF for DEFINE_LOGICAL L1l'\K for 
network node link. 

Define a link directly to your partner or to a LEN node.: To defme a link directly 
to your partner, your Node Defmitions File should contain a "defmeJogical_link" 
command like this: 

defme JogicalJink 
link_ name(?L~K:\,A:\lE?) 
f~adjacent_cp_name(?PARThERI\"ET??PART~ERCP?) 
adjaeent_node_type(learn) 
die _ name(ibmtmet) 
adapter _ number(O) 
destination _ address(x'?LA~ADD RESS?} 
ep_cp_session_support(no) 
activate_at _ startup(no); 
solicit_sscp _session(no); 

Figure 66. NDF file excerpt from BASE.NDF for DEFINE_LOGICAL LINK for partner 
link. 

For a link to a host LEN node that requires 3270, the following defmeJogical_link 
parameter should be changed to yes. 

solicit _ sscp _ session(yes); 

Also, to configure 3270 sessions the ?LANADDRESS? should match the Destina
tion Address in 3270 Feature Proflle Connections. 

8.4.3.3 Additional configuration 
Define partner LU's: When the partner LV is NOT accessible through a NN, as in 
a LEN node connection or a direct link to your partner, you must defme the path 
to the partner LV. 

For your machine to be able to locate the partner LU, a correlation between your 
link defmition and the partner LV must be established. This is done by associating 
the partner LV to a particular link. 
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Panel configuration: Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communications 14anager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

-- Link Name defined above for the host or partner connection 
-- Define Partner LU's 

To add a Partner lU, enter the lU name, alias, and cOlllllent. Then select 
Add button. 

To change a Part"ner lU, select and lU from the I ist, change the lU name, 
and/or COIIIIlent fields and select the Change button. 

To Delete a Partner lU, select an lU from the list and select the Delete 

lU name: ?PARTHERlU? 
Alias: ?PlUAlIAS? 
COlllllent: UNC #1 __ 

lU name 
?PARHIERLU? 

Al ias 
?PlUAllAS? 

Figure 67. Partner LU. This screen displays the Partner LU parameters. 

NDF file Configuration: 

defme -.partner Ju 
fq.J>artner_lu _name(?PARTl'IERNET??PARThERLU?) 
description(partner lu for appc on the host) 
partner _lu _ alias(?PLUALIAS?) 
partner Ju _ uninterpretred _ name(?P ARThERLL"?) 
max_mc_ll_send_size(32767) 
cony _securitLverification(NO) 
parallel_session_support(YES); 

defme -.partner Ju Jocation 
fq.J>artner _lu _name(?P ARTl'IER~ET? .?P ARThERL U?) 
wildcard _ entry( NO) 
f'Lownin!Lcp_name(?PARThER:\,ET?.?PAR~ERCP?) 
locatnode_nn_server(NO); 

Figure 68. ~DF file excerpt for defineyartnel'_lu and defineyartner_lu_location. 
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8.4.4 Configure to run as a client 

8.4.4.1 Define CPI-C side info entry 
APING and many other applications do not require CPI-C side information. Refer 
to 1.7, "What Is CPI-C side information?" on page 5 for a discussion fo CPI-C side 
info entries. If you wish to use a symbolic destination name as the target of a con
versation, you must define a CPI-C side info entry. 

Panel Configuration: Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 \'/indoI1 List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Additional SNA Features 

-- CPI-C Communications Side Info 

CI'eating a Side Infonnation -

Partner LU 

o Fully qualified name 
o Al ias 

Pa rtner TP 

Service TP 
TP name: ?TPUAHE? 

Security Type 

?PARTllERIlET? ?PARTUERLU? 
?PLUALIAS? 

o Same o Ilone o Program 

1·lode Name: ?HODE? 

Comment: 

Figure 69. CPI-C Side Info. This screen displays the CPI-C Side Information parameters. 

NDF File Configuration: To defme a CPI-C side info entry, your Node Defmitions 
File should contain a "defme_cpic_side_info" command, 

derme _ cpic _ side_info symbolic_destination _ namc(?SY:\1D EST?) 
fqyartnerJu_name(?PART:\ER:\ET!.?PART:\ERLL?) 
mode_name(nlODE?) 
tp _ name(?TP~A:\IE?); 

Figure 70. NDF file excerpt for defining a CPI-C side info entry. 
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8.4.4.2 Other Client Configuration 
Define Partner LU Alias: An additional feature of defming partner LUs is that you 
can provide an alias for the actual partner LU name. For example, you could 
defIne SERVER to be an alias for PARTNERNET.PARTNERLU. Alias's are 
case sensitive; SERVER is a different alias than "server." 

If you choose to defme partner LUs, either to provide an alias for use when running 
a client program, or to restrict the names of partner clients that can contact you, use 
a "defme-partner_lu" command as follows in the NOF: 

Panel configuration:: Follow the below sequence of panels: 

-- Communications t·lanager from the OS/2 \oJindOl~ list 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

-- Link Name defined above for the host connection 
-- Define Partner LU's 

Creating a Partner LU - ESBASE 

Fully Qual ified 
LU name: ?PARTUERUET? ?PARTtIERLU? 

Al ias: ?PLUALIAS? 

a Conversation security verification 

Conment: 

Figure 71. Partner LU. This screen displays the Partner LU parameters. 

NDF File Configuration: 

defme -partner Ju 
f~artnerJu _namc(?P ARThER:\"ET??PARThERLU?) 
partner Ju _ alias(?PLUALIAS? ,?plualias?); 

;\"ote: Because the alias is case sensitive, is recommended that you 
defme the alias (PLUALIAS) in both upper and lowercase. This can only be 
done in the r-.:OF me as in the example above. 

Figure 72. NDF file excerpt for Partner LU .. 
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8.4.5 Configure to run as a server 

8.4.5.1 Define transaction programs 
To run OS/2 as the target of a conversation, you must, in addition to the common 
configuration steps above, derme a TP on your machine that will be the target 
program of the conversation. 

Panel configuration: Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communi cat i ons ~'anager from the OS/2 \~i ndow Li st 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Additional SNA Features 

-- Transaction Program Definitions 

Creating a Transaction Program 

Options: 

_ Conversa t i on securi ty requ ired Serv i ce TP 

Transac t i on Program (TP) name: ?TPNAHE? 

OS/2 program path and file name: ?TPPATH? 

Program parameter string see note 1 below 

[con path and file name 

Comment 

Figure 73. TP definition. This screen displays the TP definition parameters. 

Click on the 'Continue' button and see see note 2 below for TP program operation 
parameter. 

NDF File Configuration: To derme a transaction program to your network node, 
your Node Defmitions File should contain a Hdefme_tp" command, 

defme_tp 
tp_name(?TP~AME?) 

fllespec(?TPP A TH?) 
parm_stringO see note 1 below 
tp_operation(nonqueued_am_started) see note 2 below 
program _ type( vio _ windowable); 

Figure 74. NDF file excerpt from BASE.]\DF for DEFINE_TP. 
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Notes: 

1. Parameter string 

Any command line parameters that need to be run with the program are entered 
here. 

2. TP program operation 

This parameter indicates how the local TP is started as a server. It can be one 
of the following: 

• QUEUED_OPERATOR_STARTED 

• QUEVED_OPERATOR_PRELOADED 

• QUEUED_Al\CSTARTED 

• NONQUEUED_AM_STARTED 

8.4.5.2 Other Server Configuration 
Since both Extended Services and ~etworking Servicesi2 support APPN, you do 
not need to defme partner LV names. The partner LV can be located through 
APPN services. 

When inbound implicit part ncr LC support is enabled, the computer has the capa
bility to accept an incoming BI~D request that contains a partner LV name that is 
not defmed at the local node. To enable any partner to call you when your com
puter is a server, make sure your :-':ode Definitions file contains the following: 

defme _defaults 
implicit_inbound""plu_support(yes); 

Figure 75. NDF file excerpt for implicit_inbound"plu_support. 

Note: The implicit_inbound....plu_support cannot be changed from the panel config
uration. 

8.4.6 Verifying configuration 
You must verify the changes you make to the configuration by using one of the 
following methods . 

• Panel configuration: Choose Verify from the action bar to.verify and update 
your configuration. Answcr "Yes" to "Do you want to update active configura
tion?" 

• Panel Configuration: Choose the Verify icon from the Communications 
Manager Folder 

• NDF Configuration - Run the following 'appnv' command from the OS/2 
Command prompt with the /e option to verify and update your configuration. 
Type APPNV, then your I\DF file name. 

'appnv < l\DF file name> SOP' 
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You must stop and restart Communications Manager to make changes active. 

8.5 Running APING 
Run the APING executable from the OS/2 Command prompt with the following 
parameters: 

• Parameter = ?PAR17\ER:\,ET??PARlNERLU? or ?PLUALlAS? or 
?SYMDEST? 

• Options = Any options flags you wish to run with APING. Type 'API:\G ?' 
for list. 

APING ?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERLU? 

8.6 How to find ... 

8.6.1 Panel Configuration 

8.6.2 NDF File 

• LU name 

You can fmd your local LU in the Local Node Characteristics panel. 

-- Communications r·lanager from the OS/2 Hind0\1 List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type Config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Local Node Characteristics 

The LU name is the Local Node Name on the panel. 

• CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LV name found above (Local Node Name). 

• Network Name 

The 1\"etwork Name is the Network ID in the above panel. 

• local LAN address - cannot be found in the panels 

• LU name 

You can fmd your LU name in the DEFINE_LOCAL_CP command in the 
following Node Defmitions File excerpt: 
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defUle_IocaC cp 
f~cp_name(?~EnVORK??LUNAME?) 

cp_alias(mylu) 
nodejd(x'?NODEID?') 
node _ type( en); 

Figure 76. NDF file excerpt from BASE.NDF for DEFINE_LOCAL_CP. 

The LV name is LVNAME. 

• CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LV name found above. 

• ~etwork Name 

The Network Name is the NEDVORK variable in the excerpt of the 
DEFI::-':E_LOCAL_CP command. 

• local LAN address 

The LAN address is a 12-digit hexadecimal value that identifies your token-ring 
adapter to the network. There is a LAN address hard-coded on the Token
Ring adapter in the ]\;SjDOS machine. This hard-coded value is sometimes be 
over-ridden with something called a '10cally administered address." You can 
fmd your LAN address in the following ways. 

Check the computer's \IBMCOM\LANTRAN.LOG fIle if you are using 
OS/22.0. or in the \CMLIB\ACSLAN.LOG fIle if you are using OSj2 1.3 
+ NS/2. You will see a line that says: 

Adapter X has node address 'LANADDRESS' The value in 
LANADDRESS is your local LAN address. 

Run diagnostics on the computer's reference diskette: 

1. Boot the machine on its reference diskette 

2. Press Enter to clear the main panel 

3. Press Ctrl + A to start advanced diagnostics 

4. Select ·System checkout" 

5. Press ny" to indicate the list is correct 

6. Select "Run tests one timeN 

7. Cursor down to the HPrimary Token-Ring Adapter and press Enter 

8. Select the proper cable type 

9. Press enter on the panel asking you to disconnect your cable (you don't 
actually need to disconnect it for this exercise) 

10. Press enter when told the next screen will contain important informa
tion 

11. On the information screen, the value after Adapter Address is you LA]\; 
address (you may need to Page Down to see this value). 
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12_ After making note of the Adapter Address, remove the reference 
diskette, reconnect your cable if you disconnected it, and press Ctrl-Alt
Delete to reboot your machine. 



9.0 OS/2 CM/2 Configuration 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC for a Communications Manager/2 
(CM/2) workstation that is connected to a token ring local area network. It is 
directed at the following software configuration: 

9.1.1 Prerequisites 
• OS/2 2.0 or later 

• Communications Manager/2 1.0 

• Token-ring adapter 

For additional information about configuring CM/2, see: 

• CMI2 Installation, Configuration and Administration, SBOF-4386-00 

• CMI2 Configuration Guide, SC31-6171-00 

• CMI2 APPC Programming Guide and Reference, SC31-6l60-00 

9.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defmed in 1.10, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by C:'vt/2. 

Standard Term eMI2 Panel Term CUl2 NDF Term 

~etwork Name Network Name Network Name 

LU Name Local Node Name Local LU Name 

Partner LU Name Partner Node Name Partner LU Name 

Local LAN Address Local :VIAC Address N/A 

Adjacent LAN Address LAN Destination Destination Address 
Address 

9.3 Communications Manager/2 APPC Configuration Worksheet 
Use the following worksheet to determine all the values you will need to configure 
this platform. The worksheet is split into two parts: values determined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platform chapters, and values that are local to 
this platform which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to determine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

For example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
APING in the right column on the ?TPNAME? line. Then in Figure 87 on 
page 122, you will type APING on the CMI2 screen that looks like this: 

TP name: ?TPNAME? 
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Symbol 

Also, in Figure 91 on page 124,. you will type APING on the CM/2 screen that 
looks like this: 

Transaction Program (TP) name 7TPNAME? 

How to determine the ~'a/ue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Values that must match with other places 

?LVNAME? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the machine 
. you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LV name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
An LU name is defmed by defming a CPN'A:\tIE in OS/2. Refer 
to l.lO, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about LU names. 

?CP~AME? This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of your 
machine. It should be the same as your ?LV;\,A:\ttE? Refer to 
1.9, "What Is APP?\?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

?:"ETWORK? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are derming to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IBM branch office 
for the format information and to register your network name. 
Refer to l.lO, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for 
more information about network names. 

?PARTNERLV? This is the symbol for the partner's LV name. Refer to the 
"How to fmd ... N section of the partner computer's configuration 
chapter for this value. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a 
~etwork?" on page 7 for more information about the partner 
LU name. 

?PARTNERCP? This is the symbol for the Control Point(CP) name of your 
partner. Refer to the "How to fmd .. " section of the partner 
computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?PARTNER~ET? This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com-
puter. Use the network name from the partner computer's "How 
to fmd ... " section. 

?LOCALPU? This is the symbol for VT AM's PU name. See your host plat-
form's instructions to determine your PU name. 

?LANADDRESS? This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LAN Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 
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Symbol How to determine the value for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

'!fPNAME? This is the Transaction Program name. It is a name that is sent 
across the network to the server machine. The server machine 
then maps this TP Name to an executable program. The TP 
Name is usually specified in a client/server product's documenta-
tion. For APING, the TP Name on the server is AP~GD. 

'TfPPATH? This is the fully-specified path and ftlename of the transaction 
program's executable code. For example, if OS/2 is installed on 
the C:\ drive, this value could be: 
C:\OS2\SAMPLES\APf':G\APNGD.EXE 

?MODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation specifics what mode must 
be used by that product. APING can use any mode (this can be 
specified on the API1'\G command line), but the default is 
#NTER. It is recommended that you use one of the architected 
modes discussed in the "What Is a :"vIode?" section. 

Local values 

?010DETYPE? This is the symbol for the APP?\" node type. This should be E~ 
to be configured as an end node, or :\~ to be configured as a 
network node. In most cases, you will configure as a E~. 

?LUALIAS? This is the symbol for the Local LLJ Alias. 1 to 8 characters that 
designates a nickname for the Local L U. Alias names are case 
sensitive. 

?PLUALIAS? This is the symbol for the Partner LU Alias. I to 8 characters 
that designates a nickname for the Partner LU. Alias names are 
case sensitive. 

?LI01KNAME? This it the symbol for the link name of a logical link. I to 8 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
OS/2 machine to refer to the link to a partner computer. You 
can choose any name you like, but since you will use this name 
later to refer to this link, choose a meaningful name. 
(suggestion:L(;\:KOOI) 

?SYMDEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic des-
tination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will 
be used locally on the OS/2 machine to refer to a CPI-C side 
information entry. 

9.4 Working with CM/2 
The terms used to maneuver through eM/2 screens are described below 

• Select - place mouse pointer on desired item and click \vith left mouse button. 
The screen will not change when clicked as this is simply a selection pointer. 

• Mouse click - place mouse pointer on desired item and click with left mouse 
button. Screen data will be processed when clicked. 
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• Double-mouse-click - place mouse pointer on desired item and double-click the 
left mouse button. Screen data will be processed. 

9.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC can be started and ended by starting and stopping CM/2. To start or stop 
CM/2, double-mouse-click on the 'Start CM/2' icon. To stop CM/2, double
mouse-click on the 'Stop CM/2' icon. icons respectively. 

9.4.2 Other commands 
• Displaying logical links: double-mouse-click on "CM/2 Subsystems", then click 

on "SNA Subsystems", then double-mouse-click on HLogicallinks" to display 
the logical links. You can also use this screen to activate and deactivate links by 
mouse-click on "Link" on the action bar and mouse-click on the "Activate" or 
"Deactivate" action item. 

• Displaying active configuration: Double-mouse-click on "CM/2 Subsystems", 
then double-mouse-click on HSNA SubsystemsH, then double-mouse-click on 
HDisplay active configurationH to display active configuration information. You 
can instead type HPMDSPLA yH from an OS/2 command prompt. 

• APPNV.CTL: This me serves two purposes. It gives a description of the node 
definitions file and the format of the configuration verbs that can be placed in 
this file. This ftle also defines the command, parameter, and value names that 
are allowed in the node definitions me. 

9.5 Configuration 

9.5.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

\. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LEN configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration· 

There are two ways to configure APPC/APPN: 

• CM/2 Panel Configuration 

• Text editing a CM/2Node Defmitions File (NDF) 
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The Panel Configuration facility accomplishes the same function as text editing the 
NDF fIle and adding the configuration statements. This chapter will discuss both 
CM/2 Panel Configuration and CM/2 r-.;DF me editing. 

Your NDF me is located in the \CMUB directory. It has the same fllename as 
your Communication Manager configuration ftle which has a me extension of 
H.CFGH. The NDF flle has the flle extension H.NDFN. 

There are example NDF and CFG files. These ftles are provided with the CM/2 
Configuration Guide fIles. If you want to configure a machine from scratch, copy 
the BASE2.NDF and BASE2.CFG files into the \CMUB directory. If you want to 
modify an existing configuration, do not copy the BASE2 meso You can, however, 
cut and paste the verbs needed from the BASE2.NDF ftle to your own NDF ftle. 
The NDF File Configuration instructions in this chapter show what commands and 
parameters should be in the NDF me. 

If you want to use CM/2 Panel Configuration, follow the Panel Configuration 
instructions. This method will place the correct commands in your l'\DF ftle. 
Follow this panel sequence to enter the CM/2 Configuration Setup. 

1. Double-mouse-click the 'eMi2 Setup' icon in the Communications Manager/2 
folder. 

2. Mouse-click on 'OK' 

3. Mouse-click on 'Setup' 

4. Type desired configuration ftle name and mouse-click on OK. This configura
tion ftle name will be 'BASE2' if you arc using the configuration ftles provided 
with the CM/2 Configuration Guide fIles. 

5. Select Token-ring or other LAN types' from Workstation Connection Type 
column. Select 'APPC APIs' from Feature or Application type column. 
Mouse-click on 'Configure' 

You now have a list of the proftles that need to be configured for AP Pc. 

9.5.2 Define yourself to the network 
Before a CM/2 can communicate in a network, it must defme itself to the network. 
This is usually done during installation. 

9.5.2.1 Panel configuration: 
You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV name in the Local Node 
Characteristics panel. 

To defme or view your local LV name, follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Select ·SNA local node characteristics· 
-- Mouse click on "Configure" to view the "Local Node Characteristics" panel 
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Local Node Characteristics 

Network ID ?HETWORK? 

Local node name ?LUHAHE? 

Node type 

o End Node to Network Node Server 
o End Node - No Network Node Server 
o Network Node 

Your network node server address: ?LAIIAODRESS? 

Loca I Node ID 050 

I OK I I Options ••• 1 INetWare(R}I ICancel1 I Help I 

figure 77. Local Node Characteristics. This screen displays the Local Node character
istics_ The LU name is the Local node name on this screen. The Node Id is the 
Local l':ode ID. 

Fill in the highlighted parameters as determined for the Cvl/2 Configuration Work
sheet at the beginning of the chapter. 

:\louse-Click on "Options ... " to proceed to Local :'\ode Options panel and fill in the 
?LLALlAS? from the C:'vt/2 Configuration Worksheet. 

Optional Features 

Local Node Alias Name 
1·laximum Compression Level 
1·laximum Compression Tokens 
Optional Comment 

?LUALIAS? 

Configuration is Fun! ____ _ 

_ Activate Attach Manager at start up 

10K I ICancel1 I Help I 

Figure 78. Local Node Options. This screen displays the Local Node Options. The local 
LU alias is the Local Node Alias Name on this screen. 

:'vlouse-Click on "OK" to go back to Local Node Characteristics panel. 

:'vIouse-Click on "OK" to go process data. 

Notes: 

1. If you choose the End ~ode to Network Node Server and fill in the network 
node address, a connection will automatically be configured to your network 
node and you can skip the "Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node" 
step. 
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9.5.2.2 NDF file Configuration: 
1. Defme LU name 

You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV name using the 
DEFINE_LOCAL_ CP command in the Node Defmitions File excerpt. A 
portion of the BASE2.NDF flle is shown in the figure below. 

defme Jocal_ cp 
f<L cp _ name(?~EnVORK? .?LDNAl\IE) 
cp_alias(mylu) 
node _ ide x'OOOOO') 
node_type(?;\,ODETYPE?); 

Figure 79. NDF file excerpt from BASE2.NDF for DEFI:-.1E_LOCAL_CP. 

2. Defme 0:ode Type 

OS/2 can be either an end node or a network node. 

• end node - Fill in "E0:" for ?:\ODETYPE? 

• network node - Fill in "N~" for ?~ODETYPE? 

9.5.3 Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
A link is configured by defIning a 'connection' via the panels or a 'logical link' in the 
?"DF fue. 

9.5.3.1 Panel configuration: 
1. To defme a link to a partner, or to an intermediate node, follow this sequence 

of panels: 

-- Select "SNA Connections· 
-- Mouse-Click on "Configure" to view the "Connections List" pan!i 

2. Select the type of node you are connecting to: 

• network node - choose "to network node" 

• end node or if you are unsure of partner node type - choose "to peer node" 

• host node - choose "to host" 

3. Mouse-Click on "Create" to view the H Adapter List" panel 

4. Select the type of data link connection you desire (e.g. Token-ring or other 
LAN types) 

5. Mouse-Click on 'Continue' to view the creating connection panels: 

6. Substitute the highlighted parameters with the appropriate values from the 
CM/2 APPC Configuration Worksheet at the beginning of this chapter. 
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Connection to a Network Node 

Link Name ?LIHKHAHE? o Activate at Startup 

LAN destination address(hex) Address Fonnat Remote SAP 
?LANADDRESS? Token Ring 

Adjacent Node ID(hex) 

o Use this network node connection as your preferred network node server 
o Solicit SSCP-PU Session 

Optional cOlllTlent 

1 OK 1 ICancel1 1 Help 1 

Figure 80. Create a Connection to a Network Node. This screen displays the parameters 
that need to be defined for connecting to a network node. 

;'\Iotes: 

1. The 'Solicit SSCP:PU Session" is checked when your network node is the 
gateway to a host. 

Connection to a peer node 

Link Name ?LIUKIIAHE? o Activate at Startup 

LAN destination address(hex} 
?LAIIADDRESS? 

Address Fonna t 
Token Ring 

Adjacent Node lD(hex) 

Partner network TD 
Partner node name 

Optional cOlllTlent 

?PARTNERI1ET? 
?PARTNERLU? 

1 OK 1 1 Define Partner LUs ... 1 ICancel1 

Remote SAP 

I Help I 

Figure 81. Create a Connection to a LEN. This screen displays the parameters that need 
to be defined for connecting to a peer node. 
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Connection to a Host 

li nk Name 
Local PU name 
Node ID (hex) 

?LIHKUAHE? a Activate at Startup 
?LOCALPU? (see Note HI) a APPN support (see note H4) 
?HODEID? (see note H2) 

LAN destination address(hex) Address Format Remote SAP 
?LAHADDRESS? Token Ring 

Adjacent Node JO(hex) 

Partner network ID ?PARTUERHET? 

Partner node name ?PARTHERCP? (Required for partner 
LU definitions) 

a Use this host connection as your focal point support (see note #3) 

Opt i ana 1 corrrnent 

I DK I I Define Partner LUs ••• 1 ICancell I Help I 

~otes: 

1. The ?LOCALPU? name should match the PU name in VT AM but this parameter 
should not be the same as the ?PARTNERCP? (or ?PARTl'iERLU?) name. 

2. See Appendix A, "Using Node IDs in VTAM" on page 143 for information 
on when to use the ?NODEID? parameter. 

3. Check this box when you want this host connection to be the focal point. 

4. Check this box when the host you will be connecting to supports CP-CP sessions. 

Figure 82. Create a Connection to a Host. This screen displays the parameters that need 
to be defined for connecting to a host node. 

9.5.3.2 NDF file Configuration 
Define a link to the network node: To defme a link to your network node, your 
Node Deftnitions File must contain a HdefmeJogical_linkH command, as shown in 
the example below. 

defme Jogical_link 
link _ name(?LDlKNA:\lE?) 
adjacent_node_type(learn) 
preferred _ nn_ server(yes) 
dIe _ name(ibmtmet) 
adapter _ number( 0) 
destination _ address(?LAN AD DRESS?,) 
cp _ cp _session _ support(yes) 
activate _ at_ startup(yes); 

Figure 83. ;-..'OF file excerpt from BASE2.;-..'OF for OEFI:--lE_LOGICAL U;-..'K for 
network node link .. 
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Define a link directly to your partner or to a LEN node.: To define a link directly 
to your partner, your Node Definitions File should contain a "defmeJogicaUink" 
command, as shown in the example below. 

defme Jogical Jink 
link _ name(?LIXK.,.~A:\1E?) 
f~adjacent_cp _name(?PARTNER~ET!.?PARTNERLU?) 

adjacent_node _type(leam) 
die _ name(ibmtrnet) 
adapter_number(O) 
destination _ address(?LAN AD DRESS?,) 
cp _ cp _session _ support(no) 
activate_at_startup(no); 
solicit_sscp _session(no); 

Figure 84. NOF file excerpt from BASE2.i'o:OF for OEFI:,\E_LOGICAL LI:\K for 
partner link. 

When defming a link to a host LEN node that requires 3270 sessions, the following 
defmeJogical_link parameter must be changed to yes. 

solicit_sscp_session(yes); 

Also, to configure 3270 sessions the ?LA:\"ADDRESS? must match the Destination 
Address in 3270 Feature ProfJ.le Connections. 

9.5.3.3 Additional configuration for LEN nodes. 
When the partner LV is not accessible through a ~~, as in a LEN node connection 
or a direct link to your partner, the following additional configuration must be done. 

For your machine to be able to locate the partner LV, a correlation between your 
link definition and the partner LV must be established. This is done by associating 
the partner LV to a particular link. 

Panel configuration: To add partner LV defmitions for LEN nodes, follow this 
sequence of panels: 
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SNA Connections 
Select Link Name defined above for the host or LEN connection 

Mouse click on ·Change" to view "Adapter List" panel 
Select DLC type defined above for the host or LEN connection 
-- Mouse click on 'Continue' to view "Change a connection to a Host" pan 

-- Mouse click on Define Partner LU's to view "Partner LU· panel 



To add a Partner LU, enter the LU name, alias, and comment. Then select Add. 

To change a Partner LU, select an LU from the list, change the LU name, 
and/or comment fields, and select the Change button. 

To delete a Partner LU, select an LU from the list and select Delete. 

Network 10: ?NETWORK? 
LU name: ?PARTNERlU? 
Alias: ?PlUALIAS? 

Dependent partner lU 
o Partner lU is dependent 
Uninterpreted name ___ _ 

Optional Comment 

I Add I IChangel 

I OK I ICancel1 I Help I 

LU name Alias 

IDeletel 

Figure 85. Partner LU. This screen displays the parameters that need to be defined for a 
partner LU. 

:\louse-click on "Add" to add the Partner LV defmition. 

NDF file Configuration: 

define""partnerJu 
fqyartner Ju _ name(?P ARTl'IERNETI .?PAR~ERI.U?) 
dcscription(partner lu for appe on the host) 
partnerJu_alias(?PLUALlAS?) . 
partner Ju _ uninterpretred _name(?P ARThERLU?) 
max_me _ll_ send _size( 32767) 
cony _ securitLverifieation( NO) 
parallel_session_support(YES); 

defme ....partner Ju Jocation 
fqyartnerJu_name(?PARThERNETI.?PARThERLU?) 
wildeard_entry(:-.rO) 
f<L O\vnin!L cp _name(?PART~ER~ETI.?PAR1~ERCP?) 
loeal_nodc_nn_server(NO);' 

Figure 86. :\,DF file excerpt for DEFI:,,\E_PARTNER_Lu and 
DEFINE_PARTNER_lU_LOCATlON .. 
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9.5.4 Configure to run as a client 

9.5.4.1 Define CPI-C side info entry 
APING and many other applications do not require CPI-C side information. 

If you wish to use a symbolic destination name as the target of a conversation, 
define a CPI-C side info entry. 

Panel Configuration: To defme CPI-C side information, follow this sequence of 
panels: 

SNA Features 
-- Mouse-Click on ·Configure" to view "SNA Features" panel 

Select CPI-C Communications Side Info 
-- Mouse-Click on ·Create" to view "Create CPI-C" panel 

CPI Communications Side Information 

Symbo I i c des tina t i on name ?SYHDEST? • 

Partner LU 

o Fully qua Ii fi ed name ?PARTtiERUET? ?PARTUERlU? 
o A I i as ?PLUALIAS? 

Partner TP 

_ Service TP 
TP name ?TPHAHE? 

Sec uri ty Type Hode name 

o Same o None o Program ?r~ODE? 

Optional Comment 

I OK I ICancel1 I Help I 

Figure 87. CPI·C Side Info. This screen displays the parameters that need to be defined 
for a CPI·C Side Information entry. 

NDF File Configuration: To defme a CPI-C side info entry, your Node Defmitions 
File must contain a "dcfme_cpic_sidc_info" command, 

dcfme_cpic_side_info symbolic_dcstination_name(?SYMDEST?) 
fq,partnerJu _name(?PAR~ER~ET? .?PAR~ERLU?) 
mode _name(?:\IODE?) 
tp _ name(?TP)iA:\IE?); 

Figure 88. NDF file excerpt for defining a CPI-C side info entry .. 
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9.5.4.2 Other Client Configuration 
Define Partner LU Alias: An additional feature of deftning partner LUs is that you 
can provide an alias for the actual partner LU name. For example, you could 
defIne "SERVER" to be an alias for ?PARTNERNET.PARTNERLU? Aliases are 
case sensitive; "SERVER" is a different alias from "server." 

You may choose to defme partner LUs, either 

1. to provide an alias for use when ruIming a client program or 

2. to restrict the names of partner clients that can contact you. 

Panel configuration: To defme a partner LU alias, follow the below sequence of 
panels: 

SNA Connections 
-- Select Link Name defined above for the host or LEN connection 

Mouse click on 'Change' 
Select DLC type defined above for the host or LEN connection 

Mouse click on 'Continue' 
-- Mouse click on Define Partner LUs 

Partner LU 

Fully Qua 1 ifi ed 
LU name 

Alias 
?PARHIERNET? ?PARTllERLU? 
?PLUALIAS? 

a Conversation security verification 

Dependent partner LU 
a Partner LU is dependent 
Uninterpreted name __ _ 

Opt i ona 1 comment 

I OK I ICancell I Help I 

Figure 89. Partner LV. This screen displays the parameters that need to be defined for a 
partner L V and partner L V alias. 

NDF File Configuration: 

defme""partner_Iu 
fq....Partner Ju _ name(?P ARThER::\,ET? .?P '-\Rl~ERLU?) 
partnerJu_alias(?PL{;ALIAS?,?plualias?); 

Note: Because the PLU Alias is case sensitive, you should 
defme the PLUALIAS both in upper and lower 
case. This can only be done in the NDF rue as shown in the example above. 

Figure 90. ",OF file excerpt for Partner LV .. 
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9.5.5 Configure to run as a server 

9.5.5.1 Define transaction programs 
To run CM/2 as the server, you must, in addition to the common configuration 
steps above, define a transaction program on your machine that will be the target 
program of conversations that will be started by client programs. 

Panel configuration:: To deftne a transaction program, follow this sequence of 
panels: 

SNA Features 
Mouse-click on ·Configure" to view "SNA Features" panel 

Select "Transaction program definitions" 
-- Mouse-click on ·Create" to view "Create a Tp· panel 

Transaction program definition 

o Service TP 
Transaction Program (TP) name ?TPHAME? 

OS/2 program path and file name ?TPPATH? 

Opt i ana I comment 

Optional values: 

o Conversation security required 

Program parameter string see note 1 below 

Icon path and file name 

I Continue ••• I Cancel I I Help I 

Figure 91. TP definition. This screen displays the parameters that need to be defined for a 
transaction program definition. 

NDF File Configuration: To defme a transaction program to your network node, 
your Node Defmitions File must contain a "DEFINE_ TP" command, as shown in 
the example below. 

defme_tp 
tp_name(TfP~A'lE?) 

ftlespec(TfPP AT"?) 
pann_ stringO 
tp _ operation(nonqueued _am_started) 
program _ type(vio _ windowable); 

Figure 92. NDF file excerpt from BASE2.NDF for DEFI;\iE_TP .. 
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Notes: 

1. Parameter string 

Enter any command line parameters that need to be run with the program. 

2. TP program operation 

This parameter indicates how the TP is started. It can be one of the following: 

• QVEVED_OPERATOR_STARTED 

• QUEUED_OPERATOR_PRELOADED 

• QUEUED_AM_STARTED 

• NONQVEUED_AM_STARTED 

9.5.5.2 Other Server Configuration 
Because CM/2 supports APPN, you do not need to defme partner LU names. 

When your computer is the client, you will simply need to specify the fully qualified 
name of your partner LV. This fully qualified name includes the network name and 
LV name concatenated with a period. To enable any partner to call you when your 
computer is a server, make sure your ~ode Definitions File contains the following: 

define defaults 
implicit_inbound -plu _ support(yes); 

Figure 93. NDF file excerpt for implicit_inboundylu_support.. 

Note: The implicit_inbound-plu_support cannot be changed from the panel config
uration. 

9.6 Verifying configuration 
You must verify the changes you make to the configuration by using one of the 
following methods. 

• Panel configuration: When you click on Close from the CM Setup screens the 
program will check your configuration. Answer "YesN to "Do you want to 
update active configuration?" 

• Panel Configuration: Choose the Verify icon from the Communications 
Manager Folder 

• l\"DF Conftguration - Run the following 'appnv' command from the OS/2 
Command prompt with the /e option to verify and update your configuration. 
Type APPNV, then your l\"DF ftle name. 

'cmverify < t\DF rue name> .NDF' 

You should stop and restart Communications Manager to make changes active. 
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9.7 Running APING 
To verify configuration betw~en two computers, run APING from the OS/2 
Command prompt with the following parameters: 

• Parameter = ?PARTNERNET??PARTNERLU? or ?PLUALIAS? or 
?SYMDEST? 

• Options = Any options flags you wish to run with APING. Type 'APING?' 
for list. 

APING ?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERLU? 

9.8 How to find ... 

9.8.1 Panel Configuration 

9.8.2 NDF File 

• LV name 

You can fmd your local LV name in the Local Node Characteristics by fol
lowing the following sequence of panels: 

-- Select ·SNA local node characteristics" 
-- f·1ouse click on ·Configure" to view the "Local Node Characteristics· panel 

The LV name is the Local Node 1\ame on the panel. 

• CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LV name found above (Local Node Name). 

• Network Name 

The Network Name is the Network ID in the Local Node Characteristics panel. 

• local LAN address - the local LAN address carmot be found by the CM/2 
panels. 

• LV name 

You can fmd your LV name in the DEFINE_LOCAL_CP command in the 
following l'ode Defmitions File excerpt: 
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define Jocat cp 
f'L cp _ name(?NETWORK??Ll.J~AME?) 
cp_alias(mylu) 
node_id(?NODEID?') 
node_type(?NODETYPE?); 

Figure 94. NDF file excerpt from BASE2.NDF for DEFINE_LOCAL_CP .. 

The LV name is LVNAME. 

o CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LV name found above. 

o ;-..retwork Name 

The :t\'etwork l\ame is the ?PART;\ERl"'ET? in the excerpt of the 
DEFINE_LOCAL_CP command. 

o local LA~ address 

The LA:\" address is a l2-digit hexadecimal value that identifies your token-ring 
adapter to the network. There is a LA~ address hard-coded on the Token
Ring adapter in the C'v1j2 machine. This hard-coded value is sometimes be 
over-ridden with something called a '1ocally administered address." You can 
find your LA:\" address in the following ways. 

Check the computer's \IBMCO:\1\LA~TRAN.LOG file. You will see a 
line that says: 

Adapter X has node address 'LAl\'ADDRESS'. The value in 
LANADDRESS is your local LAN address. 

Run diagnostics on the computer's reference diskette: 

1. Boot the machine on its reference diskette 

2. Press Enter to clear the main panel 

3. Press Ctrl + A to start advanced diagnostics 

4. Select "System checkout" 

5. Press Ny" to indicate the list is correct 

6. Select "Run tests one time" 

7. Cursor down to the "Primary Token-Ring Adapter" and press Enter 

8. Select the proper cable type 

9. Press enter on the panel asking you to disconnect your cable (you don't 
actually need to disconnect it for this exercise) 

10. Press enter when told the next screen will contain important informa
tion 

11. On the information screen, the value after Adapter Address is your 
LAl\ address (you may need to Page Down to see this value). 
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12. Mter making note of the Adapter Address, remove the reference 
diskette, reconnect your cable if you disconnected it, and press etd-Alt
Delete to reboot your machine. 



10.0 APPC/VM Configuration 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC/VM. The configuration is spread 
among the APPC/VM VTAM Support service machine (AVS), ¥rAM, and NCP. 
Examples of configuration of each are shown. 

10.1.1 Prerequisites 
Software and hardware prerequisites for our chapter examples of APPC/VM 
include: 

• VMjESA Vl.O or later 

• VTAM V3.3 or later 

• NCP V5.2 or later 

• 3745 with Token-ring attachment 

• Single S NA domain. 

It also assumes that the software listed above has already been installed on the 
appropriate hardware platforms. 

For more detailed information on APPC/VM configuration and operation refer to: 

• VM/ESA Connectivity Planning, Administration, and Operation, SC24-5448 

• VTAM Resource Definition Reference, SC31-6438 

• NCP Resource Definition Reference, SC30-3448 

10.2 Terminology 
The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defmed in UO, "How 
do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 to the terms used by APPCjVM. 

Standard Term APPC/VM Term 

;-":etwork Name NETID 

LV Name name supplied for APPL defmition in 
APPL major node 

Partner LV Name name supplied for LV defmition in 
major nodes other than APPL 

Local LAN Address LOCADD (in N"CP gen) 

Adjacent LA~ Address DlALNO (on PATH defmition in 
switched major node) 
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10.3 APPC/VM Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

Use the following worksheet to detennine all the values you will need to configure 
this platfonn. The worksheet is split into two parts: values detennined by referring 
to the Guide introduction or other platfonn chapters, and values that are local to 
this platfonn which you create. There are three columns. The left-most column 
has a variable name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle 
column describes what the variable is used for and how to detennine its value, and 
the right-most column is left blank so you can fill in a value. Whenever there is a 
reference in this chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have 
written in the right column. 

How to determine this value Fill in value 
here 

Values that much match with other places 

?LOCALLU? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LU name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
Refer to 1.l0, "How do I Configure a I\etwork?" on page 7 for 
more infonnation about LV names. 

?LOCALCP? 

?LOCALNET? 

You may already have an LV name defmed. If so, it is the value 
specifted in an " AGW ACTIVATE GA TEW A Y" command. 
This command can be included in the AGWPROF GCS exec of 
the A VS service machine, or it can be issued from the A VS 
console. 

You may also have more than one LV. There are two major 
types of gateways in APPCjVM; global and private. If you want 
to use both you will need a minimum of one LV for each type. 
See 1O.6.S, "Configure to run as a server" on page 138 for more 
infonnation on gateways. A private gateway will be referred to by 
?LOCALLV_P?, while a global gateway will be called 
?LOCALLV _ G? 

VTAM prior to V4 does not have a control point. Refer to 1.9, 
"What Is APPN?" on page 6 for more infonnation about 
control points. 

This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
fonnat for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This fonnat insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IBM branch office 
for the fonnat infonnation and to register your network name. 
Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for 
more infonnation about network names. 

For systems with VT AM already configured, this value is found 
in the VT AMLST start options (ATCSTRxx) member. The 
option name is NETID. 
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Symbol How to determine this value FiU in value 
here 

?PAR TNERLV? This is the partner's LV name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. Refer to 1.10, "How do I Configure a Network?" on 
page 7 for more information about the partner LV name. 

?LANADDRESS? This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LAN Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to find ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?TP~AME? This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For API.KG, the TP l\ame on the server is APNGD. 

When using private gateways, an entry is made in the 
$SER VER$ NAMES file that maps the TP name to an EXEC 
or module. The actual TP name follows a ":nick." parameter in 
the flie. 

?:\10DE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See 1.6, "What Is a 
Mode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client/server product's documentation specifIes what mode must 
be used by that product. API~G can use any mode (this can be 
specifIed on the API.KG command line), but the default is 
#I:\"TER. It is recommended that you use one of the architected 
modes discussed in the "What Is a Mode?" section. 

Local \Oalul.'S 

?~CPLANADDR? This is the local LAN address coded in NCP on a LINE macro 
using the LOCADD parameter. 

?MODETAB? Name of a logon mode table in VT AMo It is assembled and link-
edited into a VT AM LOADLIB dataset. The systems pro-
grammer should know the names of the logon mode tables 
defmed on the system. This should be the name of the table 
where the APPC modes are included. 

?SYYlDEST? This is the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It is included when 
creating a side information entry. The side information is stored 
in communications directory flies which are similar to NAMES 
flies. 

10.4 Working with APPC/VM 
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10.4.1 Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC/VM is usually started by autologging the A VSjVM virtual machine. It can 
also be started by issuing AGW START once GCS is ipled in the A VSVM 
machine. Stopping APPC/VM is accomplished via the AGW STOP command. 

10.5 Other commands 
APPC/VM is a VT AM application that runs in its own disconnected virtual 
machine (typically A VSVM) under GCS. Once APPC/VM is logged on there are 
several commands that can be used to monitor its operation. A subset of these com
mands is shown below: 

AG~J QUERY ALL 
AG~J eNOS 
AG~J ACTIVATE GATEHAY 

The Qt:ERY ALL command provides a listing of all resources in use by 
APPC/VM. AGW C:'\OS will negotiate session limits with partner LUs. ACTI
VATE GATEWAY makes an LU available to APPC/VM for its own use. 

10.6 Configuration 

10.6.1 Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

I. DefIDe yourself to the network 

2. DefIDe a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LEN configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. DefIDe CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. DefIDe transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

For APPC/V\,l, configuration is done in the following places: 

• A VSV:\1 DIRECT - The directory entry for APPC/VM. 

• AGWPROF GCS - This exec is called by A VSVM during startup. It starts 
resources for A VS/VM. 

• Server commands - Certain commands are issued in any virtual machine that 
will be used as a server. 

• CO:VIDIR - For client virtual machines, the communications directory must be 
established for CPI-C applications with the SET CO:VlDIR command. 
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• $SERVER$ NAMES - For server virtual machines, this flle contains the 
mapping of transaction program names to executables. It is used only with 
private gateways. 

• VT AM - DefInitions are required in an application major node for the 
APPCjVM LU or LUs, as well as partner defInitions in a switched major node 
for LAN attached T2.1 nodes, such as workstations. Additions are also need in 
logon mode tables for APPC modes. 

• NCP - The token-ring adapter must be confIgured, and a parameter added to 
the NCP defInition to support independent LUs. 

10.6.2 Define yourself to the network 
1. Create CP Directory Entry for the APPCjVM VT AM Service Machine 

APPC services in VM access an SNA network through the APPCjVM VT AM 
Service Machine (A VSVM). A VSVM's directory entry should look similar to 
the one shown below: 

USER AVSV~1 AVSVr·l 32M 64r·l G 64 
ACCOUNT 1 AVSV~1 

* 

r·1ACH XA 
IUCV ANY 
IUCV *IDENT GATEANY ?LOCALLU? REVOKE 
IUCV ALLQ\.oJ 
OPTION COMSRV MAXCONN 2B ACCT 
NAr·1ESAVE GCS 
I Pl GCS PAR~l AUTOLOG 

CONSOLE B1F 3215 
SPOOL BBC 254B READER A 
SPOOL BBD 254B PUNCH A 
SPOOL BBE 1403 
LINK MAINT 190 19B RR 
LINK MAINT 190 190 RR 
LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR 
LINK MAINT 193 193 RR 
HOISK 191 3380 22B9 B03 SSKN05 ~lR RAVSOBJ HAVSOBJ t·1AVSOBJ 

Figure 95. CP Directory Entry for AVSVM - AVSVM.DIR 

2. Load A VS from the Product Tape 

This step is described in the VM/ESA Installation Guide, SC24-5526. It is done 
by issuing the command: 

vmfins install ppf esains avs (nomemo nolink 

It is strongly recommended in the VMjESA Installation Guide that none of the 
disk addresses in the user directory be modilied. The directory entry shown 
above is the entry shipped with VM/ESA. 

The example above is for installation on mini-disks. It may be advantageous to 
install A VS in the shared flle system (SFS). For more information on this, see 
both the VM/ESA Installation Guide and VM/ESA: ellS Planning and Admin
istration Guide, SC24-5445. 

3. Create the AVS Virtual Machine Proflle and AGWPROF GCS. 

The PROFILE GCS contains commands to start AVS when the virtual 
machine is started. It is stored on the AVS 191 disk. AGWPROF GCS is 
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called after A VS initialization, and contains commands to execute as soon as 
A VS is available. Samples of each are shown below. 

1********************************************************************/ 

r ~ 
/* SAMPLE PROFILE GCS FOR AVS *j 
r ~ 
1* ***'******************************** ************* *** ******* it******** I 
Trace 0 
'CP SET IMSG ON' 
'CP SET EMSG ON' 
'CP SET RUN ON' 
'CP SET PHil IMMED AGI'I QUERY ALL' 
'CP SET PF62 IM~1ED AGW QUERY GAm'JAY ALL' 
'CP SET PF63 IMMED AGW QUERY CNOS ALL' 
'CP SET PF64 IMr~ED AG~I QUERY U~ERID ALL' 
'CP SET PF6S IMr·1ED AG~I QUERY CONV ALL' 
'CP SET PF12 RETRIEVE' 
1********************************************************************/ 

r ~ r Determine mode of operation. Load AG\oI376 loadlib if running */ r in 376 mode. Load AGI~ LOADLIB if running in XA mode. */ 
1********************************************************************/ 

'GLOBAL LOADLIB AG\1UTIL' 1* Contains AG\'IG~1D */ 
'OSRUN AG\oIGMD' /* AG\oIGMD returns 6 if running in XA mode, 

and 4 if running in 376 mode */ 

IF RC==6 THEN 
'GLOBAL LOADLIB AGW' 

ELSE 

/* Virtual machine is in XA mode */ 

'GLOBAL LOADLIB AGW376' 1* Virtual machine is in 376 mode */ 

'LOADCMD AG\~ AG\~' 

'Q LOADLIB' 
'Q LOADCMD' 
'AG\~ START' 
exit rc 

j* Start AVS 

Figure 96. PROFILE GCS . PROFILE.GCS 

1***********************/ 

/* AGWPROF GCS FOR AVS */ 
lit**********************/ 

'AG\'I ACTIVATE GATH1AY ?LOCALLU_P? PRIVATE' 
'AG\'1 ACTIVATE GATE\1AY ?LOCALLU_G? GLOBAL' 

Figure 97. AGWPROF GCS - AGWPROF.GCS 

Notes: 

*/ 

a. The names substituted for ?LOCALLU? should be different. ?LOCALLU? 
was used to designate both since they are both local LUs. 

Gateways defme paths (Logical L'nits or LUs) into the SNA network. As such 
these names must match names of LUs defmed in a VTAM application major 
node described below. 

4. Create VT AM Application :\1ajor Node 
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Place the following in a VT AMLST library (usually SYS l.VT AMLST): 

* 
APLAVS VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
?LOCAllU_G? APPL APPC=YES, 

AUTHEXIT =YES, 
AUTOSES=l, 
DSESLIM=8, 
DMINHNL=4, 
m·II Nt'iN R=4 , 
PARSESS=YES, 
SYNCLVL=CONFIRM, 
SECACPT=ALREADYV 

?lOCAllU P? APPL APPC=YES, 
AUTHEXIT=YES, 
AUTOSES=l, 
DSESLIt,1=8, 
mHNt'iNL=4, 
m·ll NI'JNR=4, 
PARSESS=YES, 
SYNCLVL=CONFIRM, 
SECACPT=ALREADYV 

Figure 98. VTA\I definition of APPC LV - APPLV'v1.VT\1 

~otes: 

x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

a. The name:; substituted for ?LOCALLU? should be different. ?LOCALLU? 
was used to designate both since they are both local 

b. If a logon mode table other than the default table (ISTI1\'CLM) will 
contain the APPC mode entries, a MODET AB parameter should be added 
to the entries above. LUs. 

c. Depending on security requirements on the VM system, the SECACPT 
parameter may also need to be changed. 

5. Add APPC Modes to the Logmode Table 

APPC modes are- shown in Figure 99 on page 136. Add them to your logrnode 
table, compile, and then link-edit the member into a VT AM library. Also 
include them in the default logmode table (ISTINCLM) so that dynamically 
created LUs can use them. 
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136 

***********************************************************.***.*.**** 

" 
" 

LOGllOOE TABLE ENTRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING 
AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 

**.****.*.*«*****************************************************.**** 

SNASVCHG HODEENT LOGHOOE=SNASVCHG,FHPROF=X'13',TSPROF=X'07', 
PRIPROT=X'BO',SECPROT=X'BO',COHPROT=X'DOBl', 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNDPAC=7, 
PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000000300', 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,TYPE=O 

TITLE "BATCH' 
*****.****.**********.***.******.********************.***************** 

" 
" 
" 
" 

LOGHODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS ON RESOURCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 
" 

***************.*******************.*********************************** 
IIBATCH HOOEENT LOG~IOOE=*BATCH, 

ENCR=8'0000',SSNDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3,PSNDPAC=3,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE 'NltITER' 
*********************************************************************** 

" 
" 
" 

LOGI100E TA8LE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSIONS ml RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 

" 
**.******************************************************************** 
i/WTER IIOOEENT LOG~IOOE=N1NTER, 

ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNOPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE '#BATCHSC' 
*** •• *************.*************************.***.********************** 

" 
" 
" 

LOGllODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS REQUIRING SECURE 
TRAtlSPORT ON RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 
DEVICES 

" 
" 

" 
*********************************************************************** 
ilBATCHSC I·IOOEENT LOGHOOE=#BATCHSC, 

ENCR=B'0000',SSNDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3,PSNDPAC=3,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE '#INTERSC' 
*********************************************************************** .. .. 
" 
" 
" 

LOGHOOE TABLE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSIONS REQUIRING 
SECURE TRANSPORT ON RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS 
LU 6.2 DEVICES 

" 
" 
" 

" 
*.***********.****************.*********************************** •• *** 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

NitlTERSC HOOEENT LOG~IOOE=#lNTERSC, 
ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNOPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNOPAC=7,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE 'CPSVCHG' 

" 

*** •• *********************** ••• ***********.*.********************.*.*** .. .. .. 
" .. 

LOGlmOE TABLE FOR CP-CP SESS IONS ON 
RESOURCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

CPSVC~IG HOOEENT LOG~IODE=CPSCVHG, 

RUSIZES=X' 8686' , EtICR=B '0000' , 
SSt10PAC=7,SRCVPAC=7,PSNOPAC=7 

Figure 99. APPC Logon Mode Entries - APPCMODE.ASM 
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10.6.3 Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
1. Define the Token-ring adapter in NCP 

The following is a sample token-ring connection from NCP: 

T03BT2PG GROUP ECLTYPE=(PHYSICAL,ANY) 
T03BT2PL LINE ADDRESS=(1089,FULL),LOCADD=?NCPLANADDR7,PORTADD=2, X 

RCVBUFC=4095,MAXTSL=2044,ADAPTER=TIC2,TRSPEED=4 
* 
T030TRLO GROUP ECLTYPE=LOGICAL,AUTOGEN=10,PHYPORT=2,CALL=INOUT 

Figure 100. LAN definitions on NCP 

2. Provide for use of independent LUs on the token-ring connection 

Once the token-ring is defmed in the NCP, the only additional parameter that is 
required is NU;\IIILU on the LUDRPOOL macro. For example: 

POOLI LUDRPOOL NUMILU=IBB,NUMTYPI=20,NUMTYP2=20 

In this example the i'\CP will be able to support up to 100 independent LUs 
that are being connected via dial connections (token-ring or switched lines). 

10.6.3.1 Additional LEN configuration 
Place the following in a VT A:'vl switched major node definition. It assumes that the 
partner node is not another VT AM. If the partner LU is on another VT AM system, 
then the link defmitions for the token-ring shown above need to be for a subarea 
link, or the cross-domain links need to be defmed so that normal LU routing within 
the subarea network will resolve the locations of the session partners. 

~JSN VBUILD TYPE=SI'JNET ,1·1AXGRP=2,~lAXNO=2 
PARTPU PU ADDR=04, X 

CPNAME=7PARTNERLU?, X 
PUTYPE=2, X 
1·1AXDATA=20I2, X 
1·1AXPATH= 1 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=0 ,MODETAB=?HODETAB? ,DLOGI"OD=?~IODE? 

Figure 101. WSN.Vf:vt 

PART~ERLU should be changed to match the partner LU name. See the "How to 
fmd ... " section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

10.6.4 Configure to run as a client 
Place the APING MODULE and API~GD MODULE on a minidisk to which 
you have. access. It is recommended to use a shared minidisk. 

10.6.4.1 Define CPI-C Side Information 
In APPC/VM side information is stored in what is called a communications direc

tory. It is a VM flIe similar in dcfmition and use to VM NA:\lES flies. Defining 
CPI-C Side Information is optional. Below is a sample entry: 

: ni ck. ?SYNDEST? :APINGD 
:luname.?LOCALLU? ?PARTNERLU? 
:modename.?MODE? 
:security.NONE 

Figure 102. Sample Communications Directory Entry - CO\tDlR.S\IP 
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If this entry is included in a VM me called SAMPLE COMDIR then it can be acti
vated in the client virtual machine by issuing: 

SET COMDIR FILE USER SAMPLE Cot~DIR 

More information on this command can be found by looking at the online help text 
for SET COMDIR. 

10.6.5 Configure to run as a server 
Place the API;\G MODULE and APINGD MODULE on a minidisk to which 
you have access. It is recommended to use a shared minidisk. 

1. Configure the Virtual Machine to run APINGD 

There are two principle methods of execution for transaction programs in 
APPC/VM; as global resources or as private resources. A global resource can be 
thought of as a resource or program available to a number of users, while a 
private resource or program is run within a particular users virtual machine. 
Which type is used by APPCjVM on incoming requests is determined by the 
type of gateway; if a global gateway is used, the transaction program is sched
uled as a global resource, while if a private gateway is used the transaction 
program is assumed to be private. Gateways are APPC/V),1 LUs. 

Configuring a Global Gateway: A global resource must be registered as such with 
V:\1. There are two ways to do this. First, an entry can be added to the directory of 
the virtual machine owning the resource, as is shown below: 

lUCY *IDENT resrcl GLOBAL 

This will identify rcsrcl as a resource managed by the virtual machine in which it is 
included. 

The other way is to use the Identify _Resource_Manager (XCIDRM) call. This call 
can be used from within a program or EXEC to register the resource with VM. 
This still requires an additional directory entry similar to the one below: 

lUCY *IDENT RESANY GLOBAL 

The "RESA:\Y" parameter allows the resource manager virtual machine to register 
any resource name using the XCIDRM call. Below is a sample EXEC called 
RESAPIi'\G which registers a resource called API~GD as a global resource, and 
then waits for events (such as an incoming attach) to schedule the transaction 
program. 
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/*"/ 
/* ARG resid ,,/ 
'set I drtb Is 20' 
'rtnload " (FROM VfRIB SYSTEH GROUP VMLlB) , 
'global loadlib edclink' 
'GLOBAL TXTLIB EDCBASE IBflLlB CHSLIB CHSSM' 
resid = word(resid userid(), 1) 
original resid = resid 
'EXECIO ;; DISKR Cf·fREXX COpy" (FINIS STEM CPICONST.' 
if rc<>O then exit rc 
do i=l to cpiconst.O 

interpret cpiconst.i 
end 

/" TRACE 'I' "/ 
server_scope=XC_GLOBAl 
serv i ce_ mode=XC _SEQUENTIAL 
secnone=XC_ACCEPT_SECURITY_NONE 
address cpi COOlll 

RESIO='APINGO ' 
'XCIDRH RES /0 SERVER SCOPE SERVICE fjODE SECNOIfE IDSRV_RC' 
IF IDSRV RC <> 0 & IDSRV RC <>24 THEN DO 

SAY 'U~able to start resource' RESID 

end 
do forever 
say 'Waiting for ALLOCATION event, TERf.fINATE, STOP or Cf.IS command' 
'XCI·fOE res i d conversat i on_ i d event I ength buffer HOEJc' 
select 

\tHEN event=XC_ALLOCATION_REQUEST then do 
address cms 'VHFCLEAR' 
say 'Allocation request received for' resid 
CALL Process Request 
end -

HHEN event=XC COffSOLE ItIPUT then 
CALL user_i~put left(buffer, length) 

l·tHEN event=XC_REVOKE_RESOURCE then do 
say 'Resource management for' resid 'has been revoked' 
SIGNAL Terminate_Server 
end 

OTHERHISE 
say 'Wa it_OnJvent returned event XC_INFORf·fATION_HfPUT' 
SIGNAL Terminate_Server 

end 
end 
Process_Request: 
ADDRESS COf·IHAND 
RESID 
RETURN 
User Input: 
arg ;;ser buffer 
select -

HHEN USER BUFFER = 'STOP' THEN DO 
say 'Terminating because of stop' 
exit 
end 

OTHER\~ISE 00 
ADDRESS Cf.tS USER_BUFFER 
Elf 0 

end 
return 

Figure 103. EXEC to Schedule a Global Resource - RESAPI~G.EXC 

Configuring a Private Gateway: A private gateway runs in a user's "private" virtual 
machine. Within that virtual machine the appropriate TXTLIB and LOADLIB 
members must be globalled to run a program such as API~G that is written in C. 
The following EXEC gives an example of an EXEC that can be called from a user's 
PROFILE EXEC to set up the virtual machine to act as a server: 
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/* This exec sets parameters for APPC/VM server operation */ 
PARSE ARG HELP1 
IF HELP1 = '?' THEN DO 

say 'This EXEC sets a user virtual machine for use as an APPC server.' 
say 'It:' 
say' 1. Performs SET SERVER ON' 
say I 2. Performs SET FULLSCREEN OFF' 
say I 3. Performs SET AUTOREAD OFF' 
say' 4. GLOBALs loadlib and txtlibs needed for C/370. ' 
say 
say lIt can be called from the PROFILE EXEC to automatically enable' 
say 'APPC server function. I 

exit 0 
end 
TRACE 0 
SET CMSTYPE HT 
/* Test for existing LOADLIB defs. Add EDCLINK (C runtime) if not */ 
1* configured. * / 
'QUERY LOADLIB (STACK LIFO) , 
PARSE UPPER PULL LLIBS 
I = WORDS(LLIBS) 
EDCADD= , YES' 
LOADCMD = 'GLOBAL LOADLIB ' 
DO J=3 TO I 

IF \-JORD(LLIBS,J)<>'NONE' THEN LOADC~1D=LOADCI·1D II ' , II \-JORD(LLIBS,J) 
IF \-JORD(LLIBS,J)='EDCLINK' THEN EDCADD=' NO' 

END 
IF EDCADD='YES' THEN LOADCf.1D=LOADCr·1D II ' EDCLINK' 
INTERPRET LOADcr·1D 
/* Test for eXisting TXTLIB defs. Add EDCBASt (C libraries) and */ 
/* and CMSSAA (contains CPI-C routines), if necessary. */ 
'QUERY TXTLIB (STACK LIFO)' 
PARSE UPPER PULL TLIBS 
I = \-JORDS (TLIBS) 
EDCADD= I YES' 
IBMADD='YES ' 
SAAADD='YES' 
LIBCMD = 'GLOBAL TXTLIB ' 
DO J=3 TO I 

IF \-JORD(TLIBS,J)<>'NONE' THEN LIBCMD=LIBC~1D II I I II ~JORD(TLIBS,J) 
IF \oJORD(TLIBS,J)='EDCBASE' THEN EDCADD='NO ' 
IF \-JORD (TLIBS,J)='CMSSAA I THEN SAAADD=' NO' 
IF \oJORD(TLIBS,J)='IBMLIB ' THEN IBMADD='NO' 

END 
IF EDCADD='YES' THEN LIBCMD=LIBCMD II ' EDCBASE' 
IF SAAADD='YES' THEN LIBCMD=LIBCMD II I CMSSAA' 
IF IBMADD='YES' THEN LIBCMD=LIBCMD II ' IBMLIB' 
INTERPRET LIBCMD 
'SET SERVER ON' 
'SET FULLSCREEN OFF' 
'SET AUTOREAD OFF' 

Figure 104. EXEC to Enable Server Operation· RESAPING.EXC 

i'lotes: 

1. The last three lines (SET commands) are required for private server operation. 
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10.6.5.1 Define transaction programs (TPs) 
When a private gateway is used, APPCjVM converts TP names received on 
A IT ACHes to executable program names by mapping the TP names to entries in a 
flle called $SER VER$ NAMES. 

To add new transaction programs, edit the $SER VER$ NAMES flle and add the 
following entry. 

* This file is used by APPC server to determine what module or exec 
* to call based on the TP name received in an ATTACH. 
:nick.APINGD :list.* 

:module.APINGD 

Figure 105. SSERVERS I'\AMES - TP To Executable Mapping - SSERVERS.NA:\I 

In the above example, the TP name APINGD specified in the H:nickH field is 
mapped to the executable. The H:list" field specifies a list of userids authorized to run 
this TP. The asterick implies that any userid may run the TP. 

If the use rid on the A IT ACH matches the use rid of the virtual machine where the 
TP is to run, then the H:list" entry is not needed. Similarly, if the TP name received 
in the ATTACH matches the executable name then the ":module" entry is not 
required. If both of these conditions are true then the entire entry in the fLie can be 
omitted. 

To add other transaction programs, edit the $SERVER$ NAMES ftle and add the 
following entry: :nick.TrP:\A;\IE? :list. * 

:module.?TP:".'A:\lE? 

1 0.7 How to find .... 
• LV Name 

For APPCjVM, this is configured in AGWPROF GCS. The command: 

AGI-J ACTIVATE GAm-JAY ?LOCAllU? GLOBAL 

defmes a global resource manager with name ?LOCALLU? 

• Control Point (CP) Name 

VT A;\;I, being a LEN node, does not have a CP (Control Point) name for 
APPi\ use. It does, however, have a SSCPNAME (System Services Control 
Point Name). If in configuring a partner platform a CP name is needed, use the 
SSCP~A:\1E instead .. It is also set in the A TCSTRxx flle on the VT AM 191 
disk. 

• \'etwork Name 

It is defmed in a flle named ATCSTRxx on VTA:\1's 191 disk. The HXX" is two 
digits, and the default is 00. A TCSTRxx is the VT A:VI start options. The 
~ETID parameter defmes the network name. 

• LA\, address 

The LAN" address is coded in N"CP on a LI:\E macro using the LOCADD 
parameter. 
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Appendix A. Using Node IDs in VTAM 

Prior to VTAM Version 3 Release 2, the only mechanism VTAM had for resolving 
dynamic connections like dial-in was the node lD. The examples in this guide all 
use a LAN connection which to VT AM is just like dial-in. The node lD is set in 
the computer dialing in and must match the value in VT AM for that physical unit. 

The node 10 itself was intended to have two parts: a block number that was to be 
unique for each product type and an I D number that was to be unique within each 
product type. These two parts correspond respectively to the IDBLK and IDNUJI;I 
parameters in VT AM. 

The examples below show for each of the pertinent platforms (LEN peripheral 
nodes and APPN nodes) how to code the node lD in the platform and the corre
sponding VT AM definition. 

l\'otc: Some platforms allow you to set the block number; in others it is fixed. If 
the block number is scttable you can use any matching value for IDBLK in VT A:YI. 
If the block number is fixed and VT A:\1 does not use the CPNA:\1E parameter as 
recommended, then the VT A:\1 IDBLK :\1l:ST :\IATCH the block number in the 
product. This will be indicated in the examples. 

!';ote: Although the information regarding nodeids applies to VT A;\1 releases earlier 
than Version 3 Release 2, the configurations in this guide require function that is 
only supported in Version 3 Release 2 and later. 

A.1 Node 10 for SNA Services/6000 or SNA Server/6000 
SNA Services/6000 and SNA Server/6000 allow you to set the block number; the 
default is 071. In the example below, the "bbb" values must match in VTA:\I and 
SNA Services/6000 or SNA Server/6000. 

PROFILE name = ?CPPRO? 
XID node ID = bbbnnnnn 
NEHJORK name = ?NETNAME? 
CONTROL POINT name = ?SSCPNM4E? 

Figure 106. SNA Services/6000: Control Point profile 

Control Point name 
Control Point type 
local network name 
XID node ID 

= ?lOCAlCP? 
= appn_end_node 
= ?lOCAlHET? 
= * 

N see note 

# see note 

Figure 107. SNA Serverj6000: Initial Node Setup: Information 

The corresponding VT AM definition is as follows: 
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?LINKNAME? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNAME=?AIXLUNAME?, 
IDBLK=bbb, 
IDNUM=nnnnn, 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

* DEFAULTS TO 071 
* ANY 5 HEX DIGITS 

?AIXLUNAME? LU LOCADDR=0,DLOGMOD=#INTER 

A.2 Node 10 for AS/400 

* 
* 

x 
X 
X 
X 

The AS/400 calls the node id the local exchange identifier FIXES the block number 
at 056. Below is a sample screen from the Create Controller Description command. 
The controller type/class is *HOST. 

Create Ctl Desc (SNA Host) (CRTCTLHOST) 

Type choices, press Enter. 

> ?CONTRNANE? Name Controller description 
Link type .. > *LAN *IDLC, *LAN, *SDLC, *X25 
Online at IPL .. 
APPN-capab 1 e . . . 
Switched line list 

+ for more values 

*YES *YES, *NO 
> *NO *YES, *NO 

Name 

Maximum frame size. . . • *LINKTYPE 
Remote network identifier *NETATR 
Remote control point .. . 
SSCP identifier .... . 
Local exchange identifier OS6nnnnn 

265-16393, 256, 265, 512 ... 
Name, *NETATR, *NONE, *ANY 
Name, *ANY 
050000000000-05FFFFFFFFFF 
05600000-056FFFFF, 

*UND 
Initial connection. . . . *DIAL *DIAL, *ANS 

Figure 108. Node to definition for AS!400 

The corresponding VT AM defInition is as follows: 

?LINKNA~IE? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNAf4E=?LUNAME? , 
IDBLK=OS6, 
IDNUf4=nnnnn, 
HODETAB=?140DETAB? 

?LUNAI4E? LU LOCADDR=0, DLOm·IOD=# INTER 
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A.3 Node 10 for Networking Services/DOS 
Networking Services/DOS calls the block number the blockjD and the 10 number 
the [D. The block_ID is settable but defaults to 075. In the example below, the 
"bbb" values must match in VT AM and Networking Services/DOS. 

NSDN ?NEHJORK? ?LUNAME? ,bbbnnnnn 

The corresponding VT AM deflnition is as follows: 

?LINKNAME? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNAI-1E=?LUNAI-1E? , 
IDBLK=bbb, 
IDNUt·l=nnnnn, 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

?LUNAt·1E? LU LOCADDR=0, DLOG~10D=# INTER 

* DEFAULTS TO 075 
* ANY 5 HEX DIGITS 

* 
* 

X 
X 
X 
X 

Note: For Networking Services/DOS, the LU name and CP name are the same. 
The modetable must include the name #INTER. 

A.4 Node 10 in OS/2 Extended Services 
OS/2 Extended Services calls the 10 number the nodeid and the block number is 
FIXED at 050. You :\ILST tell the VTi\.\1 system programmer to set the IDBLK 
to 050. Below is the example Local Node Characteristics window and 0.'DF 
excerpt. 

Required Features: 

Network 10: 

Local node name: 

Node type: 

o End Node to Network Node Server 
o End Node - No Network Uode Server 
o Network Node 

Your network node server address: ?LANAODRESS? 

Optional Features 

Loca I Node ID 050 nnnnn 
Local Node Alias Name 
COll1T1ent Configuration is Fun! ____ _ 

_ Activate Attach Ilanager at start up 

Figure 109. Local i'\ode Characteristics for Extended Services 
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defi ne_l ocal_cp fq_cp_ name (?NEHJORK? • ?LUNAME?) 
cp_al i as (myl u) 
node_id(x'nnnnn') 
node_type(?NODETYPE?); 

Figure 110. NDF file excerpt DEFINE_LOCAL_CP with nodeid 

The corresponding VT AM definition is as follows: 

?LINKNAr~E? PU ADDR=04. 
CPNAME=?LUNM4E? 
IDBLK=0SD. 
IDNUM=nnnnn. 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

?LUNAI~E? LU LOCADDR=0. DLOGI·l0D=#I NTER 

x 
X 

* I~UST BE 0SD FOR EXT. SVCS. * X 
* ANY S HEX DIGITS * X 
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Appendix B. The 3174 Establishment Controller and the 3172 
Interconnect Controller 

The purpose of this appendix is to direct the reader that is interested in using 317x 
controllers to connect APPC partners. 

In the APPC/MVS, APPCjVM and CICS sections of this configuration guide, the 
3745 Communications Controller provides access from the LAN to the IBM 
mainframe. A 3174 Establishment Controller or a 3172 Interconnect Controller can 
also provide gateway function. Here we refer you to other publications for config
uration information about these controllers. 

In the case of the 3174, where you go will depend on the level of microcode oper
ating in the 3174 (i.e. the configuration support level). 

If using 3174 Configuration Support C, then the 3174 APPN Implementation Guide, 
publication number GG24-3702, is recommended. It details APP~ support in the 
3174 and features twelve example scenarios. Each scenario includes configuration 
defmitions at all levels (LAN attached node, 3174 and the mainframe) and display 
commands examples. 

When the 3174 is loaded with earlier versions of microcode (Config A and Config 
B), the reader should obtain Experiences of Connecting APPC/PC with CICS/VS via 
[he 3174 Token Ring Gateway for end-to-end defmition examples as well as opera
tion, and problem determination information. The publication number is 
GG66-0287. 

End-to-end configuration dcfmitions are provided and installation considerations are 
discussed in Using the 3172 for LAN to Host Connectivity, publication number 
SG22-1053. 
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Appendix C. Working with Dependent LUs in OS/2 

There are some situations where independent LUs just won't work. Take as an 
example a 3174 serving as a token-ring gateway for an MVS host. VTAM Version 
3.3 for MVS will reject a Bind from the 3174 or any of it's downstream PUs, which 
means you can't use independent LUs. So. how can you get APPC function? Use 
dependent LUs, of course! 

This appendix describes how to set up VT AM and OS/2 Communications Manager 
(Extended Services or CM/2) to run APING to a host application (CICS, IMS, or 
APPCjMVS) using dependent LUs. We1l wrap up with some networking consider
ations and tips. 

Keep in mind the differences between independent and dependent L U s: 

• An independent LU 

requires no VTA:vt services unless the partner LU is somewhere on the 
other side of the VTAl\t-NCP network, say on another LAN 
can send a BI:\D to start a session with any partner LU 
can have "parallel" sessions to the same partner LU 
can have sessions with multiple partners at the same time 
when defmed in VTAM has local address (LOCADDR) of 0 

• A dependent LU 

requires VT AM services and an SSCP-L U session to get them 
cannot start a session by itself 
can only have one session to one partner at a time 
when defmed in VT AM has local address greater than 0 

C.1 Configuring VT AM 
Dependent LUs require defining two pieces of information to VTA:vt: an LU defi
nition and a mode entry in a mode table. 

C.1.1 VTAM PU Definition for Workstation Dependent LU 

? LINKNAME? PU ADDR=?PUADDR? ,~lODETAB=LU2TABLE ,DLOGMOD=LU2f·l0DE, x 
r~AXDATA=1927,. ~. 

TERMLUI LU LOCADDR=02 
TERMLU2 LU LOCADDR=03 
?DSZDLU? LU LOCADDR=?LOCADDR?,MODETAB=?MODETABLE?,DLOGMOD=1MODE? 

Figure Ill. Vf AM PU Definition with Dependent L U for S D LC Device 

? LINKNAME? PU CUADDR=? PUADDR? ,~10DET AB=LU2TABLE, DLOG~lOD=LU2~10DE, X 
t·1AXDATA=1927, ••• 

TERMLUI LU LOCADDR=02 
TERMLU2 LU LOCADDR=03 
?OSZDLU? LU LOCADDR=? LOCADDR? ,MODEY AB=?MOOETABLE? ,DLOGMOD=?MOOE? 

Figure 112. VfAM PU Definition with Dependent LU for Channel-Attached Device 
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Notes: 

'l. The ADDR parameter for switched nodes is irrelevant. For SDLC devices 
(AD DR) and charmel-attached devices (CUADDR) this parameter must be 
defmed in the device itself to match the VT AM parameter. 

2. If this PV is downstream from a 3174 token-ring gateway, the ?PUADDR? 
must match the NSN column in question 941 of the 3174 customization .. 

3. This example shows the VT AM sift-down rule in effect. That is, the terminal 
LUs use the modetable and default log mode from the PU statement. You 
could put the APPC mode in the LU2TABLE rather than using a separate 
mode table. 

4. ?OS2DLV?,?LOCADDR?, and ?MODE? will all be used in the OS/2 defInition. 

C.1.2 VTAM Mode Table Entry for Single-Session Mode 

?MODE? r·lODEENT LOGr~ODE=?MODE?, FMPROF=X '13', TSPROF=X' e7' , x 
PRIPROT=X' Be' ,SECPROT=X' Be', Cor·1PROT=X 'seBS' , TYPE=X 'ee', x 
RUSIZES=X'F7F7',PSERVIc=x'e6e2eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee2cee' 

Figure 113. VT AM Mode Entry for Single·Session :Ylode 

Notes: 

1. This mode entry specifies that the primary LV is contention-winner 
(CO:VIPROT = x'xxBx.'), a requirement for CICS autoinstall. 

2. The PSER VIC is required. The x'2C' specifies that the session supports 
synclevel confIrm and single-session only. 

3. This mode entry must be assembled and link-edited with the ?\IODET ABLE? 
member of SYS1.VTAMLIB (MVS), the ?MODETABLE? VTAMLST ftle 
(VM), or the equivalent ftle in VSE. 

C.1.3 VTAM Network Identifier (NETID) 
When working with 3174 LIC B as a token-ring gateway, the 3174 does not send 
XIDs from the downstream PVs to VT AM. In particular, VT AM assumes that the 
downstream PUs are in the same network, that is, the downstream PUs have the 
same NETIO as VTAM. If the downstream PU and VTAM have different 
NETIDs, communication cannot take place. 

The VT AM NETIO is found in A TCSTRxx, the VT AM start options list. 

C.2 Configuring the Dependent LU in Communications Manager 
ConfIguring dependent LUs in Communications Manager involves not only the 
local LV but also the partner LV and the logical link. Below are defInitions from a 
Communications Manager .NDF fIle. 
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C.2.1 Defining the Dependent LU in OS/2 

DEFINE_LOCAL_LU LU_NAME(?OSZDLU1) 
DESCRIPTION(Dependent LU for PU 2.e host gateways) 
LU_ALIAS(7LUALIAS7) 
NAU_ADDRESS(7LOCADDR7); 

Figure 114. OS/2 Local Dependent LV Definition 

Notes: 

I. ?LOCADDR? must match that in VT AM and must be greater than zero. 

2. The alias of the local LU, ?LUALIAS?, can be mixed-case. 

C.2.2 Defining the Host LU to OS/2 

DEFINE_PARTNER_LU FQ_PARTNER_ LU_NAf.1E(?HOSTNET? ?HOSTlU?) 
PARTNER_LU_AL1AS(?PlUALIAS?,?PlUalias?) 
PARTNER _ LU _ UN1 NTERPRETED _ NAt4E (?HOSTlU?) 
MAX _~lC _ LL _SEND _ S1 ZE (32767) 
CONV_SECUR1TY_VER1F1CAT10N(NO) 
PARALLEL_SESS10N_SUPPORT(NO); 

Figure 115. OS/2 Partner LU Definition 

;\'otcs: 

1. If ?HOS~ET! is different from the local ;'\ETID, you must code a cross
domain resource (CORSC) definition in VT AM and name it ?HOSTLU? 

2. OS/2 allows you to specify several different aliases for partner LUs. Here we 
show one alias in all upper-case and one in mixed-case. 

3. CM sends the partner LU uninterpreted name to VTAM to start the BIND 
process. This parameter is required. 

4. The parallel session support Mt:ST be ;'\0 for dependent LUs. 

C.2.3 Defining the OS/2 Link and PLU Location 
You must tell Communications Manager where to fllld the partner LU. This 
involves the link definition to (in our example) the 3174 gateway. 

DEFI NE _ LOGICAL_ LI NK LI NK _ NAf.1E (?GWLINK?) 
DESCRIPT10N(Host gateway) 
FQ_ADJACENT~CP _NA14E(?NETWORK? ?GWCP1) 
ADJACENT_NODE_TYPE(LEN) 
DLC_NAME(IBMTRNET) 
ADAPTER_ NUt·1BER (e) 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS (?LANADDRESS?) 
CP_CP_SESSION_SUPPORT(NO) 
ACTIVATE_AT_STARTUP(YES) 
SOLICIT_SSCP_SESSION(YES); 

DEFINE_PARTNER_LU_LOCATION FQ_PARTNER_LU_NAME(lHOSTNET?7HOSTlU?) 
WILDCARD_ENTRY (NO) 
FQ_ O~JNING _ CP _ NAME (?NETWORK? • ?GWCP?) 
LOCAL_NODE_NN_SERVER(NO); 

Figure 116. OS/2 link and PL U Location Definitions 
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Notes: 

1. Communications Manager uses the adjacent node's CP name, ?GWCP?, as a 
durruny name when the adjacent node type is LEN. However, for smoother 
migration to APPN use the rules in CA, "Additional Tips and Details" on 
page 153. 

2. You must set SOLICIT_SSCP _SESSION(YES) because the dependent LU 
requires one. 

3. If this workstation corrununicates with several host LUs, you may wish to set 
WILDCARD_ENTRY(PARTIAL). See CA, "Additional Tips and Details" 
on page 153 for an example. 

C.2.4 Defining the OS/2 Single-Session Mode 

DEFINE ~100E r'100E_NAt~E(?r~ODE?) 

DESCRIPTION(Single-session mode) 
COS_NA~'E(#INTER ) 
DEFAULT_RU_SIZE(YES) 
RECEIVE_PAC I NG _\~I NODI'! (4) 
r·1AX_NEGOTIABLE_ SESSION_ LItH T (1) 
PLU _NODE_SESSION _Lmr T (1) 
MIN_CONWINNERS_SOURCE(1); 

Figure 117. OS;2 Single·Session "lode Definition 

:\"otes: 

I. The mode name ?:\IODE? must match that in VTAM. 

2. Set MIN_CONWINi'ERS_SOURCE(l) if programs on the workstation will 
start most of the APPC conversations. Set this to (0) if the host application 
starts most of the conversations (for example, ImagePlus/ESA or NetView Dis
tribution Manager). 

C.3 Running APING 
Finally, to run APING, issue the following two corrunands from an OS/2 

command prompt: 

mc:\" set appcllu=?lUAlIAS1 
mc:\" aping -n -m ?MODE? ?PlUalias? 

The environment variable APPCLLU tells CPI-C which local LU to use for the 
session. If you don't set this variable, CPI-C uses the default LU. The default LU 
is the control point LU. (You can change this; see the tips in CA, "Additional Tips 
and Details" on page 153.) 

Remember when setting APPCLLU and when running APING that aliases are 
case-sensitive. You must specify the mode here because APING will try to use 
#INTER, which will in turn try (and fail) to set up parallel sessions. 
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C.4 Additional Tips and Details 

C.4.1 Tips 

C.4.2 Minutiae 

Here are some other tricks: 

• Choosing the CP names on DEFINE_LOGICAL_LINK 

If your gateway is a 3745, use the VT AM SSCP name. When you migrate 
to APPN, the SSCP name becomes the CP name of the VTAM-~CP 
... composite network nodeN

• 

If your gateway is anything else, use the CP name of the gateway node 
(3174,3172. CM/2 •... ). When you migrate to APPN, the gateway itself 
becomes the APPN network node. (The 3172 network node function is a 
statement of direction as of 2/94.) 

• Using wildcards to reduce PLU location definitions 

If your workstation conununicatcs with many host LUs, you can get by with 
one statement codcd like this: 

DEFINE PARTNER LU LOCATION FQ_PARTNER _LU _ NAr·1E(? PARTNERNET?) 
\'IILDCARD _ENTRY (PARTIAL) 
FQ_OHNING_CP _rW.JE(?NETWORK? ?GWCP?) 
LOCAL_NODE_NN_SERVER(NO); 

Conununications Manager will route requests for all LtJs in the 
?P ARThER~ET? network to the gateway link. 

• Changing the default LU 

If you never use the parallel session capability of the CP LU, then you can 
change the default LU (and eliminate the "set APPCLLU" stcp) by coding this 
line in the DEFINE_DEFACLTS stanza: 

DEFINE_DEFAULTS DEFAULT_LOCAL_LU_ALIAS(?LUALIAS?) 

• DcfIDing VT AM cross-domain resources 

******************************************************** 

* THE LOCAL NEHJORK 10 IS NEll, LOCAL VTAr" IS NICDRm * 
******************************************************** 

?CDRSC~IAJ? VBUILO TYPE=CDRSC 
?HOSTLUl? CORSC CDRM=NICDRr41 * Host LUI on some other NEll VTAN 
?HOSTNET? NETWORK NETID=?HOSTNET? 
?HOSTLU1 CDRSC ISTATUS=ACTIVE * Host LU in HOSTNET network 

To connect two VT AMs with different network IDs requires the S~A ~etwork 
Interconnect (SNI) product with one VT AM in each network connected to a 
HgatewayH NCP. VTAMs are known in the network by thcir Cross-Domain 
Resource Manager (CDRM} names. VTAM Version 3.4 and latcr treat ALL 
independcnt LUs as cross-domain resourccs. 

One of the limitations. of dependent LUs is that you can't start a session from your 
dependent LU to an LU in another OS/2 system. The partner system :\-lAY be 
able to start a session to the dependent LU if it has an independent LV. In fact. 
from a dependent LU you can only initiate sessions to host LUs or LUs in nodes 
(like the AS/400) that respond to the VTAM message CDCli\IT. The node 
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responds to the CDCINIT with a BIND to the originating LV (in OS/2 in our 
example). 

If all you want to do is APPC to one host application at a time, dependent LV 
support is adequate. If you want to do a lot of APPC with multiple host applica
tions, then you will need several LVs per workstation. This makes working with 
CPI-C somewhat tedious, since CPI-C uses the "default" LV. This is nice because 
the application doesn't have to know anything about the local configuration. 
However, with lots of dependent LVs, your applications will need to use different 
local LVs. This is just one more reason to use one independent LV that can have 
multiple sessions with multiple partners. 
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Appendix D. CICS: Autoinstalling Parallel Sessions 

Note: CICS/ESA Version 4, announced February I, 1994, supports autoinstalling 
parallel sessions. See Announcement Letter 294-026 for more details. 

Customers use CICS autoinstall to conserve CICS resources for applications like 
Image + /ESA. Some CICS system programmers (and many IBMers as well) 
believe that autoinstall only works for dependent LUs. However, there are many 
dynamic defmition features in VT AM and APPN that only work with independent 
LUs and cannot be used by dependent LUs. It would be very nice to get the bene
fits of both auto install and independent LUs. Well, YOU CAN! Really, it was 
possible all along; it just wasn't easy to figure out. Here's how. If you know all 
about CICS autoinstall just skip to 0.1.2, "VT AM Mode Table Entry" on 
page 156. Otherwise, the next few paragraphs serve as an introduction. 

Many APPC platforms can build partner defmitions automatically whenever an 
unknown partner tries to connect. Automatic defmition means less administrative 
work, fewer mistakes, and happier users. CICS calls this function "auto install " and 
CICS has had it for a long time. That's the good news. The bad news is that CICS 
can auto install only single-session "terminals" and VT AM must start the process. 

In SNA terms a CICS terminal is typically a dependent LU and S~A (VT AM in 
particular) works very well with dependent LUs. However, SNA with Advanced 
Peer-to-Peer ~etworking (APPN) works better with independent LUs that send 
BI:"Ds directly and don't need VT AM. A typical workstation cannot just send a 
BIND to CICS; there must be a CINIT message (pronounced "see-init") from 
VT AM in order to start the autoinstall process. 

So, the task boils down to two steps 

1. Setting up Communications Manager or Networking Services/DOS to properly 
respond to CICS 

2. Starting the process in VT AM, either through system defmition or operator 
command. 

For complete details on what happens between dependent LUs, VT A\1, and CICS, 
see 0.5, "Autoinstall Details" on page 159. If you just want the configuration and 
operation information, read on. 

0.1 Setting up CICS and VTAM for Autoinstall 
There are three events that will cause VT AM to send a CIl'\IT to CICS (starting 
the autoinstall process): 

1. An LV statement is coded \vith the LOGAPPL(?CICSLU?) parameter and the 
LU becomes active (CICSLU is the CICS applid or region name). 

2. A VT A.M operator issues a 

VARY NET,lOGON=?CICSlU?,ID=?ILU?,lOGMODE=?MODE? 

command (?ILU? is the independent LU name, ?MODE? is a mode with 
parameters that match the CICS defaults for the LU62 terminal). 
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3. A dependent LU sends an INIT_SELF to VTAM naming ?CICSLU? as the 
"partner uninterpreted name.'" 

Note that only item 3 explicitly excludes independent LUs. So, to bring CICS into 
the dynamic world of APPN, all we have to do is implement method lor 2. 

0.1.1 CICS Model Definitions 
The following example shows what happens with the CICS/ESA V3R3 default defi
nitions. The two pertinent CICS resource defInitions are LU62 TERMINAL in 
group DHFTERM and DFHLU62T TYPETERM in group DFHTYPE. You 
can't change the CICS defaults; these screens are shown for information only. 

TERHINAl : LU62 
GROUP : DFHTERI4 
DESCRIPTION 
AUTINSHlODEl : ONLY NO I YES I ONLY 
AUTINSTNAI~E : DFHLU62T 

TERIHtlAl IDENTIFIERS 
TYPETERI1 : DFHlU62T 
tlETtlAI·IE : LU62 

SESSION SECURITY 
SECURITYNAI~E 

ATTACHSEC : LOCAL lOCAL I IDEIHIFY I VERIFY I PERSISTENT I 11IXIDPE 
BINDPASSHORD PASSI-IORD NOT SPECIFIED 
BINDSECURITY : NO NO I YES 

Figure 118. LU62 TERMI~AL Definition in Group DFHTER:\·1 

You may wish to change the ATTACH security to VERIFY (for password 
checking on all transactions) or PERSISTENT (for OS/2). To do so, you must 
create a new model TERMINAL defInition and a new model TYPETERM defi
nition. 

Figure 119 shows the important lines in the TYPETER:\t definition used for 
APPC autoinstall. 

TYPETERI~ : DFHlU62T 
GROUP : DFHTYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

RESOURCE TYPE 
DEVICE : APPC 

SESSION PROPERTIES 
ASCII : NO NO I 7 I 8 
SENDSIZE : 02048 0-30720 
RECEIVESIZE : 02048 0-30720 
BRACKET : YES YES I NO 
lOGHOOE 

Figure 119. DFIILU62T TYPETERM Definition in Group DHITYPE 

0.1.2 VTAM Mode Table Entry 
. The key VTAM definition is the mode name in the LU's default mode table. You 
must create this mode entry or one like it. Below is the assembler source for the 
?:\IODE? mode. Add this entry to your mode table source ftle, assemble it, and 
link-edit the result with SYSl.VTAMLlB. 
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?MODE? MODEENT LOGMODE=1MODE1,FMPROF=X'13',TSPROF=X'07', X 
PRI PROT =X' B8 ' , SEC PROT =X 'B8' , COI1PROT =x' 50B5 ' , TYPE=X '08', X 
RUSIZES=X'8888',PSERVIC=X'860280880808808088082C80' 

Figure 120. Sample Mode Entry for Single·Session, PLU Contention-Winner Mode 

Notes: 

1. The common Function Management protocols (COMPROT) is x'SOBS'. The 
third character must be x'B' to indicate 'bind-sender (CICS) is contention
winner." 

2. CICS always tries to be the contention-winner for the session but accepts what
ever the partner LU sets in the BIND response. 

Once you have successfully link-edited the mode table, update the working mode 
table with the command 

modi fy net, tab 1 e, opt i on= load, nel-ltab=?MODETABLE? 

0.2 Autoinstalling OS/2 Communications Manager IlUs 
OS/2 Communications l\lanager can accept being contention-loser when the 
session-limit is I. If an OS/2 application tries to allocate a conversation on the 
session and the session is not in use, Communications Manager will send a no-op 
message to CICS with bits in the header that say (in effect) "I want to use this 
session, is it okay?" and CICS will respond, "It's okay." Then Communications 
Manager will return control to the program and the transaction program will 
proceed. 

0.2.1 Starting the Autoinstall 
To auto install the OS/2 LU, do one of the following: 

• code the VT A:\1 LU statement with a LOGAPPL parameter. For example, 

?OS2LU? LU LOCADDR=8, ISTATUS=ACTIVE,DLOGNOD=?~IODE?, LOGAPPL=?CICSLU? 

• issue the VT AM operator command 

v net,logon=?CICSLU?,id=?OS2LU?,logmode=?MODE? 

0.3 Setting Up OS/2 CM for Autoinstall 
There are two cases to consider for OS/2 system definition. 

1. CICS always starts the APPC conversation; this happens with Image + /ESA, 
for example. You need no additional defmitions in Communications )'lanager. 

2. OS/2 applications will start conversations with CICS transactions. This will 
require a partner LU defmition that specifIes a session limit of I and the mode 
defmition. 
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0.3.1 Defining the Mode Name 
To make OS/2 the contention-winner on the single session, you must create a mode 
defInition (see below). The session limits must be coded exactly as shown; the RU 
sizes and pacing values can be changed. 

DEFINE MODE MODE_NAf~E(?MODE1) 
OESCRIPTION(For CICS autoinstall test) 
COS_NAME(#INTER ) 
OEFAULT_RU_SIZE(YES) 
RECEI VE _PAC I NG _HI NDQlo} (4) 
MAX_NEGOTIABLE_SESSION_LIMIT(l) 
PLU _f400E_ SESSION _LIf.1IT (1) 
~lIN_CONt-JINNERS_SOURCE(l) ; 

Figure 121. Contention-Winner Mode Definition for Communications Manager 

0.3.2 Defining the Partner LU (CICS) 

DEFINE_PARTNER_LU FQ_PARTNER_LU_NAr·1E(?CICSNH? ?CICSLU?) 
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS(?PlUAlIAS?,?plualias?) 
MAXJ1C_lL_SEND _SIZE (32767) 
CONV_SECURITY_VERIFICATION(NO) 
PARALLEL_SESSION_SUPPORT(NO); 

Figure 122. Communications Manager Partner LV Definition 

;'\otcs: 

1. If ?CICSNET? is different from the local NETID, you must code a cross
domain resource (CDRSC) defInition in VT AM and name it ?CICSLU? 

2. Communications Manager allows you to specify several different aliases for 
partner LUs. Here we show all upper-case and all lower-case aliases. 

3. The parallel session support ;\lCST be ;'\0 for CICS autoinstall. 

0.4 Autoinstalling Networking Services/DOS ILUs 
This requires Networking Services/DOS at CSD level IP00898 or later. Networking 
Services/DOS (version 1.0 with CSD and version l.l) will always try to be the con
tention winner. Figure 123 shows a sample MODE.NSD containing a proper 
single-session mode defInition. 

II Rev f4axi mum Ninimum 
II ~laximum Pacing Negotiable Negotiable 
II f40de Name RU Size \'Ji ndow Sessions Con~li nners 
II --------- ---------- ----------

SNASVCf.1G 256 1 2 
BLANK * 2 8 4 
HBATCH * 3 8 4 
HINTER * 7 8 4 

II ?~IODE? is for single-session CICS autoinstall 
?MOOE? 1024 3 1 1 

Figure 123. Contention-Winner :'vlode Definition for i'.'etworking Services,DOS 
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As with OS/2, the RV size and pacing windows are tunable, the session limits are 
not. Autoinstall will not work if the mode name is omitted from the MOOE.NSO 
flle. 

0.4.1 Starting the Autoinstall 
To autoinstall the Networking Services/DOS LU, do one of the following: 

• code the VT AM LV statement with a LOGAPPL parameter. For example, 

?NSDlU? lU lOCADDR=9,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,DLOGMOD=?MODE?,LOGAPPL=?CICSLU? 

• issue the VT AM operator command 

v net,logon=?CICSlU?,id=?NSDlU?,logmode=?MODE? 

Here, ?l\'SDLU? must match the Networking Services/DOS LV definition in the 
l'\SDN statement in the CONFIG.NSO flle. 

NSDN ?NETWORK? ?NSDlU.? 

0.5 Autoinstall Details 
APPC sessions start with one LU sending a BI:\,D to the partner Le. The partner 
LV can use information in the BI:-.iO to completely identify the origin LC. There
fore most platforms use the BI:-';O to start the automatic defmition process. This 
approach does not work for dependent LUs because dependent LUs can't send 
nI~Ds. 

CICS needed a solution that worked for dependent LUs. Fortunately, whenever 
someone at a 3270 terminal (a dependent LV to VT A\1 and CICS),needs to 
connect to CICS, VTAM sends to CICS a message called a "control initiate" 
(CIl'\IT). The CINIT contains the terminal's LV name and all the other parame
ters that go in a nINO. If all those parameters match what CICS wants to send, 
then CICS will build a BIND to the target LV and send it. 

In APPC, dependent LUs automatically send a message called Il'\IT_SELF to 
VTAM, which in tum causes VTAM to send a CINIT to CICS. Independent LVs 
will try to send a BI:-':D to start a session and CICS will reject BI:"\Ds from LUs for 
which it does not have an existing CONNECTION or TER:YtINAL definition. 

So, our problem becomes NHow can I get VT AM to generate a CINIT for an inde
pendent LV?'" or, to use VTAM terminology, "How can I logon an independent LV 
to CICS?N There are only two ways to do this: issue the VT AM operator 
command N V net,!ogon= ... N or code the LOGAPPL parameter on the LV definition 
statement. 0.1, "Setting up CICS and VTAM for Autoinstall" on page 155 
describes the operational steps to make this work. 

0.6 References 
VT AM Operation VT AM Resource Definition Reference 
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